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Executive Summary
This master’s thesis sheds light on the experiential aspects of hotel accommodation. I start  by 

contending that the “raison d’être” of hotels is to offer not only an accommodation – a place 

to stay – but also an experience. This claim is rooted in the growth of the “experiential hotel 

market” and the needs of the modern travellers for much more than comfort and convenience. 

A tendency that has risen out of the present era of the experience economy. With point of 

departure in this claim, I level criticism against the star classification system – the dominant 

force in the hotel industry – for neglecting the experiential aspects of hotels.

Motivated by the ambition of proposing a new and relevant hotel classification model, I 

explore and assess the role and value of the experiential hotel aspects, as opposed to the 

functional hotel aspects, on the guest experience in two experiential city hotels, more 

specifically in citizenM in Amsterdam and Hotel Fox in Copenhagen. In doing so, I apply 

theories from different scientific fields, e.g., customer experience management, consumer 

behaviour, and psychology. The research methods that  are applied at each case study site are 

questionnaire, netnography, ethnography, and interview. 

The methods in interplay provide a thorough examination of the guest experience in the two 

case hotels. The questionnaire method addresses the pre guest experience, whereby a 

significant finding is that the hotel concept has crucial influence on the guests’ choice of 

hotel. Hotel concept is primarily related to non-utilitarian and conceptual drivers and, 

therefore, experiential hotel aspects play a dominant role for the pre guest  experience. 

Experiential hotel aspects also show to be significant for the actual guest  experience, but 

during the actual hotel stay, the guests tend to be more concerned with functionality  and 

physical well-being than they do before (and after) the hotel stay. 

With point of departure in the research results, I round off the thesis by  demonstrating how 

hotel classification on existing travel sites, more specifically on TripAdvisor, can be 

optimised. Thus, I decide to further develop  “what already  works” rather than to create a 

completely new classification system. Additionally, the results contribute to the existing 

literature as they  provide a new perspective on the concept of hotel guest experience and on 

what motivates and satisfies modern hotel guests. Hereby, the results not only contribute to the 

hotel management literature but also the customer experience management field more generally. 
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1. Introduction
“Next to the music and film industry, the hospitality industry is potentially the industry that is 

most engaged in creating memorable experiences for people.”

This quotation appeared on the former version of Copenhagen Hospitality  College’s online 

educational profile and is pertinent for the claim put forward in this thesis: that the “raison 

d’être” of hotels is to offer an accommodation and an experience. 

The Macmillan Dictionary defines a hotel1 as “a building where you pay to stay in a room and 

have meals” and an accommodation as “a house, flat, or hotel room” or “a place for someone 

to stay, live, or work in.” Not surprisingly, there is no big difference between the definition of 

a hotel and the definition of an accommodation, since a hotel is an accommodation, and an 

accommodation is a hotel. The reason that I illuminate this otherwise evident point  is that 

regarding a hotel solely for its tangible and utilitarian qualities contradicts with the argument 

of the thesis: that the role of a hotel is to offer not only an accommodation – a place to stay – 

but also an experience. Nevertheless, my preoccupation concerns not so much how the word 

hotel is defined in a given dictionary, but the fact that the star classification system – the 

dominant force in the hotel industry – views hotels accordingly, i.e., assesses exclusively the 

functional and tangible aspects of hotel accommodation. The star classification is presented 

below, followed by a substantiation of my criticism of it. 

1.1. The Star Classification
The star classification is the hotel assessment system that most countries in the world use 

(Star (classification), n.d.). The stars therefore serve as the dominant indication of hotel 

quality in the hotel industry  – being displayed in the majority  of hotel guides, commonly 

known by travellers, and acting as a main competitive parameter for hotel companies. 

However, the star classification is not an international standard system, which means that 

most countries have their own individual system (Pepitone, 2007; Star (classification), n.d.). 

Although the star classification justly  can be criticised for this lack of homogeneity, my 

criticism does not concern this aspect of the system. On the contrary, it  concerns what the 

different systems have in common, that being the overall criteria and procedures (ibid.).
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The star classification is based upon very specific objective criteria of hotels’ products, 

services, and facilities. For instance, number of lamps and chairs, size of rooms, and spa and 

gym facilities (Hotelstars Union, 2010; Horesta, 20102). This means that the number of stars, 

mostly  ranging from one to five, that a hotel can achieve depends on how many  of the listed 

criteria the hotel provides. This further means that the intangible and non-quantifiable aspects, 

such as atmosphere, interior design, culture, quality of food, and friendliness of staff do not 

form part of the assessment. The classification is controlled and developed by either 

government, tourism, or independent authorities who typically rate the hotels when they  open 

and inspect them on a regular basis onwards (Pepitone, 2007; Star (classification), n.d.).

1.2. An Experience Age
In 1998, the American economists Joseph Pine and James Gilmore first introduced the 

concept The Experience Economy and argued that experiences increasingly were becoming 

the most sought-after economic offering in the Western societies. Nonetheless, already  since 

the early  1980s, consumption has progressively evolved from an essentially  utilitarian 

orientation towards a more experiential one: from a focus on the functional features and 

tangible benefits of products and services to a focus on their symbolic meanings, hedonic 

responses, and aesthetic characters and from a view on consumers as logical thinkers with 

utilitarian needs to a view on them as emotional beings with experiential desires (Carù & 

Cova, 2007; Christensen & Hansen, 2007; Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). This fundamental 

change in people’s basic values and beliefs is also depicted by  the political scientists Ronald 

Inglehart and Christian Welzel who state:

 “Consumption is becoming progressively less determined by the need for sustenance and the 

practical use of the goods consumed. People still eat, but a growing component of food’s 

value is determined by its nonmaterial aspects. People pay a premium to eat exotic cuisines 

that provide an interesting experience or that symbolize distinctive life-style” (Inglehart & 

Welzel, 2005: 33).

Similar to the restaurant industry  with its growing number of exotic cuisines and special food 

concepts, the hotel industry  is increasingly embracing new ways to meeting guests’ 

multifaceted needs and preferences. The tendency of breaking with the traditional hotel 
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approach shows with the growing number of “experiential hotel genres” in the market today 

where design hotels, hip hotels, boutique hotels, lifestyle hotels, and unusual hotels are just 

some examples.

In this thesis, I divide hotels between “traditional” and “experiential” and so presume that all 

hotels can be placed on a scale ranging from truly traditional to truly experiential. A 

somewhat similar division has been made by Lucienne Anhar (2001), consultant and 

valuation analyst, and Kirsten Lea (2002), specialist destination consultant, who distinguish 

between chained hotels and boutique hotels. They agree that the characteristics of chained 

hotels, what I term traditional hotels, are comfort, convenience, consistency, and functional 

quality. Drawing on Anhar (2002) and Lea (2002) among others, I use the definition of 

boutique hotels as a starting point for defining experiential hotels3.

The first boutique hotels started to appear in the early 1980s – the same time as the Western 

societies started to show signs of a more experiential way  of life – in cities such as New York, 

San Francisco, and London. Still today, boutique hotels are typically located in metropolitan 

cities, often in the heart of the city centre or in the vibrant neighbourhoods (Anhar, 2001; Lim 

& Endean, 2009). Boutique hotels are known for their unique styles and overall themes and 

for giving explicit attention to architecture and design (Anhar, 2001; Lea, 2002). They were 

originally  characterised being small, exclusive independent hotels offering personalised 

services and thematic guest rooms, but as the conception has widened over the years, they are 

today equally associated with hip places full of modern technology (Link, 2010; 

Mandelbaum, 2008; Stone, 2005). According to Anhar (2001), people stay in boutique hotels 

because it is fashionable to do so, not because of the facilities the hotels offer. Boutique hotels 

are therefore marketed on experience and image, rather than on the physical attributes (ibid.).

On the basis of this exposition, I define experiential hotels as hotels that have a unique 

character and an overall theme and are marketed as experiences rather than simply as 

accommodations. Moreover, they show a tendency  towards some of the boutique 

characteristics.
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I have now described how “experiences” during the last thirty years gradually have become 

the predominant consumer sensibility and led to the fact that we now live in an experience 

age. Furthermore, I have depicted how this experience trend mirrors in the hotel industry  with 

the growth of the experiential hotel market. My intention with this exposition is to show that 

the role of a hotel gradually  is changing. I believe the market of experiential hotels will 

continue to grow and that traditional hotel companies, too, will need to adapt to a more 

experiential approach. 

1.3. Problem Identification 
On this basis, I argue that the star classification is a deficient system for the assessment of 

hotels; it is deficient for the assessment of hotels in general and for the assessment of 

experiential hotels in particular. To illustrate this, a hotel can be fully  equipped with high-

quality-design furniture, be decorated by a famous artist, and deliver a highly professional and 

entertaining service but still not obtain more than two stars due to its lack of, for example, a 

wardrobe (criterion 46, Horesta, 2010) or a shoe polish machine (criterion 153, Hotelstars 

Union, 2010). 

Nonetheless, I acknowledge that an indication of the quantity of hotels’ equipment  and 

amenity  level can be useful when looking for a hotel. The problem is, however, that it is not 

the type of information travellers are particularly  interested in, but it is the information that  is 

exposed the most. A recent global study  finds that only 8 per cent  of travellers say that 

amenities are a primary reason for selecting a hotel (Barsky  & Nash, 2010). This is a low 

score compared to the score of many other factors, e.g., guest experience (51 per cent), 

location (48 percent), and price (42 per cent) (ibid.). 

I therefore think there is a need for a new hotel classification system; a system which takes 

guest experience quality, rather than amenity quantity, as the point of departure. In my 

opinion, hotel classification should include those aspects of a hotel that are relevant and 

important to the guests; tangible as well as intangible; functional as well as experiential! 

Functional hotel aspects relate to the utilitarian qualities of hotel products and services, such 

as usefulness, functionality, and performance, and to the physical benefits that  a guest  can 

derive from them (Addis & Holbrook, 2001; Campbell, 1987; Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982). 

On the contrary, experiential hotel  aspects relate to the non-utilitarian qualities of hotel 
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products and services, such as aesthetic, entertaining, and expressive qualities, and to the 

sensory  and mental gratifications that  a guest can derive from them (ibid.). In addition, I find 

a definition of the key  concept guest experience appropriate: guest experience is the sum of 

all experiences a guest has with a hotel, including the experiences before and after the actual 

hotel stay. 

The idea of taking the guest experience as the point of departure for hotel quality assessment 

is, however, already practised on various travel sites, such as Booking.com and TripAdvisor. 

On these sites, guest experience is rated on the hotel conditions that many  studies (e.g., 

Barsky & Nash, 2002 and Desmet, Caicedo & van Hout, 2009) find to be of primary 

importance to the guests, e.g., location, staff, services, and cleanliness. However, neither the 

travel sites nor the extant literature focus on what it is more precisely the guests value about 

these hotel conditions. Put differently, they  do not concentrate on whether they are valued 

primarily  for their functional or experiential aspects. In fact, only few studies have dealt with 

the experiential side of hotel accommodation (e.g., Brunner-Sperdin & Peters, 2008; Oh, Fiore 

& Jeoung, 2007; Pine & Gilmore, 2002). On this basis, I will now present the research purpose 

and delimit the research scope.

1.4. Research Purpose
The purpose of the thesis is to identify  and assess the role and value of the experiential hotel 

aspects, as opposed to the functional hotel aspects, on the hotel guest experience. In doing so, 

the aspiration is to address the deficiencies of the star classification system as well as the gap 

in the literature. The ambition is further to use this anticipated new insight to suggest a 

preliminary model for a new hotel classification system, which, hopefully, will inspire the 

authorities within the industry  to rethink, and potentially rebuild, the current approach to hotel 

quality assessment. The purpose of the thesis is thus both exploratory and normative. It is 

exploratory because the thesis seeks to address a gap in the existing body of literature and 

because it  aims to act as an eye-opener and a preliminary  work (Andersen, 2008: 22; 

Ankersborg & Watt, 2009: 12). It is normative because the ultimate aspiration is to give 

suggestions to how a hotel classification system could be different (ibid.).

1.5. Case Presentation 
It will naturally only be possible to examine the identified problem in a delimited number of 

hotels. I choose to delimit the research to two experiential city hotels: citizenM  in Amsterdam 
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and Hotel Fox in Copenhagen. I find that two cases are appropriate because that will enable 

me to examine the problem in-depth and still obtain a multilateral understanding of it. The 

cases are unique/extreme (Andersen, 2008: 119; Neergaard, 2007: 26–27) and are purposefully 

selected because they, in two very different fashions, strive to create a distinctive hotel 

concept and an experiential hotel environment. They, so to speak, demonstrate two radically 

different ways of embracing the experience trend in the hotel industry. I therefore anticipate 

that a comparison of the guest experience in these exact two hotels will impart many 

interesting perspectives on the topic under study. The cases are described in Chapter 4, and 

now, having identified the scope of the thesis, I will present the research question.

1.6. Research Question

The first research question is answered through an analysis of the guests’ experiences in 

citizenM and Hotel Fox, where the experiential hotel aspects and the functional hotel aspects 

are identified and their role and value assessed. The terms role and value are not distinguished 

between but are used together and refer to the function, usefulness, and importance of the two 

contrasting phenomena. To obtain a holistic understanding of the guest  experience in the two 

hotels, the analysis will take place on both a general and a specific level. General refers to 

analysis that seeks to identify  the general patterns, i.e., the opinion that most guests share. 

Specific refers to in-depth analysis by use of a small number of guests. The second research 

question is directly dependent on the answer to the first research question, which means that 

the analysis findings will constitute the basis for the preliminary model for the new hotel 

classification system. 
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What role and value do the experiential hotel aspects versus the functional hotel 

aspects have on the guest experience in citizenM and Hotel Fox, respectively? And 

based on this new understanding of the impacts on guest experience, how could a 

preliminary model for a new hotel classification system be like?



1.7. Structural Outline
The thesis is divided into three main parts. The first part covers Chapter 1 (Introduction), 

Chapter 2 (Theory), and Chapter 3 (Methodology) and constitutes the frame of reference that 

the analysis will be working within. Chapter 1 served to establish the research background, 

the research scope, and the research question. In Chapter 2, I clarify  the key concepts in detail 

and hereby introduce the theories that are applied for the analysis. In Chapter 3, the 

methodological choices are explained and accounted for. 

The second part constitutes the analysis of the data and deals with the first research question. 

It covers Chapter 4 (citizenM and Hotel Fox), Chapter 5 (Analysis of Surveys), Chapter 6 

(Analysis of Netnographic Data), and Chapter 7 (Analysis of Interviews). In Chapter 4, I 

describe citizenM and Hotel Fox and hereby  I establish the “experience context” the guests 

create their hotel experiences within. Chapter 5 addresses the pre guest experience by  use of 

surveys. By contrast, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 deal with the actual guest experience. Chapter 

6 concerns analysis on the general level by use of netnographic data, while Chapter 7 

concerns analysis on the specific level by use of guest interviews.

The study is wrapped up in the third part, covering and Chapter 8 (Research Quality), Chapter 

9 (A New Hotel Classification Model), Chapter 10 (Conclusion), and Chapter 11 (Contribution 

and Future Prospects). In Chapter 8, the quality of the results are critically assessed, whereby 

validity, reliability, and generalisability are discussed. In Chapter 9, the new model for hotel 

classification is presented and accounted for, which means that the second research question 

is addressed. In Chapter 10, the research findings are summarised and the research questions 

answered. In Chapter 11, the thesis’ contribution to academia and practice is explicated and 

future prospects are suggested. The structure of the thesis is visualised in Figure 1.1.
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2. Theory
In this chapter I clarify and discuss the key concepts of the thesis in more detail by  use of 

theory. The selected theory will also be used for the analysis, and so it not only serves to 

clarify the key concepts but also to establish the theoretical framework within which the 

analysis will take place. The theorists work within different scientific fields and have been 

selected on the basis of their deemed applicability, whereas little consideration has been given 

to their scientific stances. This means that the thesis embraces an eclectic approach, i.e., an 

approach that permits to draw on a selection of different theories, methods, stances, and tools 

(Musaeus & Elmholdt, 2004: 77). I find this approach relevant, as I believe a multilateral 

analysis is necessary to give justice to the complexity  of guest experience, the central 

phenomenon of the thesis. I will start the clarification of concepts by addressing the closely 

connected concepts experience, guest experience, and extraordinary experience.

2.1. Experience vs. Guest Experience vs. Extraordinary Experience 
As pointed to in Chapter 1, experiences are increasingly thought  of as economic offerings that 

can be readily  managed and designed by companies. In this thesis, however, the concept of 

experience is taken back to its basis: A personal and emotional inner process that is 

influenced and triggered by the external context that the individual is involved in (Addis & 

Holbrook, 2001: 50–51; Carù & Cova, 2007: 273; O’Dell, 2005: 15). This definition 

resembles the experiential view (Addis & Holbrook, 2001; Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982), 

which is one among many perspectives of experience (Carù & Cova, 2003). It is an 

appropriate perspective for the thesis at  hand because it deals with customer experiences, i.e., 

experiences connected with a product/service and stresses attention to subjectivity and 

emotional variables of consumption (Addis & Holbrook, 2001; Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982).

Nonetheless, experience is more than emotions4, as it also involves functions such as 

perception, response, expectancy, stimuli, meaning, memory, and engagement. All of these 

functions involve affect as well as cognition, and I will therefore give a clarification of these 

phenomena in order to provide a better understanding of experience. This I will do by turning 

to Donald Norman (2004), acknowledged author within cognitive psychology and design. He 
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explains that affect takes place autonomously and is the system that quickly helps us 

determine which things in the environment are dangerous or safe, good or bad. The cognitive 

system, on the other hand, interprets and makes sense of the world (11). 

On this basis, a guest experience is considered the sum of affective and cognitive processes 

that take place when a guest interacts with a hotel. Interaction refers not only to the physical 

encounter with the hotel but also to the pre guest experience, covering images of and 

expectations to the hotel stay, and to the post guest experience, which covers the memory of 

the stay. These thoughts and feelings can be triggered by physical and verbal actions, such as 

booking the hotel room or recommending the hotel to a friend. In contrast to pre and post 

guest experiences, which are non-physical and cannot be readily delimited in time and space, 

the actual guest experience starts when the guest arrives to the hotel and ends when s/he 

leaves. This three-phased expounding of guest experience is based on a number of theorists 

working within different fields, i.e., Arnould, Price, and Zinkhan (2002) (consumer 

behaviour), Löfgren (1999) (ethnology), Mitchell, Thompson, Peterson, and Cronk (1997) 

(social psychology), Trope and Liberman (2003) (psychology), and Zomerdijk and Voss 

(2009) (service design).

In addition, I shall remark that guest experience is approached objectively in the thesis in the 

sense that it does not involve the guest’s subjective assessment of whether s/he regards the 

hotel stay as an experience or not. For reason hereof, the terms hotel stay, hotel experience, 

and guest experience are sometimes used interchangeably. Furthermore, the term event is used 

interchangeably  with experience. By contrast, the quality of the hotel experience is a highly 

subjective matter that depends on many different factors, such as the guest’s personality, 

interests, lifestyle, and social and cultural background (Abrahams, 1986). Other conditions, 

such as purpose of stay and previous hotel experiences, also influence the guest’s experience 

with the hotel. 

Although this suggests that there is no one way  to satisfy all guests, there exist many 

concepts, typologies, and models on how to design for extraordinary experiences (e.g., 

LaSalle & Britton, 2003; Pine & Gilmore, 1999; Schmitt, 1999, 2003). Among these authors, 

it is only  LaSalle and Britton (2003) who use the concept extraordinary experiences to refer 

to the optimal “experiences” (i.e., products/services) companies should aim to offer their 
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customers. Nevertheless, Schmitt (1999, 2003) agrees with LaSalle and Britton (2003) that 

the customers’ values and needs should be the focal point in the “production of experiences”. 

Pine and Gilmore (1999) operate with the concept of memorable experiences, which, they 

state, occur “whenever a company intentionally uses services as the stage and goods as props 

to engage an individual” (11). They  further state that “the more effectively an experience 

engages the senses, the more memorable it will be” (59). Nonetheless, they  conclude their 

thesis about The Experience Economy by stating that “the individual often wants something 

more lasting than a memory, something beyond what any good, service or experience alone 

can offer” (164). They hereby point to transformation as a critical buying motive for the 

modern consumer and argue that  what customers ultimately want from “experiences” is to be 

changed, affected, and enriched by  the encounter. Based on this conception, Tore Kristensen 

and Dóra Horváth (2012) take a thorough look at the phenomenon. They explain that 

transformations are one-time experiences that change the character of the need-satisfaction 

and, in consequence, make the customer more competent, critical, and demanding (3). This 

means that a transformation cannot be undone and that no consecutive experience will be the 

same (4).

In the following, I elaborate on why it is important  to take account not only of the actual 

experience but also of the pre and post experiences that come with it.

2.2. Pre, Actual, and Post Experience
There are significant differences between pre, actual, and post experiences, as the way  we 

think about a future and a past event is very different from how we think about an event when 

it takes place (Kahneman, 2010; Mitchell et al., 1997; Trope & Liberman, 2003). Thus, the 

temporal distance to a real-life event is crucial to how we value and mentally  construct  

information about the event (Trope & Liberman, 2003). The greater the temporal distance is, 

the more the information about the future event tends to be represented in terms of a few 

abstract, general, superordinate, and decontextualised features that convey the essence of the 

anticipated event. Trope and Liberman term these features high-level construals. On the 

contrary, the closer one gets to the actual event, the more one will tend to make use of and 

place importance to the concrete, subordinate, contextual, and incidental features, which 

Trope and Liberman term low-level construals.
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Although Trope and Liberman focus on the psychological consequences of temporal distance 

from future events, they argue that the same general principles should hold for other distance 

dimensions, including temporal distance from past events (403). In addition, it  is my 

conviction that the same principles hold for the overall differences between pre, actual, and 

post experiences, i.e., that people rely more on high-level construals when anticipating and 

memorising events than they do during events. And, by contrast, that people rely more on 

low-level construals when events take place than before and after them.

In continuation hereof, the behavioural economist Daniel Kahneman (2010) argues that 

people are satisfied in two completely different fashions when they  physically experience 

something and when they  recall experiences from their memory. During a real-life event, 

satisfaction is connected with well-being (how you feel in the present), whereas satisfaction is 

connected with happiness (how “happy” the memory of the experience is) when you consume 

the memories of the event. Kahneman further argues that happiness is more important than 

well-being, because it is the memory we can keep, while the real-life experience is lost 

forever. Furthermore, it is our memories we utilise when we make decisions about future 

events.

I will now continue with a clarification of experiential and functional hotel aspects, which 

also involves considerations of diverge drivers.

2.3. Experiential Hotel Aspects vs. Functional Hotel Aspects 
Experiential hotel aspects and functional hotel aspects are defined as follows (cf. section 1.3):

- Experiential hotel  aspects relate to the non-utilitarian qualities of hotel products and 

services, such as aesthetic, entertaining, and expressive qualities, and to the sensory and 

mental gratifications that a guest can derive from them.

- Functional hotel aspects relate to the utilitarian qualities of hotel products and services, 

such as usefulness, functionality, and performance, and to the physical benefits that a guest 

can derive from them.

As it appears from the definitions, experiential and functional hotel aspects cover both 

qualities (product/service characteristics) and gratifications/benefits (satisfaction). Though 

experiential hotel aspects (experiential consumption) and functional hotel aspects (functional 
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consumption) are two different phenomena, they are highly interrelated, as most products/

services constitute a complex mix of experiential and functional characteristics and may 

trigger both experiential and functional sorts of satisfaction (Addis & Holbrook, 2001: 58; 

Ariely  & Norton, 2008: 477; Campbell, 1987: 48). In order to provide a better understanding 

of these opposing drivers, I will apply Norman’s (2004) three-level theory of product 

experience, which addresses three aspects of product characteristics as well as three types of 

satisfaction. Although Norman’s theory concerns product experiences, I assert that  it  is 

applicable for hotel experiences too, since a hotel is a physical environment with many 

products/objects. 

- The visceral level concerns physical product characteristics, such as appearance, texture, 

and sounds, and applies to sensory modalities, i.e., how the product looks, feels, sounds, 

etc. (37, 67–69). Visceral reactions and judgements are purely  affective, implying that 

they  take place immediately and unconsciously (22–23, 36–37). Given that satisfaction 

here relates to sensory  gratifications, the visceral level applies to experiential 

consumption. 

- Like the visceral level, the behavioural level is not a conscious level (23), but  it is, 

nonetheless, about use and interaction with the product and about fulfilling a physical 

goal (37). It covers function, performance, usability, understandability, and physical feel 

(37, 70), and satisfaction is gained from the pleasure of using a well-functioning product 

effectively (23). The behavioural level therefore applies to functional consumption. 

- At the reflective level, the individual attributes meaning to the product experience and 

forms his/her evaluation of it. In contrast  to the visceral and behavioural levels, the 

reflective level involves conscious thoughts, including concern with self-identity and 

self-image (38–39). Satisfaction is therefore gained from the pleasuring feelings that 

follow from interpretation and the symbolic significance associated with the product (24). 

Satisfaction, in other words, corresponds to a mental gratification, and the reflective level 

therefore relates to experiential consumption.

Norman, like Kahneman (2010), argues that the reflective level is the most powerful level 

because it extends much longer than the other two. As he puts it, “through reflection you 

remember the past and contemplate the future” (38). This is in line with the theory the two 
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authors Dan Ariely and Michael Norton put forward in their article “Conceptual 

Consumption”. Ariely and Norton (2008) assert that the preoccupation with technology  and 

information in modern society has simplified meeting basic needs and so prompted people to 

forgo positive physical consumption in order to engage in conceptual consumption. 

Conceptual consumption is defined as “psychological consumption that can occur 

independent of, and in some cases [can] even trump, physical consumption” (477). In 

addition, the authors emphasise that conceptual consumption is a very complicated 

phenomenon because it  is often implicated in even the most basic consumption acts and relies 

on many  different considerations beyond the direct consumption motive, e.g., considerations 

about identity, self-image, and idealistic objectives (ibid.). 

I will now turn to the many conditions that form the experience context of a hotel and which, 

to varying degrees, relate to experiential and functional consumption.

2.4. Hotel Conditions 
In the paper “Differentiating Emotional Hotel Experiences”, Pieter Desmet, David Güiza 

Caicedo, and Marco van Hout (2009) identify and rank 21 hotel conditions that guests 

mention most frequently when asked about their emotional experiences in hotels. Hence, I 

assert that these are the conditions that guests find especially important in hotels. Desmet et 

al.‘s study is based on only 348 responses, and the 21 hotel conditions and their rank orders, 

which are listed below, should therefore be considered indicative, not substantive, for guests’ 

evaluations and attitudes towards hotel experiences. 

- 1) Staff, 2) decoration, 3) hotel quality (exemplified as luxurious atmosphere and 

comfortable hotel), 4) complementary items (exemplified as free bottle of water), 5) 

view, 6) personal mood, 7) bed, 8) food, 9) facilities/amenities and 10) hygiene, 11) 

space, 12) other event (exemplified as meeting important people), 13) interior product, 

14) location, 15) lighting, 16) odour, 17) payment, 18) price, 19) maintenance, 20) 

delays, 21) other guests.

In Figure 2.1 on page 20, I use these hotel conditions to show the many elements that 

influence the experience of a guest in a hotel. The model is made from a guest perspective, 

and therefore the guest is placed at the centre surrounded by the various hotel conditions. It 

distinguishes between conditions outside the guest and personal characteristics of the guest, 
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and therefore personal mood is not indicated as a hotel condition. Location and price are also 

excluded because they do not form part of the hotel environment. Further, I will underline that 

the model includes staff and other guests because, in the thesis, a hotel environment is 

considered to include contextual, physical, as well as social elements. I emphasise this 

because a service environment, also referred to as a servicescape, commonly  is defined in 

terms of only the physical and “atmospheric” factors (e.g., Baker, 1987; Bitner, 1992).
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3. Methodology
This chapter concerns the methodology, which consists of philosophy of science, research 

strategy, and research methods.

3.1. Philosophy of Science 
Commonly argued in philosophy  of science, ontological assumptions and beliefs constrain the 

epistemology  one subscribe to, which in turn determines the research methodology applied 

(Creswell, 2009; Fuglsang & Olsen, 2007). Nonetheless, lecturer and researcher David 

Plowright (2011) challenges this traditional view on research as he argues, “philosophy does 

not determine the research methodology employed. It’s the other way round: methodology 

determines the philosophy you might employ to explain your approach to undertaking 

research” (181).

This means that the methodology comes first, determined by the research question, and that 

the philosophical stance is constructed after having studied the social world. The 

philosophical stance thus serves to enable the researcher to understand better his/her 

decisions, perspectives, and activities in regard to the social world, but does not determine the 

research approach (Plowright, 2011: 181–182). I share Plowright’s view on scientific 

research, and therefore I let the research question guide the methodology, while the 

philosophical stance serves to contribute to establish the overall frame of reference. The 

stance employed in the thesis is pragmatism.

3.1.1 Pragmatism
Pragmatism offers a flexible and unconventional approach to the study of inquiry, as it  argues 

that the truth is “what works”, i.e., that a belief depends on how useful its practical 

consequences are. Said differently, a belief (claim, theory, or conclusion) is only valid when it 

enables effective action that  solves problems or impacts the world (Kvale, 1997: 242–243; 

Plowright, 2011: 182–184). Since “what works” varies from context to context and changes 

over time, pragmatism rejects the idea that  it  is possible to arrive at a final, certain, and static 

understanding of the world (Plowright, 2011: 184). In obtaining validity for a belief, 

pragmatism deals with the concept  of warranted assertability, which means that a belief must 

be plausible to be considered valid. For this reason, argumentation is the basis for carrying out 

valid research when applying a pragmatic view (ibid.). 
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Although pragmatism can be seen as a movement away from the traditional perspectives, it 

takes its point  of departure in the empiric tradition and shares the focus on experience 

(Hookway, 2010). However, it differs from the empiric approach by proceeding abductively 

rather than inductively (ibid.). Abduction is when a hypothesis or interpretation is advanced 

on the basis of some patterns and beliefs about a phenomenon. The hypothesis is then 

assessed and developed, often by  use of both deductive and inductive reasoning, until the 

warranted assertabiliy is attained (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2007: 458–459; Laursen, 2010). This 

type of hypothesis is different from a hypothesis in the hypothetic-deductive method because 

it is based on practice and is rather a “qualified guess” (Laursen, 2010). With reference to the 

pragmatist Charles Sanders Peirce, Laursen (2010) argues that  “qualified guesses” often lead 

us closer to a conceivable solution, a new understanding, or creative ideas. As may be evident 

by now, the main argument of the thesis should be considered a hypothesis in the abductive 

sense.

3.2. Research Strategy 
Given that answering the research question entails analysis on both a general and a specific 

level, both quantitative and qualitative methods and reasoning are embraced for the research 

at hand. In other words, a mixed methods strategy is found appropriate (Creswell, 2009). 

Plowright (2011: 120) argues that it is often useful and advantageous to turn qualitative data 

into quantitative information or to describe quantitative data with the use of qualitative 

reasoning. Integrating qualitative and quantitative data in this manner entails further the 

opportunity to use the different results side by  side to reinforce each other. Another possibility 

is to use the results from one method to develop or inform the next method (Creswell, 2009: 

14). In this research, both alternatives are embraced, and the data collection and analysis 

therefore take place at several stages.

3.2.1. Case Study
Besides using a mixed methods strategy, the overall research is a case study. Robert Yin 

(2009), author of the bestseller “Case Study Research: Design and Methods”, defines a case 

study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and 

within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context 

are not clearly evident” (18). 
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A case study can consist of either a single case or multiple cases. As was presented in Chapter 

1, I employ a multiple-case design consisting of citizenM  and Hotel Fox. The idea of the 

multiple-case design is to follow a replication logic in order for the results to become more 

generalisable (Yin, 2009: 54). In case studies, generalisation refers to analytic generalisation 

(generalisation to theory) and not to statistical generalisation (generalisation to population), 

and the purpose of both single and multiple case studies is therefore to produce general 

knowledge (ibid.: 15, 43). The replication logic takes place by  identifying those patterns that 

are specific for the cases and those they have in common, whereby it is the patterns that 

coincide that can be generalised to (ibid.: 54). Another important aspect of this case study is 

that it  acts as an overall design under which multiple methods are integrated. It is, in other 

words, an embedded multiple-case study (ibid.: 59).

3.3. Research Methods
All methods and procedures have been carried out in the same manner in both case hotels; 

first in citizenM and then in Hotel Fox. The methods are, to the extent possible, presented in 

the succession they have been carried out. For each method, I explain its purpose and how it 

has been conducted and analysed. In Figure 3.1 on page 24, a process model of the methods is 

illustrated. The model acts to give an overview of the stages of the overall research process 

and to show how one method has helped develop and inform the next method. Although the 

model gives the impression that it has been a linear process, it has oftentimes been a process 

of iteration.
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3.3.1. Netnography
Netnography  is a qualitative research method that benefits from the abundance of information 

publicly available in online communities. It adapts ethnographic research techniques to study 

online communities, but still it differs substantially from traditional ethnography (Kozinets, 

2002; Sandlin, 2007). A main difference is that  netnography does not require the researcher to 

participate in the culture s/he studies but can be carried out using pure observation or 

downloads (Kozinets, 2002: 62–63, 66). Another difference is that netnography  was 

developed as a marketing research tool and therefore, in contrast with traditional ethnography, 

often serves to gain insight about a specific consumer group, rather than to understand the 

culture, norms, and practices in the community  as such (Kozinets, 2002; Sandlin, 2007). This 

is an important  point for the research at hand, since I use travel networking sites in order to 

obtain knowledge about the guests’ hotel experiences in citizenM and Hotel Fox, and not to 

understand the culture unfolding on these sites. 

Travel networking sites cover many different interaction formats, such as discussion forums, 

chat rooms, and user reviews, to assist  travellers in gathering travel information. In regard to 
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selection of hotel, hotel reviews are highly  popular among travellers and are allegedly their 

favourite choice of information source today (Lond, 2011, app. 245). Hotel reviews are 

commonly divided between textual reviews and rating reviews. The textual reviews are 

personal evaluations of the guests’ hotel experiences, and typically  they are focused on the 

highlights and lowlights.

Booking.com and TripAdvisor are the largest travel sites, and those travellers, in general, are 

familiar with (Booking.com, n.d.; Lond, 2011, app. 24; TripAdvisor, n.d.). For the analysis in 

section 6.1, I apply  rating reviews from both of these sites to uncover the guest experience 

satisfaction in the case hotels. By  contrast, I only  make use of textual reviews from 

Booking.com for the analysis in section 6.2., which deals with identifying the general patterns 

regarding the role and value of the experiential versus the functional hotel aspects on the 

guest experience. This owes to the fact that textual reviews on Booking.com, for the most 

part, are quite short and divided between positive and negative comments, which make them 

easy to survey and hence apply for the analysis at hand. 

The data collection and analysis of both the rating reviews and the textual reviews have been 

carried out in two sittings. The first one took place in August 2009, before the main data 

collection in the field, and the second one took place approximately two years later, in August 

2011. The purpose of repeating the analysis was to strengthen the reliability  of the results and 

to see if there were any substantial changes between the two years. 

Rating Reviews on Booking.com and TripAdvisor
On Booking.com, the ratings are made from 1 to 10 and are given for the total guest 

experience as well as for specific hotel conditions, e.g., staff, cleanliness, value for money, 

and location. On TripAdvisor, the ratings are given in terms of excellent, very good, average, 

poor, and terrible (i.e., from 1 to 5). These ratings are made into statistical data for the total 

guest experience, whereas ratings of specific hotel conditions only serve as additional 

information to the textual reviews. Both sites divide the guests into different segments, e.g., 

solo travellers, couples, group of friends, and business. A screenshot of each of the sites’ 

review structure can be found in appendix 33.
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Textual Reviews on Booking.com
On Booking.com, reviews are, for the most part, made a few days after the hotel stay, since 

guests that book through Booking.com are invited (via e-mail) to review the respective hotel 

approximately two days after their stay  (Skinner, 2011, app. 32). The reviews therefore 

represent the post guest experience. But because the reviews are made no longer after the stay 

than the details are still clear in the memory (Trope & Liberman, 2003), they are used for the 

analysis of the actual guest experience. This should be seen in view of the fact that the guests 

still remember – and hence comment on – how they more specifically  experienced the stay a 

couple of days after it. 

For the selection of participants (i.e., textual reviews), I used a stratified random sampling 

strategy, which divides the population into different segments (Plowright, 2011: 39), as I only 

wanted to include those guest segments that made up a relatively large percentage. In 2009, 

the largest guest segments in Fox were young couples, solo travellers, and mature couples, 

and these three segments constituted only 15 reviews. There are made many more reviews 

about citizenM than Hotel Fox, and therefore, in order to avoid a large imbalance in the data 

material, I selected 10 per cent  from each of the most represented guest segments for the 

analysis of citizenM. I.e., 19 young couples, 13 solo travellers, 5 mature couples, and 6 

friends6. I used more or less the same selection strategy for the 2011 analysis. The only 

difference was that I selected ten reviews instead of 10 per cent  of the most represented guest 

segments for the analysis of citizenM. The 2011 analysis of citizenM thus consisted of 40 

reviews, and the 2011 analysis of Fox consisted of 36 reviews. The analysis strategy  is 

described in the following. 

I used the hotel conditions identified by Desmet et al. (2009) (cf. section 2.4) as a starting 

point for the analysis. I broke up  the reviews into separate comments and placed them under 

the appertaining hotel conditions. E.g., comments about the bed were placed under the 

condition bed. Further, I marked whether the comments were positive or negative. I also 

marked what type of guest (guest segment) had made the review. Lastly, I categorised the 

hotel conditions and the appertaining comments between experiential, functional, and mixed, 

whereby mixed cover the conditions that are both experiential and functional. This structure 

prompted a good overview of the many hotel conditions and the prominent themes and made 
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a subsequent content analysis straightforward. A content analysis is a systematic analysis of 

text where you count how often a particular word or theme appears in the text  (Esterberg, 

2002: 171). The analysis structure is viewable in appendix 14–17.

3.3.2. Ethnography 
Ethnography is a qualitative research method used to study a social group in its natural setting 

for an extended period of time (Bryman & Bell, 2003: 316). Ethnography is therefore a useful 

method to witness the guests firsthand. In both hotels, the ethnographic study took place over 

a span of ten days. In citizenM, it took place in August/September 2009, and in Hotel Fox, it 

took place in October 2009. In citizenM, I stayed at the hotel while I conducted the research, 

whereas I only  had one overnight stay at Hotel Fox. Still, I hung out at Hotel Fox from morning 

till evening for ten days. 

In order to structure my  observations, I found inspiration in James Spradley’s guide on how to 

build an ethnographic record (Spradley, 1980). I started out by  doing unstructured observation 

and then, after analysis, I proceeded with focused observation of specific situations (ibid.). I 

chose to use a covert role, as it would be too troublesome to inform the many  guests about the 

fact that I conducted research. All observations took place in the lobbies, and I made my field 

notes on my laptop. In Chapter 4 where I describe the cases, I use the observations 

supplementary  and confirmatory to the staff/team interviews as well as to the secondary  data 

applied for the chapter. In Chapter 7, I use the observations to describe what the guests do and 

express in the hotels. 

3.3.3. Qualitative Survey
The purpose of the qualitative survey was to obtain qualitative insight into the pre hotel 

experience of the guests and to use the findings as a starting point for the already-intended 

quantitative survey (Kvale, 1997: 215). Therefore, though it was not a direct purpose to 

acquire quantifiable data, the intention was to obtain numerous results that could be used for 

the construction of the quantitative questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of only three 

open-ended questions as these three questions were deemed sufficient to address the purpose 

at hand. They concerned the guests’ familiarity with the hotel, their image of the hotel, and 

their grounds for the selection of the hotel. I formulated the questions with a view to making 

them as clear and concise as possible, and the comprehensibility  of them was tested by a 

small number of persons prior to the research (Boolsen, 2008: 54).
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All participants had to have at least some pre-knowledge about the hotel, but, on the other 

hand, they should not have stayed at the hotel before, as the intention was to uncover their 

pre-image of the hotel – and not their view of the experience at the hotel. These prerequisites 

were stated in the introductory text of the questionnaire (cf. app. 3). The participants were 

acquired at check-in, as it was important that they answered the questions as soon as they 

arrived at the hotel in order for their preconceptions not to be too biased by their impressions 

of the actual hotel. Although the questionnaires were answered during the stay, the results are 

deemed applicable for the analysis of the pre guest experience. In this regard, I shall note that 

the questions relate to the guests’ actions and reflections prior to the stay, and not to their 

opinions at the given point, e.g., their expectations to the stay. The number of participants was 

27 in citizenM and 24 in Hotel Fox. The answers were analysed by typing them into a single 

document and then identifying and counting the themes related to the respective questions. 

Subsequently, I made a visual model of the results in order to obtain a better overview of 

them. It is displayed in appendix 4 and 5.

3.3.4. Interview
“The qualitative research interview is a construction site of knowledge. An interview is 

literally an inter view, an inter change of views between two persons conversing about a 

theme of mutual interest” (Kvale, 1997: 15, emphasis in original).

Due to the interactive nature of an interview, depicted by Steinar Kvale above, the interview 

method is a fruitful supplement to netnography. A main advantage of the interview over the 

passive extraction of information is the ability to access the participants’ deeper levels of 

meaning and experience by asking to elaborate on questions. Therefore, while the purpose of 

the textual reviews on Booking.com is to identify the general patterns, the purpose of using 

interviews is to attain a more thorough understanding of these patterns by  going into them in-

depth with a relatively small number of guests. In total, I conducted 6 guest interviews; 3 in 

each respective hotel. Moreover, I conducted 7 interviews with the staff and team of citizenM 

and Hotel Fox; 4 in citizenM and 3 in Hotel Fox.

I used a semi-structured interview style for all interviews. The semi-structured interview style 

enables the researcher to focus on the predefined themes without constraining them to a 

particular format and to follow an answer when there are more interesting information to 

gather (Kvale, 1997: 119; Gillham, 2005a: 32–33). The interviews with the staff/team were 
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more structured than the interviews with the guests, as they  primarily served to acquire 

information about the themes. All of the staff/team participants were informed about their role 

in the research and they all gave their consent to be disclosed in the thesis.

The guest interviewees were acquired at check-in in connection with the handing out of the 

qualitative questionnaires. I aimed to get different  types of leisure and business interviewees, 

as I wanted to obtain a multilateral view on the addressed topics. The interview themes were 

based on the prior netnographic analysis and theoretical propositions pertinent to the research 

question. For structural matters, I divided the interview guide between themes relating to the 

guest room and the lobby area, respectively. The interviews took form as if they were oral 

satisfaction surveys, as I did not want the interviewees to be biased by knowing the thesis’ 

focus on experiential versus functional hotel aspects, but wanted them to talk about  the 

aspects of the hotel that were most important to them or had the greatest impact on their stay. 

The length of the interviews was between 15 and 50 minutes. All interviews have been 

recorded and transcribed and are enclosed as appendices. Almost half of the interviews were 

conducted in Danish, and the transcriptions of these interviews are therefore in Danish too. 

Only the quotations used in the thesis are translated into English. All interviews are 

transcribed verbatim, and reading instructions for the transcripts can be found in appendix 18. 

I have not carried out an actual analysis of the interviews with the staff and team members 

because they  only serve as sources of information. The guest interviews have been analysed 

by use of the software programme HyperResearch combined with manual analysis.

3.3.5. Quantitative Survey
The quantitative survey  served to quantify the results of the qualitative survey. Similar to the 

qualitative questionnaires, the quantitative questionnaires were only addressed to guests who 

had at least some pre-knowledge about the hotel and, at the same time, had not stayed at  the 

hotel before. The questionnaire consisted of four closed questions with predefined response 

categories. All four questions also contained the open-ended response category  “other”, as I 

wanted to provide the participants the opportunity to answer differently from the predefined 

response categories in case they  did not find them pertinent (Boolsen, 2008: 68). Question 1 

concerned whether the participant travelled for business or leisure, and question 2 concerned 

where his/her familiarity with the hotel stemmed from. Questions 3 and 4 were concretely 

formulated on the basis of the findings of the qualitative survey  and consisted of a clear and 
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straightforward five-point scale (Plowright, 2011: 123). Similar to the qualitative 

questionnaire, the comprehensibility  of the questionnaire was tested by a few persons prior to 

the research. The questionnaire is attached as appendix 6. 

The survey was conducted over a span of two weeks in July  2011 in citizenM and over a span 

of three weeks in August 2011 in Hotel Fox. The questionnaires were handed out by the hotel 

staff to the guests at check-in for similar reasons as in the qualitative survey. The number of 

participants was 108 in citizenM (78 leisure and 30 business) and 100 in Hotel Fox (78 leisure 

and 22 business). I analysed the data by recording the participants’ scores and calculating the 

percentages for each response category. They are presented in tabular form.

It is essential to remark that no research has been carried out about the post guest  experience. 

However, given that memory is an overall summary evaluation of an event, that being the 

impression the pre-images and the actual experience create together (Mitchell et al., 1997: 

422–423; Norman, 2004: 88), the post guest experience is dealt with implicitly. 

3.3.6. Secondary Data
Lastly, I make use of secondary data, which include non-academic articles and reports. I am 

aware that the inclusion of non-academic sources can be problematic when carrying out 

scientific research, and I therefore admit to potential weaknesses in these sources. It has been 

necessary  to utilise non-academic sources in the thesis since the scientific literature on the 

topic is deficient. Hence, the definition of experiential hotels is primarily based on non-

academic articles. Furthermore, I make use of press releases and textual and audio materials 

available from the websites of the cases. I also apply internal materials from the cases, e.g., 

archival photos and concept descriptions. The netnographic data are in essence also secondary 

data, since it is data I have not collected myself. I choose to treat them separately because 

they play a key function in answering the research question.
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4. citizenM and Hotel Fox
In this chapter, I describe citizenM  and Hotel Fox in terms of their concept, creation process, 

hotel environment, facilities, etc. In so doing, I establish the “experience context” within 

which the guests create their hotel experiences. Furthermore, I show how the cases represent 

two different tendencies of the experience trend in the hotel industry.  

4.1. Experiential Zero-Star Hotels 
One hotel group  that  is currently turning the hotel industry  upside down is citizenM. Since its 

opening of citizenM  Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam in June 2008, it has won plenty  of 

prestigious awards. For instance, in 2008, it won three of the European Hotel Design Awards: 

The Innovation Award, The Technology Award, and The Graphic Design Award. And in both 

2010 and 2011, the second citizenM hotel, which opened in May  2009 and is located in 

Amsterdam city, was chosen as the “Trendiest Hotel in the World” by TripAdvisor’s more 

than 15 million users (citizenM, Awards, n.d.). This hotel, citizenM Amsterdam city, is one of 

the two cases of the thesis. It clearly  represents the newer trend of moving beyond mere style 

and uniqueness by embracing new technologies and an innovative mindset. By contrast, the 

other case, Hotel Fox, rather represents the original boutique conception, as it is an 

independent hotel consisting of 61 guest rooms, which are not only thematic but are 61 unique 

pieces of art. 

Nevertheless, none of the cases can be regarded as actual boutique hotels. Tore Harboe 

Petersen, former hotel manager in Fox7 , explains that Fox foremost is a lifestyle hotel because 

it is the lifestyle of the modern guest that  is central (Petersen, 2009, app. 23). citizenM, on the 

other hand, are having difficulty placing themselves within a particular hotel category. Robin 

Chadha, CMO and shareholder, explains that offering a high-quality hotel for a low to 

medium price prompts it to become troublesome to be placed within the existing categories. 

Furthermore, he does not think citizenM would benefit from being categorised according to 

the star classification, and therefore they have chosen not to have any  stars (Chadha, 2009, 

app. 19). In explaining this, Chadha says:

“Well, we don’t believe in the star rating system. When we first started, we called ourselves 

“one star is born” to illustrate the re-invention of the hotel concept and the hotel experience. 
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The star rating is very outdated, it is very old-fashioned. I always found that the star rating 

system is not always consistent. I have stayed in a five-star hotel where I was like this can’t be 

a five-star, and I have stayed in a three-star hotel that has been amazing. You know, according 

to the star system there are certain services and amenities that a hotel need to have. They 

never look at the qualities, and that’s what we look at. We look at the necessary requirements 

of a hotel” (Chadha, 2009, app. 19). 

By contrast, Fox does not deliberately attempt to dissociate from the star classification, and 

the reason that they do not have stars primarily is because they  cannot meet the requirements 

of the system (Petersen, 2009, app. 23; Lond, 2011, app. 24). That said, the opinion in Fox, 

too, is that the star classification is old-fashioned and does not tell much about what guests 

can expect from a hotel (ibid.). The cases’ different attitudes to the star classification mirror in 

their overall strategies and will be apparent in the following sections.

4.2. citizenM 
“citizenM is a product of frustration in the hotel world. It actually started as a big conversation 

about what people really want from a hotel” (Ruytenberg, 2009, app. 22).

Sofie Ruytenberg is a visual manager in Concrete, the design agency behind citizenM, and 

has been part of the citizenM project from the very beginning (ibid.). The project already 

started back in 2004, where a group of “frustrated travellers” got together to find a solution to 

their common frustration concerning the old-fashioned way the hotel industry  is run (ibid.; 

Chadha, 2009, app. 19). 

“One frustration was the queues when people check-in and check-out. Long check-in 

procedures with paperwork, not being recognised when you check-in. No all-night dining. If 

you come from a flight from Singapore and you want to have breakfast, and all you can have 

are the very limited room service menu or an overpriced minibar.... The list goes on and 

on...“ (Chadha, 2009, app. 19).

This conversation resulted in a long list  of questions, which were sent to around 500 persons, 

who, like “the frustrated team” themselves, were frequent travellers (ibid.). The conversation 

and survey thus became the starting point for the entire citizenM concept – and for an entirely 

new conception of the modern traveller: the citizen mobile.
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citizenM Amsterdam city is located in Amsterdam’s upcoming business district, which is a 

buzzing neighbourhood a bit outside the city centre. To get into the centre, one can take the 

tram, which stops just across the hotel. The location is perfect when coming from Schiphol 

airport, as a train ride to the nearest station only takes six minutes, and the walking distance 

between the station and the hotel is five minutes (citizenM, Getting here, n.d.; own 

observation). Already from the outside, one will notice that there is something a bit different 

about this hotel. The building is completely quadratic, decorated with large artworks, and 

looks like a stack of a few hundred cubicles with wall-to-wall windows (own observation) –

and that is exactly what it is!

All guest rooms in all citizenM hotels are 14 square metres, the size of a container, and are 

pre-made by  fabricators off-site (citizenM, Concept description, app. 34). This modular 

building system implies that all of citizenM Amsterdam city’s 215 guest rooms are exactly  the 

same. They are designed by Concrete, a cross-disciplinary design agency, and equipped with 

state-of-the-art technology  by Philips. A special element in the room is the so-called MoodPad 

from which all electronics in the room can be controlled. It includes the flat-screen TV, which 

offers a wide selection of free movies, the music, the colour setting of the ambient light, the 

blinds, the temperature, and even the alarm clock. Other special room features are the extra-

large king-size bed (2 x 2 meters) and the powerful rain shower. The shower and toilet are 

designed as two transparent cubicles and are both situated in the room (citizenM, The room, 

n.d., own observation).
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The ground floor is one large open area consisting of the check-in/out kiosk, the canteenM, an 

iMac area, two “living rooms”, and a business area. These areas are separated by huge 

bookshelves equipped with fashionable books. The furniture is funky and colourful and is 

created by  Vitra, a Swiss furniture design company. The walls, too, are stylishly decorated, for 

instance with an Andy Warhol’s portrait of Queen Beatrix (citizenM, The lobby, n.d.; own 

observation). The check-in/out kiosk is the first thing you meet when you arrive. Here you 

help  yourself by entering your booking number and, if you like, your room preferences in 

terms of lighting, music, temperature, etc. Most check-ins go smooth, but if anyone has 

problems, the staff, called ambassadors, are right there to help (own observation).

The canteenM, just across the check-in/out kiosk, is likewise self-serviced. It  is open 24/7 and 

has a selection of sandwiches, salads, sushi, warm dishes, fruits, snacks, and different 

beverages. In the evening, it is also possible to enjoy a cocktail or other spirits (own 

observation). In canteenM, you have your meal or drink at  long picnic tables, as the intention 

is to create a social and welcoming environment, which, according to the citizenM survey, 

many travellers appreciate, especially single travellers (Chadha, 2009, app. 19). By contrast, 

the “living rooms” are intended for guests who prefer to sit by themselves and have their meal 

in peace and quiet (ibid.). In such a way, every  aspect of the hotel is thought about from a 
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guest’s perspective. Ruytenberg explains how she has defined every touch point8 between the 

guest and the brand and carefully considered how each interaction should be like, from brand 

awareness until the second time the guest leaves the hotel. To depict this experience route, she 

has designed a graphical model that maps out the touch points (Ruytenberg, 2009, app. 22). It 

can be seen on the cover of this paper.

The fact that  citizenM is a result  of questioning what guests really want from a hotel is not 

something they keep to themselves. By contrast, that is the story the entire concept  and brand 

identity  centre around. The “story title”, i.e., the tag line, is “affordable luxury for the people”, 

which according to citizenM is what “the new type of traveller” – the citizen mobile – wants, 

and what citizenM  is offering (citizenM, Company info, n.d.). Mobile citizens are 

characterised as “frequent – but wise – travellers, globally aware, value conscious, 

contemporary and informed” (citizenM, About citizenM, n.d.). Chadha explains that “wise” 

refers to the fact that “real citizens” make clever choices and therefore choose affordable 

luxury (Chadha, 2009, app. 19). The room price is between €81 and €146 (and up to €159 for 

a flexible rate).
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8A touchpoint is whenever direct interaction occurs between a customer and a service employee, machine or 
website during the span of the customer experience (Aalonen, 2010).
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The communication agency KesselsKramer is the creative brain behind the citizenM  brand 

identity  and manages to establish citizenM not only  as a brand but as a personality that has a 

sense of humour and talks to you directly (Chadha, 2009, app. 19). For instance, the do-not-

disturb sign on the room door states: “citizenM says: Don’t come in, there’s someone naked in 

here” (own observation). citizenM’s personality features are unique, friendly, honest, up-to-

date, and caring. These values are taken very seriously  and define the work culture of 

citizenM, as they are the basis for staff evaluation and recruitment (Have, 2009, app. 20). 

Another citizenM  characteristic is that  it welcomes all. Angelica Vlemming, operations 

manager, explains that citizenM  believes in equality  and that the basic principle of citizenM 

therefore is that luxury should be obtainable for all (Vlemming, 2011, app. 21).
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4.3. Hotel Fox
In January  2004, the family hoteliers Brochner took over Park Hotel, a traditional standard 

hotel located in the city centre of Copenhagen. Brochner knew that they wanted to bring the 

hotel up to modern standards, but they did not know how, so it was a perfect match when a 

German event agency called and invited them to be part of Project Fox. Project Fox was a 

massive marketing event for the launch of the new Volkswagen, the Fox. The prerequisite to 

participate in the project was to empty the hotel completely and hand it over to the creative 

hands of 21 international artists working in graphic design and urban art. The artists would 

then be given free rein to decorate the hotel and its 61 guest rooms according to their 

individual tastes (Hotel Fox, Movie, n.d.).

Brochner entered into the agreement, which meant that they had 2.5 months to get rid of all 

the furniture, renovate the hotel, and equip the rooms with new cables for a more 

technologically savvy hotel (ibid.). The agreement further included that they should name the 

hotel Hotel Fox and that they were not allowed to change the arrangement and artistic 

expressions by any means for a five-year period (Petersen, 2011, app. 23). 

Hotel Fox opened in April 2005, and it accommodated many  of the 800 international 

journalists that  were invited to take part  in the great event. They were welcomed into the 

surreal fantasy worlds of the 21 artists and were confronted with anything from an oversized 

monkey  ordering them to sleep to a Heidi landscape of the Swiss alps to a Zen-influenced 

concentration room or an entirely  red boudoir. The event lasted for three weeks and got 

massive media publicity  all over the world, which meant that the story about Hotel Fox – the 

transformation of a conventional standard hotel into a “live-in museum of modern art” – also 

went across the world (Hotel Fox, Movie, n.d.).
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All guest  rooms have free Wi-Fi, flat-screen TV, and radio, and the bathrooms are white 

standard bathrooms (own observation). The rooms come in four different sizes, and there is 

therefore also quite a difference in the room prices, ranging between €90 and €195. The prices 

are also influenced by the season, and whether you take a flexible or a non-refundable rate. In 

addition, Fox has a number of special offers. For example, the “Young at Heart” discount for 

people between 18 and 40 years, and the “Girls Night Out” package, which includes an 

exclusive spa experience at their sister hotel Kong Arthur, a sushi menu at Sushitreat (the 

restaurant and cocktail bar at Fox), free entrance to two clubs in Copenhagen, and breakfast 

(Hotel Fox, Offers, n.d.).

Besides having sushi and drinks at Sushitreat, it  is possible to buy coffee, beverages, and 

snacks from the reception, which acts as both check-in/out counter and a bar, and it is here 

breakfast is served in the morning. Seating consists in a couple of large, funky designer 

couches, making up most of the room in the lobby (own observation). In the summertime, the 

guests can alternatively  have their breakfast and drinks at the roof terrace, which also is used 

for private events. In addition, Fox puts the lobby at disposal for private events during 

weekends all year-round, which means that loud music until 2:00 AM is common during 

weekends (Petersen, 2009, app. 23).
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Room 409 is called “Heidi” and tells the story about the 
girl Heidi who lives with her grandfather in the Swiss 
alps (by Johanna Spyri). It is created by Benjamin 
Güdel from Zurich (Hotel Fox, Rooms, n.d.b.).

Room 106 is called “Sleep Well” and is created by 
Geneviève Gauckler from France (Hotel Fox, 
Rooms, n.d.a).
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Check-in/out takes place in the traditional way and take approximately ten minutes (which is 

a long time compared to the 30 seconds it takes in citizenM). However, some check-ins take 

even longer, as the guests use much time deciding on which room they want (Petersen, 2009, 

app. 23; own observation). As an alternative to a minibar, guests can bring an icebox of their 

own choice of beverages to the room. Other untraditional offerings are rental of bicycles and 

yoga mats (Petersen, 2009, app. 23). Fox is located just by the shopping district, the City Hall 

Square and Nørreport Station, and it  is therefore fairly easy to get to the main tourist 

attractions as well as the airport (own observation).

Because of Fox’s unique profile, it  is naturally targeted at a niche-based guest segment. Marie 

Thyssen, marketing coordinator in Brochner, describes Fox’s target audience as “the creative 

class: young, modern, creative, urban, mobile” (Thyssen, 2009, app. 25). Though Fox has this 

audience profile and is marketed accordingly (ibid.), the actual guest  segment is a diverse mix 

of people of all ages and with very different backgrounds and lifestyles (Lond, 2011, app. 24; 

Petersen, 2009 app. 23; own observation). As Christian Lond, present hotel manager in Fox, 

expresses: 

“We have the hip ones; we have those that are filled with tattoos; we have the fine gentleman 

in a suit; we have the girlfriends... So, you cannot pinpoint a specific type. Saying that it the 

marketing-, design- and fashion people just doesn’t really apply” (Lond, 2011, app. 24).
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4.4. Sum-up
citizenM and Hotel Fox are in many ways polar opposites, yet they share certain 

characteristics. With regard to their differences, citizenM is a chained hotel while Fox is 

independent, and in citizenM all guest rooms are exactly  the same while each room is a 

unique artistic expression in Fox. Furthermore, every aspect of citizenM is designed carefully 

and strategically  around the needs of the guests, whereas Fox was established as part of a 

large marketing campaign where the objective with the hotel foremost was to present 

something truly distinctive. With regard to their similarities, they are both experiential city 

hotels within the mid-price category that do not have stars. Furthermore, although citizenM’s 

scope is wider than Fox’s, they  are targeted at approximately the same guest segment: 

modern, mobile, creative, and “young at heart” individuals.
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5. Analysis of Surveys
This chapter addresses the pre guest experience by  use of the data of the surveys. As 

explained in Chapter 3, the objective of the qualitative surveys was to identify the variables 

characterising the pre guest experience in citizenM  and Hotel Fox, while the objective of the 

quantitative surveys was to quantify  these results. The results of the two sets of surveys are 

therefore analysed in interaction. The sections of the chapter are structured according to the 

questions addressed in the quantitative questionnaires (cf. app. 6). 

5.1. Familiarity with Hotel
In both citizenM and Fox, the familiarity with the hotel can be divided into five main 

categories: magazine, guidebook, online review, random online search, and personal 

recommendation (app. 4–5). In the qualitative surveys, many answered in very broad terms in 

regard to where their familiarity with the hotel stem from, such as “Internet” and 

“Google” (ibid.), and therefore, the category “random online search” in the quantitative 

questionnaires covers such answers. 

Today, it is common to use travel sites to obtain information about hotels (Lond,  2011, app. 

24). This tendency  also appears in the surveys. In citizenM, 49 per cent of leisure guests and 

56 per cent of business guests answer that their familiarity  with the hotel stems from online 

reviews (app. 7). In Fox, it is 42 per cent of leisure guests that make use of online reviews, 

while it is only 9 per cent of business guests. The business segment in Fox instead relies 

primarily  on personal recommendation, which counts for 57 per cent (ibid.). Personal 

recommendation is also a common source among business guests in citizenM (28 per cent) 

and likewise for leisure guests in both citizenM (24 per cent) and Fox (19 per cent). In Fox, 

magazines and guidebooks are also quite popular, while only few guests make use of print 

media in citizenM (ibid.). The percentage distribution is shown in Table 5.1.
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The reason that many  guests in citizenM, in particular, make use of online reviews may  be 

due to citizenM’s popularity on the travel sites. citizenM  Amsterdam city has had a relatively 

high score on both Booking.com and TripAdvisor since its opening, which has implied that it 

has a favourable position on the sites9. In addition, citizenM generates attention on 

TripAdvisor from having won the prize as the trendiest hotel in the world. The reason that the 

percentage of personal recommendation is high among business travellers, especially in Fox, 

is, presumably, because their secretary  or receptionist (who booked the hotel room) has told 

them about the hotel. Furthermore, the reason that relatively  many  guests in Fox have become 

acquainted with the hotel through magazines or guidebooks is, presumably, because Fox is 

exposed a lot in these types of media. For instance, Fox is one of the few selected hotels in 

Copenhagen that is included in the fashionable travel guide “Wallpaper” (Wallpaper, 2010). 

Furthermore, Fox is, together with the prestigious Hotel Skt Petri, the only hotel in 

Copenhagen that is “trendy enough” to be in the stylebook “Cool Hotels” (Kunz, 2008). 
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9Throughout the process of writing this thesis, I have kept abreast of the development of citizenM and Hotel Fox 
on Booking.com and TripAdvisor. To my knowledge,  citizenM Amsterdam city’s total hotel score has ranged 
between 8.0 and 8.9 on Booking.com since its opening, which is quite high in comparison with other hotels. 
Further, the percentage of users that rate citizenM as either “excellent” or “very good” on TripAdvisor has 
continuously been around 86 per cent.
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5.2. Grounds for Selection of Hotel
The qualitative survey of citizenM found six main grounds for the selection of hotel: price, 

location, hotel concept, design, comfort, and cleanliness (app. 4). The categories hotel concept 

and design are interrelated as they both relate to the distinctiveness of the hotel, which many 

of the participants associate with “modern”, “trendy”, “futuristic”, “techy”, and “non-

traditional” (ibid.). It is somewhat similar characteristics they use to describe their image of 

citizenM (ibid.). The categories comfort and cleanliness are interrelated in the sense that they 

directly  (physically) influence the guest experience. The qualitative survey of Fox found that 

the hotel concept is a main influence for the selection of the hotel. Like in citizenM, the words 

the participants use about the hotel concept are quite similar to the words they use to describe 

their image of Fox. For instance, “cool”, “different”, “fun”, “arty”, “playful”, and 

“unique” (app. 5). The survey further showed that  location and price also are critical selection 

criteria in Fox (ibid.).

Based on these findings in the qualitative surveys, I delimited the quantitative surveys to four 

main categories: price, location, hotel concept, and guest experience (i.e., reputation about the 

guest experience). I decided to focus on these four categories because, as just described, in 

citizenM, the categories that do not relate to price or location relate to either hotel concept or 

guest experience. Hereby, hotel concept is understood as relating to the “overall image”, while 

guest experience is understood as relating to the “overall experience”. The latter requires the 

guest to have looked more specifically  into the experience that can be expected at the hotel, 

for instance through online reviews where conditions such as comfort and cleanliness are 

evaluated. “Overall image” relates to the overall characteristics, which are comparable to 

high-level construals, i.e., abstract, general, and decontextualised features that convey the 

essence of the anticipated event and which are more important before than during an event 

(cf. section 2.2). The influence of the four categories on choice of hotel is shown in Table 5.210.
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these two response categories and, moreover, not to include the answers of “no”, “little”, and “moderate 
influence”, because the scope of the study is too small to make such detailed quantitative conclusions. Thus, I 
believe the trend in the surveys is best expressed by focusing on the participants to whom the listed categories 
have great and absolute influence.



Hotel concept is generally the most conspicuous category, and in Fox, it is without any  doubt 

the most important factor for choice of hotel. In citizenM, hotel concept is beaten by price 

among the leisure guests (though only with 7 per cent) and is in tough competition with price 

among the business guests. The reason that price is such a crucial factor in citizenM is in all 

probability  because citizenM’s main strength and tagline is to offer “affordable luxury”. 

Moreover, the reason that the leisure guests care more about price than the business guests do 

is most likely because not all that travel for business pay  for the room themselves. Price plays 

a much smaller role for both leisure and business guests in Fox. Guest experience also scores 

substantially  higher in citizenM than in Fox. By  contrast, location is more important in Fox 

than in citizenM, especially among the leisure guests. 

It is interesting to observe the correlation between the importance the guests ascribe to the 

categories and the “strengths” of the hotels. For example, Fox’s main strength is its distinctive 

concept and its location, and these are the categories the guests value to be most influential on 

their choice of hotel. Likewise, location is the least influential category in citizenM, and as 

described in Chapter 4, citizenM  is situated outside the city  centre, which to some travellers is 

a downside. Similarly, concept and price rank high in citizenM, and these features are 

definitely some of citizenM’s main strengths. In addition, guest experience also ranks 

relatively high in citizenM, which should be seen in the light of citizenM’s popularity on the 

travel sites.
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In order to attain a better understanding of why the hotel concept as a single condition 

constitutes such a significant factor for the selection of hotel, the next  section aims to identify 

what aspects of the two hotel concepts the guests find most appealing and important.

5.3. Aspects of Hotel Concept
This section deals with question 4 in the quantitative questionnaires, which goes as follows: 

“Which aspects of the citizenM/Fox concept are most appealing to you?” and is followed by 

three/four response categories that  address different aspects of the respective hotel concept 

(app. 6). The response categories were developed on the basis of the answers to question 2 in 

the qualitative surveys, which concerns the guests’ impression of the hotel and thus uncover 

what it is more specifically about the respective hotel concept they are attracted to (app. 4, 

box 2 and app. 5, box 2). The first response category addresses guests who have selected the 

hotel because it is different/unique and offers an untraditional hotel experience. The second 

category addresses guests who have selected the hotel because they think it  sounds like a 

cool/trendy  place with an attractive atmosphere. The third category  addresses guests who 

have not just selected the hotel because it sounds different or cool, but because they have 

fallen for the particular hotel concept.

The qualitative survey of citizenM  found that the citizenM concept is two-sided. On the one 

hand, the participants associate it with a modern and techy design hotel, and on the other 

hand, they associate it with a high-quality/”well-equipped” budget hotel, i.e., as “affordable 

luxury” (app. 4). By contrast, the concept of Hotel Fox is incontrovertible; it concerns that all 

guest rooms are unique artistic expressions. Hence, there are two response categories relating 

to the specific hotel concept in the quantitative questionnaire of citizenM, while there is only 

one in the quantitative questionnaire of Fox. The precise formulations of the response 

categories can be found in appendix 6 and the influence of the three/four different aspects of 

the hotel concepts are shown in Table 5.311. 
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appealing” (cf. app. 6, 8, 9).



All percentages for all categories are relatively high for both hotels. However, the percentages 

are higher in citizenM than in Fox, which shows that more guests in citizenM than in Fox find 

the listed aspects to be absolutely appealing. Although none of the listed aspects stand 

particularly out, some trends can be drawn. In citizenM, the business segment cares slightly 

less about whether the hotel is trendy and has a nice atmosphere than the leisure segment 

does, while they care more about technology and modern design. In addition, the fact that all 

the categories are rated high in citizenM suggests that it is the rich combination of the 

different dimensions of citizenM that the guests value. In Fox, it is more decidedly  the unique 

concept that attracts the guests, both leisure and business. 

The three categories of the hotels relate to different conceptual (psychological) buying 

motives. The first one, which addresses guests that select the hotel because it stands out, 

applies to the buying motive of wanting to feel different and unique, which is known as the 

snob effect (Andersen et al., 2003: 137). For guests that tick the second category, which 

concerns the culture and identity  of the hotel, it is the desire to stay at a hotel they can identify 

with that is determining. Pine and Gilmore treat this buying motive in their newest co-

produced book “Authenticity: What Consumers Really Want”. They claim that consumers 
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today  are foremost motivated by the desire to purchase products/services that  conform to their 

self-image, i.e., products/services must reflect  who they are and who they aspire to be (Pine & 

Gilmore, 2007: 5). The third category does not  relate to a specific buying motive, as it is the 

particular hotel concept that is central. Conversely, it relates to both of the mentioned motives, 

as they are inherent parts of the hotel concept. In addition, in regard to citizenM where the 

concept in part is “affordable luxury”, the motive may be thrift, which means to get good 

value for money – and to show that to others (Andersen et al., 2003: 137). 

I will not look further into specific buying motives but instead assert that self-image, identity, 

and social status play a key  role for the guests’ choice of citizenM and Hotel Fox. Given that 

conceptual buying motives thus are governing for the choice of hotel, it  suggests that the 

experiential aspects of both citizenM  and Hotel Fox are pivotal for the guests’ selection of 

them. Here, experiential aspects relate to the reflective level (and not to the visceral level). 

5.4. Sub-conclusion 
In this chapter, the pre guest experience in citizenM  and Hotel Fox was addressed. In 

conclusion, online reviews and personal recommendation are the sources that most of the 

guests make use of for the selection of hotel. In citizenM, hotel concept and price are the most 

significant factors, while hotel concept is the absolute high scorer in Fox. The citizenM 

survey found no aspect of the citizenM concept to be predominant, but all the aspects are 

rated high, which shows that the majority  of the guests find them either greatly  or absolutely 

appealing. In Fox, it is the unique character of the hotel that most  of all attracts the guests, 

whereby both the fact that the hotel is unique and the particular concept (i.e., the artistic 

rooms) are equally important. A key conclusion of the research is that conceptual buying 

motives – and hereby experiential aspects – are governing when the hotel concept underlies 

the choice of hotel, implying that experiential aspects play a dominant role in the pre guest 

experience phase.
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6. Analysis of Netnographic Data
The purpose of Chapter 6 is to offer a general understanding of the guest experience in 

citizenM and Hotel Fox with a focus on the role and value of the experiential versus the 

functional hotel aspects. The chapter consists in two analyses. The first  one deals with the 

guest experience satisfaction, and the second one concerns the role and value of the 

experiential versus the functional hotel aspects.

6.1. Guest Experience Satisfaction
The analysis of the guest experience satisfaction in citizenM and Hotel Fox is approached by 

use of hotel rating reviews retrieved from Booking.com and TripAdvisor. They were retrieved 

in August 2009 and in August 2011 (cf. section 3.3.1). In both years and on both sites and for 

both hotels, the most representative guest segments are couples, solo travellers, and group  of 

friends, while the family segment is the definite minority. The variation in satisfaction level 

between the different guest segments is little across the board (cf. app. 10–13), and I therefore 

refrain from looking into the different segments and instead focus on the total ratings.

On Booking.com in 2009 the total rating for citizenM was 8.6 (based on 476 reviews) and in 

2011 it was 8.2 (based on 1724 reviews). For Fox it was 6.6 (based on 39 reviews) in 2009 

and 7.2 (based on 82 reviews) in 201112. The number of reviews shows that many more guests 

review citizenM than Fox, which indicates that the interest in citizenM  is significantly  greater 

than in Fox. The ratings show that also the average satisfaction level is significantly  higher in 

citizenM than in Fox. This same trend also shows from the ratings on TripAdvisor, where 88 

per cent in 2009 and 87 per cent in 2011 rate citizenM as either excellent or very good (based 

on 47 and 625 reviews, respectively). On the contrary, the ratings for Fox are divided more or 

less equally between all categories (excellent, very good, average, poor, and terrible) in both 

2009 and 2011, suggesting that the value of the Fox experience indeed is “in the mind of the 

beholder”. In Table 6.1, the ratings of the different hotel conditions on Booking.com are 

displayed. 
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Table 6.1 shows that  the decline in the total rating of citizenM  from 8.6 in 2009 to 8.2 in 2011 

is attributable to a decline in all of the respective hotel conditions. Moreover, Booking.com’s 

addition of location as a sixth category  in 2011 also contributes considerably to the decline in 

the total score. This finding is consistent with the results of Chapter 5, which showed that 

citizenM’s location is a weak point in comparison with the other main hotel conditions (price, 

guest experience, and hotel concept). For Fox the opposite is the case. I.e., the addition of 

location is the main reason for the rise in the total score from 6.6 in 2009 to 7.2 in 2011. 

Another contributory cause is staff, which went from 7.9 to 8.2 over the period. On the 

contrary, comfort and value for money declined with 4 and 2 scores, respectively.

I have now shown that guests in general are notably  more satisfied with the experience in 

citizenM than in Fox. Furthermore, I have shown which hotel conditions generally are the top 

scorers and the low scorers for the hotels. But I have not yet examined which needs the 

various conditions address. Said differently, I have not yet established an understanding of the 

role and value of the experiential versus the functional aspects of the hotels. This is, however, 

attained in the next section.
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6.2. Role and Value of Experiential Hotel Aspects vs. Functional Hotel Aspects
For the analysis of the role and value of the experiential versus the functional hotel aspects, I 

make use of 133 textual reviews extracted from Booking.com. The reviews can be found in 

appendix 14–17 and are the data material that is referred to throughout the analysis. The 

reviews are divided between 18 of the 21 hotel conditions identified by Desmet et al. (2009) 

and between experiential and functional hotel aspects (see page 27–28 for elaboration). 

As clarified in section 2.3, most products/services (and thus also hotel conditions) are made 

up of a complex mix of experiential and functional characteristics and may trigger both 

experiential and functional sorts of satisfaction. In other words, most hotel conditions cannot 

be classified as either experiential or functional but will contain both types of qualities and 

relate to both types of needs. For the analysis at  hand, I therefore categorise the 18 hotel 

conditions as experiential, functional, and mixed, respectively. Addis and Holbrook (2001) 

use a similar categorisation13, and in doing so they make an essential remark: When a product 

(in this case a hotel condition) is categorised as experiential, it  does not mean that its 

functional aspects are totally irrelevant. Rather, it means that the experiential aspects have the 

greatest weight. And vice versa when a product (hotel condition) is categorised as functional 

(58). Consequently, when a product (hotel condition) is categorised as mixed, both, or perhaps 

neither, the experiential and/nor functional components are important to the determination of 

its value (57, emphasis in original).

I shall further remind that experiential consumption takes place on the visceral and reflective 

levels, while functional consumption takes place on the behavioural level. Hotel conditions 

that are classified as experiential are therefore further classified as visceral or reflective, while 

all conditions that  are classified as functional are behavioural too. Given that a review is a 

conscious and retrospective assessment of the hotel experience, it becomes essential to 

explicate that, although the reflective level is the only one of the three levels where evaluation 

takes place consciously and which extends beyond the actual experience, it does not mean 

that all the respective 18 hotel conditions belong to the reflective level. Hence, comments 

about product characteristics that apply to sensory modalities are classified as visceral, and 

comments that relate to fulfilling a physical goal are classified as behavioural, while 

comments that reflect a mental gratification are classified as reflective (cf. section 2.3).
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6.2.1. Presentation of Results 
Similar to the results of the rating reviews, this analysis shows that no remarkable trends can 

be identified among the different guest segments (young couples, mature couples, solo 

travellers, and with friends). I.e., it  is more or less the same qualities about the hotel 

conditions the guests highlight. Moreover, it is the same qualities that  are emphasised in the 

2009 and 2011 analyses of both hotels. As anticipated, most  of the hotel conditions fall within 

the mixed aspects category. Figure 6.1 visualises the categorisation of the various hotel 

conditions, and each of them are accounted for in the following. 

There are three conditions that are classified as experiential/visceral. These are ambient 

factors, odour, and hygiene. Neither in 2009 nor in 2011 did the guests (reviewers) of 

citizenM comment on odour. Odour is neither commented on much in the reviews of Fox but 

is, similar to ambient factors and hygiene, only commented on negatively. Also in citizenM, 

ambient factors are mostly negatively evaluated and concern, for the most part, problems with 

the room temperature and noise caused by the air-conditioning. Hygiene, for the most part, 

translates into cleanliness, to which the guests have no further comments. I.e., clean is 

regarded as a quality in itself. 
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The conditions bed and payment/delays are identified as functional/behavioural. In contrast to 

Desmet et al. (2009), I lump payment and delays together into a single category because they 

both pertain to checking-in/out. The qualities guests stress about this condition are easiness 

and fluency. Checking-in/out foremost has to be easy and fast. The features that are 

mentioned about the bed is size, comfort, and softness. In citizenM, the bed is a very 

significant and positive factor, which primarily owes to its 2 x 2 meter size. 

No conditions are classified as experiential/reflective, but for many of the conditions 

classified as mixed, the mental gratification is of great importance. One of them is hotel 

quality, which is the condition that is commented on the most in all four analyses (the 2009 

and 2011 analyses of both hotels). This condition covers comments about the hotel in its 

entirety, and therefore comments about the hotel concept are also placed here. Like in Chapter 

5, where I found that the guests use abstractions to describe their image of the hotel, it is 

words such as “modern”, “cool”, “uncomplicated”, “unique”, “comfortable”, “funky”, “high-

tech”, and “well-equipped” that are used about the hotel concept in the reviews. These 

qualities apply  to the reflective level because they  mirror the symbolic significance the guests 

associate with the hotel. However, some of them also reveal a focus on functionality, e.g., 

“comfortable”, “uncomplicated”, and “well-equipped” and therefore hotel quality also relates 

to the behavioural level. 

The rest of the hotel conditions that are classified as mixed are interior products, facilities/

amenities, complimentary items, staff, food, space, decoration, maintenance, and lighting. 

Interior products can be subdivided into different products, which all have different functions. 

In citizenM, it  is the MoodPad14  and the shower that attract most attention. Both of them 

relate to all of the three levels, but the reflective and behavioural levels appear to be the 

dominant ones, since most comments concern the products’ distinctiveness and their ability  to 

perform their desired function effectively. Likewise, the condition facilities/amenities relates 

mostly  to the reflective and behavioural levels and can be subdivided into many products and 

services. In citizenM, it is technology, Internet/Wi-Fi, and TV that  receive most remarks; and 

in Fox it is the rental of bikes. In both hotels, the condition complimentary items is linked 

with the facilities/amenities. E.g., in citizenM many  highlight that the Wi-Fi and movies are 

free of charge.
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The qualities the guests mention most about the staff are their friendliness and helpfulness. It 

is difficult to determine the value of these qualities because they, on the one hand, are both 

experiential and functional and, on the other hand, are neither of them. Comments about the 

food concern everything from how it tastes to how it looks and whether it  is original, boring, 

expensive, and/or difficult to manage. Food therefore seems to involve the three levels more 

or less equally. The condition space also relates to all three levels. Space forms the entire 

hotel context; the guest rooms and the lobby area. Comments about the rooms for the most 

concern size – or rather lack thereof – as well as lack of space to store luggage and hang 

clothes. These issues are present in both hotels and obviously relate to the behavioural level. 

In citizenM, many  also remark on the shower and toilet constellation, which to many cause 

issues of intimacy. Comments about the lobby area concern the atmosphere and arrangement/

decoration, which partly  relate to the visceral level and partly to the reflective level. It will be 

explained in the examination of the next condition, decoration.

Comments about the design of the hotels are categorised under decoration because they 

primarily  refer to the aesthetic components of the design. Decoration therefore relates to the 

visceral level. However, it also relates to the reflective level because the meaning the guests 

assign to the design/decoration is rooted in this level. As Norman (2004: 39–42) explains, 

people’s interpretations of the signals of the environment are determined by individual 

differences and cultural norms and therefore people’s responses to the surrounding signals 

rely on individual psychological perceptions.

In the reviews of citizenM, there is only  one comment about maintenance, which should be 

seen in light  of the fact  that citizenM is a new hotel. In Fox, on the other hand, maintenance is 

a significant factor, which is related to the conditions hotel quality (hotel concept) and 

hygiene (cleanliness). Tore Harboe Petersen, former hotel manager at Fox, thinks the hotel 

concept has implied that the hotel looked worn fast. He explains that  it is in part due to the 

contract with Volkswagen, which only allows furniture and other interior items to be replaced 

if similar designs can be found (Petersen, 2009, app. 23). Thus, Petersen argues that 

complaints about cleanliness are not owed to bad cleaning but to the rooms being worn, 

which, in consequence, make them appear dirty  (ibid.). Additionally, all press material 

consists of professional photos from 2005, when the hotel was brand new (ibid.), and 

therefore the maintenance of the hotel – or lack hereof – comes as an unpleasant surprise to 
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some guests. Nonetheless, maintenance cannot, in this case, be treated separately, and one 

must therefore look to the conditions hotel quality and hygiene to determine its value. 

Lighting does not receive any comments in the reviews of Fox. In citizenM, the guests 

highlight that the lighting can be set in different “moods”, which seems to be an amusing 

element. Thus, lighting relates to the reflective level. However, it also applies to the visceral 

level, since it, like other ambient factors, impacts our senses and physical feel. It  can also be 

argued that it  pertains to the behavioural level, since it also serves to fulfil functional needs, 

such as providing the right circumstances for reading and working.

I do not look into the condition other event because it receives very few comments and deals 

with very different conditions. The conditions other guests and view are not commented on in 

any of the reviews. The reason that no one comments on the other guests is probably because 

reviews on travel sites tend to focus on the service (“experience”) delivered by the hotel, and 

not on aspects that the hotel has no direct impact on, such as the guests. The reason that no 

one comments on the view may simply be that the view of the hotels are not particularly 

remarkable. Nevertheless, what can be concluded from this finding is that some conditions are 

significant to some hotels and not to others.

6.2.2. Discussion of Results
I have now illustrated how each of the three levels impacts on the guest experience; how each 

of them performs different functions and relates to different needs. At the same time, I have 

established a better understanding of the complex ways in which the levels interact, and as a 

result, I have come to acknowledge that it is very problematic to ascertain an absolute value to 

each of the levels. Nonetheless, the reflective level and the behavioural level are more 

represented in the analysis than the visceral level. In addition, the reflective level plays a 

dominant role for the hotel quality, which is the condition that is commented on the most. 

That said, it does not necessarily mean that the visceral level is a less significant level than the 

other two. The visceral level deals with our very basic emotions and therefore relates to 

conditions that we might tend to take for granted, as we are not consciously  aware of the 

value we derive from them. Furthermore, the visceral level can become very powerful when it 

is “unsatisfied”, which is evident from the many negative comments about odour, ambient 

factors, and hygiene. The following remark made by a guest in citizenM is a case in point of 

this presumption:
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“The temperature in the room is very very low, and you cannot turn the air-conditioning off 

which is awful because the cold air keeps running above your bed all the time so you can´t get 

a good night’s sleep” (app. 15).

Sleep  is a definite basic necessity, and therefore, it triggers great frustration when the hotel 

performs ill in regard to providing the right circumstances for getting a good night’s sleep. 

More important, it influences the guest’s overall evaluation of the hotel experience negatively. 

The great impact of this basic need on the overall experience is also in evidence in Fox, as a 

guest writes that the hard mattress of the bed “absolutely is a big minus” (app. 16).

These two examples, of the conditions ambient factors and bed, furthermore demonstrate that 

the visceral level and the behavioural level have a significant common feature: that they  relate 

to physical well-being. This is an important point because it otherwise is the visceral and 

reflective levels that are classified together as representative of experiential consumption 

(experiential aspects) as opposed to the behavioural level as representative of functional 

consumption (functional aspects). Thus, it  seems meaningful also to view the visceral and 

behavioural levels as opposed to the reflective level, which is purely  non-physical. This 

distinction should be seen in light of Ariely’s and Norton’s (2009) distinction between 

physical consumption and conceptional consumption, as well as in light of Kahneman’s 

(2010) distinction between well-being and happiness. The theme is dealt with in both Chapter 

7 and Chapter 8, and now I will sum-up the results of this chapter.

6.3. Sub-conclusion 
The average satisfaction level for citizenM is relatively high, which is evident from the total 

hotel score of 8.6 in 2009 and 8.2 in 2011 on Booking.com. With a total hotel score of 6.6 in 

2009 and 7.2 in 2011, the average satisfaction level is significantly lower for Hotel Fox. On 

TripAdvisor, the majority  of the reviewers (guests) agree that the citizenM  experience is 

excellent or very good. By contrast, the number of reviewers (guests) that are satisfied, 

dissatisfied, and neutral about their experience in Fox is more or less the same.

The analysis of the textual reviews only include those hotel conditions that form a part of the 

“experience context”, i.e., location and price are excluded. The majority of the hotel 

conditions fall within the mixed aspects category, which implies that the qualities the guests 

ascribe to them, and the benefits they gain from them, relate more or less equally to 
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experiential and functional consumption. In addition, none of three levels (the visceral, the 

behavioural, and the reflective) seem to be most influential. This owes to a number of reasons. 

For instance, although more comments relate to the behavioural and reflective levels than the 

visceral level, they  are not  necessarily more influential than the visceral level, since the 

visceral level governs our most fundamental needs and can become very  powerful when it is 

“unsatisfied”.

Another reason that it is troublesome to determine the impact of each of the three levels owes 

to the high subjectivity involved. For example, the “mood lighting” in citizenM  shows to be a 

very entertaining element for some guests, while others focus on how well the lighting 

functions for working or reading. In the next  chapter, I address this issue, i.e., how 

experiential and functional hotel aspects have different value to different guests. Thus, while 

this chapter has dealt with identifying the role and value of the experiential versus the 

functional hotel aspects on a general level, the purpose of the next chapter is to examine the 

topic in further depth by looking into the subjective experiences of a small number of guests. 
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7. Analysis of Interviews
Six guest interviews (three from each respective case hotel) make up the main data material 

for this chapter. The interviewees represent different guest segments, as the objective of the 

chapter is not only to provide a more in-depth examination of the experiential and functional 

hotel aspects, but also to assess their significance from a multilateral perspective. The 

underlying theme of the interview analysis is the distinction between physical satisfaction and 

mental satisfaction The chapter also contains yet a look at the cases’ target audience and a 

brief description of their guest culture, as I also wish to give further insight into “the modern 

guest” and the culture in “experiential hotels”. This is addressed in the following. 

7.1. Audience and Culture
As was described in Chapter 4, both citizenM and Hotel Fox define their target audience as 

modern, mobile, creative, and “young at heart” individuals and regard themselves as hotels 

that move away from the conventional conception of a hotel. They, so to speak, see 

themselves in contradistinction to the traditional hotel and their audience in contradistinction 

to the traditional hotel guest. Because citizenM  is based upon many years of consideration of 

what “modern guests” want from a hotel, they have a very well-established understanding of 

their target audience or, as they term them, “mobile citizens”. Angelica Vlemming, operations 

manager, provides the following description:

“They are international, they are frequent travellers, they are quite contemporary and modern. 

They appreciate art, new technology, and design and are very creative and very well-

informed. They are value conscious; that’s why they choose us - because they are able to get a 

very good product for a very good rate. They have a strong personality, are text-happy and 

are social, free-spirited, and multicultural” (Vlemming, 2011, app. 21).

It is troublesome to assess whether this depicted audience corresponds to the “real” audience, 

as the description is based on psychographics (personality, lifestyle, values, and beliefs), 

which cannot be readily  observed. Nevertheless, my observations reflect that both hotels 

accommodate a wide mix of people with regard to nationality, age, and ways of dressing (own 

observation). In both hotels, like in other city hotels, it is primarily  the leisure guests that 

occupy  the hotels in the weekends, while more business guests fill out  the rooms during the 
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week. There are more businesspeople in citizenM than in Fox, and the pace is faster and the 

atmosphere more energetic. In both hotels, the busiest time is the mornings, when the guests 

have breakfast and check-out. It is then relatively quiet  until late afternoon, when the guests 

return from the city or work and new guests arrive (own observation). 

Breakfast is a popular event in Fox. The guests recline in the funky  designer couches and 

enjoy  the freshly prepared open sandwiches and the aroma of coffee. They observe one 

another, change newspapers, and seem to take pleasure in the culture (own observation). 

Breakfast is likewise a social activity in citizenM, and many tend to hang out for a while after 

having finished eating. Some guests watch TV, others play/work on their lap  top or mobile 

phone, while others absorb in the large collection of fashionable books. In this way, the 

“living rooms” create a dynamic and homelike atmosphere at one and the same time (own 

observation). 
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7.2. Physical Satisfaction vs. Mental Satisfaction 
In two of the total six guest interviews, two interviewees participated, as I welcomed that 

guests travelling as a couple or as a group of friends could participate two and two. This 

indicates that the total number of interviewees is eight. In citizenM, one leisure interview and 

two business interviews were conducted, whereas two leisure interviews and one business 

interview were conducted in Fox.

The leisure interview in citizenM consists of two Danish girls in their mid-twenties who are in 

Amsterdam with two other friends for the weekend. They, overall, are very  satisfied with their 

stay (app. 26). However, they still have several complaints, which all relate to physical 

satisfaction, especially  at the behavioural level. Besides complaining about the lack of privacy 

due to the toilet being situated in the room, one of the girls says the following when asked 

about further complaints:

“Our phone is not working so well, and so you use your own money at contacting each other, 

which is a bad thing. We’ve also had problems with the blinds; actually we did not see the 

daylight at all yesterday. If you choose to have electronics, it has to work! It is very uncool 

when it doesn’t work, then it’s just a big frustration torque. We’ve also had great difficulty of 

closing the doors to the shower, which they have to be in order for the water to come out. 

Four to five attempts to close the doors is just not cool when you’re standing stark-naked in 

the middle of a room” (app. 26).

In addition, they think the hotel is too far from the city centre. But when asked whether they 

would have chosen another hotel if they had known these things in advance, the answer is a 

prompt no from both interviewees, and one of them even adds, “I wouldn’t have been without 

this experience. The hotel has so much else to offer, it is so cool, and so different from all 

other hotels” (app. 26). This is a case in point of Ariely’s and Norton’s (2009) claims that 

people are willing to trade off negative physical consumption for positive conceptual 

consumption, in this case, because it allows them to enjoy  a view of themselves as productive 

people who are adding to their collection of experiences (488–489). The quotation also 

reveals that the girls are aware, more or less consciously, that the many dissatisfactory 

situational conditions are not going to be especially  determining for their memory of the total 

experience. In other words, they are somewhat aware of – or agree to – that happiness is more 
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important than well-being, as it  is the memory one can keep while the real-life experience is 

lost forever (Kahneman, 2010).

The leisure interviewees in Fox consist of a French couple and a Danish guy. They are all in 

their mid-thirties. The French couple is very satisfied with their stay  and appear to be 

transformed by the experience (Kristensen & Horváth, 2012). The transformative experience 

is connected to the tent in the room, the wild party  going on in the lobby Saturday night, and 

the lively atmosphere during breakfast (app. 30). Their expressed satisfaction thus owes to the 

experiential aspects and indicates that “the Fox experience” is a culture and an image that not 

only conforms to their self-image but also enriches their perception of self.

The Danish guy is far from as enthusiastic about his experience at Fox. Overall, he thinks it is 

worn-down and that the concept is ill-implemented; that Fox aspires to be hip  and different 

but lacks substance and comfort (app. 31). The business interviewee in Fox is also Danish and 

male. He is an artist and is around fifty-five years old and shares the view that  the concept 

could have been better implemented (app. 29). However, he is a loyal guest of Fox and 

chooses Fox because he thinks it is the universe he belongs to. He appreciates the aesthetic 

elements, the atmosphere, his personal relationship  with the staff, the breakfast, and the type 

of guest that stays there (ibid.). It is thus the expressive, atmospheric, and social aspects he 

values, which means that it is the aspects that relate to the visceral and reflective levels that 

are important to him.

One of the two business interviewees in citizenM is a British man around fifty  years of age. 

He stays at citizenM from Monday till Friday every  week. By contrast to the artist in Fox, he 

is most concerned with behavioural satisfaction. He especially appreciates the cleanliness and 

the short walking-distance to the bank where he works, whereas he does not think the 

technological aspects contribute to the functional quality  of the hotel (app. 28). In addition, he 

finds the MoodPad system, which he calls “the gimmick”, to be more annoying than amusing 

and jokes that “the citizenM song” (a jingle that turns on automatically when entering the 

room) is the reason he spends much time downstairs in the “living rooms” (ibid.). 

The other business interviewee in citizenM  is a man from Canada who is around thirty years 

old and works as an IT-consultant in the Netherlands. It is his fourth stay at citizenM, and he 

has not stayed at other hotels in Amsterdam since his first stay. He also emphasises the 
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functional aspects of the hotel. He thinks the bed is the best feature. Furthermore, he is very 

happy with the simplicity of the self-serviced check-in system and the 24/7 canteen (app. 27). 

As opposed to the Britton, he thinks the MoodPad is very practical, amusing, and a special 

experience, which he exemplifies by his experience with the alarm clock: 

“I had chosen the alarm with the elephant, and I was like, what is happening; the light turned 

on and there were all these noises... It was like waking up in a jungle, right next to an 

elephant. It was quite entertaining. I liked it... I liked it a lot. It was amusing” (app. 27). 

Although it  is the high comfort  level for an affordable price he values the most (app. 27), it 

seems that it is the way the functional qualities are experientialised that make the real 

difference to him. In addition, he thinks the openness of the staff is quite unique, as he often 

experience the staff to be quite stiff and non-approachable in traditional hotels (ibid.). In 

continuation hereof, he says: “Now when I have tried this, I don’t want to go back to a hotel 

offering a less pleasuring experience for a much higher price” (ibid.). Evidently, his first 

experience in citizenM made him change his preferences for hotels and made him more 

critical and demanding. In other words, it involved a transformation (Kristensen & Horváth, 

2012: 3).

7.3. Sub-conclusion and Discussion of “The Modern Guest”
In this chapter, I have given different examples of what create value to different guests and 

how they  are satisfied, or even transformed, in different ways and for different reasons. Some 

guests, such as the French couple in Fox, care foremost about the experiential hotel aspects, 

since what they are looking for is experience and to go back home feeling enriched and 

enhanced. This motive is naturally much more related to the leisure segment than the business 

segment. However, some business guests also look for more than comfort and convenience. 

The artist in Fox is a good example. Likewise, the Danish girls in citizenM demonstrate that 

although the purpose of your stay is to have a fun weekend in a new city, it  does not mean that 

you do not care about the functional side of the hotel. 

Accepting the cases’ audience descriptions as the basis for “the modern guest”, the 

interviewees all, to varying degrees, are modern guests. However, the Britton in citizenM 

seemingly represents the traditional guest rather than the modern guest, as it is the functional 

and conventional qualities that are important to him. But because he literally lives in citizenM 
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from Monday till Friday every week and uses the “living rooms” according to the intention, 

i.e., to relax, read, watch TV, work, and meet new people (app. 28), he qualifies as a “citizen 

mobile”. The other business interviewee in citizenM is a prime example of a “citizen mobile”: 

He appreciates new technology; he travels frequently; and although comfort  is his main 

concern, it is the modern touch, the experiential elements, and the attitude of the staff that 

trigger his fascination and engagement (app. 27). Thus, it is the functional aspects that are 

most important  to him, while it is the experiential aspects that make him come again and 

develop a relationship with citizenM. Therefore, to attract him – a modern, mobile business 

traveller – a hotel needs to balance functional and experiential aspects more or less equally.

Whereas citizenM  somewhat manages to find this balance, the experiential aspects dominate 

the functional ones in Fox. It means that Fox has problems filling out the rooms during the 

week, while it has no problems attracting the experience-happy  leisure travellers on the 

weekends (Petersen 2009, app. 23). As demonstrated in this chapter, different people have 

different needs and are therefore satisfied by different qualities. The French couple and the 

Danish guy in Fox all chose Fox because of its special character, i.e., because of the hotel 

concept (app. 30 and 31). But while the French couple are thrilled and transformed by their 

experience, the Danish guy is quite disappointed. He thinks it is way too expensive for what it 

is offering and that the concept is ill-implemented. 

To this Danish guy, similar to the Danish girls in citizenM, a cool and entertaining hotel does 

not do it  alone. It suggests that modern leisure travellers, like modern business travellers, 

want both; they want functionality and funkiness, comfort and coolness, convenience and 

experience. That said, I presume modern leisure guests are slightly more concerned with the 

experiential hotel aspects than modern business guests, who, by  contrast, are slightly more 

concerned with the functional side of the hotel. But then again, as seen in this chapter, it is not 

possible to generalise on the topic at hand, as it always comes down to “the mind of the 

beholder”.
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8. Research Quality
In this chapter, I assess the quality of the research results. First, I identify the points of 

criticism in regard to the applied theories and account for the claims I advance in explaining 

the research results. Second, I discuss issues of generalisability, validity, and reliability  and 

point out the deficiencies of the applied methods.

8.1. Critical Assessment of Theory
Throughout the process of writing this thesis, I increasingly came to realise the big challenge 

involved with wanting to isolate the experiential hotel aspects from the functional ones and, 

as a consequence, to establish the role and value of the experiential versus the functional hotel 

aspects. The challenge owes in part to the fact that experiential consumption (experiential 

hotel aspects) concerns two contrasting forms of consumption: physical and mental. This 

realisation was partly prompted by the application of Donald Norman’s theory of the visceral, 

behavioural, and reflective levels, as it hereby became evident that experiential consumption in 

fact is a two-sided phenomenon – that  it includes the visceral and reflective levels or, as just 

mentioned, has both a physical and a mental component. 

On this basis, I will criticise the theories I apply to define experiential consumption 

(experiential hotels aspects) and functional consumption (functional hotel aspects), i.e., Addis 

and Holbrook (2001), Campbell (1986), and Holbrook and Hirschmann (1982), for failing to 

take account of the two-sidedness of experiential consumption. I think it is important to 

explicate that experiential consumption includes both sensory modalities (visceral responses) 

and meaning (reflective responses), since the fact that sensory modalities are physical and that 

meaning is nonphysical, in my point of view, is equally  important to the fact that both drivers 

are non-utilitarian.

In continuation hereof, I believe that there is a relationship between the reflective level and 

high-level construals and between the behavioural and visceral levels and low-level 

construals. Hence, I assert that the weight of the reflective level increases with the temporal 

distance to the event, while the weight of the behavioural and visceral levels decreases. This 

assumption mirrors in the results, as it is reflective drivers (conceptual motives) that, for the 

most part, are dominant in the pre guest experience phase, while all three levels are more or 
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less equally important during the hotel stay. Table 8.1 gives an overview of how the applied 

theories relate to one another and illuminates the two-sidedness of experiential consumption.

One must remark that all three levels (visceral, behavioural, and reflective), all types of 

consumption (physical and conceptual; experiential and functional), both types of satisfaction 

(well-being and happiness), and both types of construals (low-level and high-level) take place 

at all of the three experience phases (pre, actual, and during), and that Table 8.1 therefore only 

shows when what drivers have the greatest weight.

8.2. Critical Assessment of Methodology
On the basis of the research results, I argue that the warranted assertability has been attained, 

i.e., that  the main claim of the thesis (that the ”raison d’être” of hotels is to offer an 

accommodation and an experience) is plausible and therefore valid (Plowright 2011, 184). 

That said, it is essential to point out that the results are specific, as they  are based on the guest 

experience in two specific hotels. It therefore becomes relevant to question whether the results 

provide any basis for addressing hotels in general. In answering this question, I will look to 

generalisability as it applies to case studies. 

As I explained in section 3.2.1, generalisation in case studies concerns generalisation to 

theory, for which reason the number of cases does not determine whether the results can be 

generalised or not (Yin, 2009: 15). However, more cases strengthen the results by increasing 

confidence in the robustness of the theory (ibid.). The small number of cases therefore limits 

the generalisation of the results. On this basis, I believe that  the results can be extrapolated 

(not generalised) to hotels comparable to the cases, i.e., to experiential city hotels within the 
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Actual Experience Actual ExperienceActual Experience Pre & Post Experience Theorists
Visceral level Behavioral levelBehavioral level Reflective level Norman
Physical consumption Physical consumptionPhysical consumption Conceptual consumption Ariely & Norton
Satisfaction: well-being Satisfaction: well-beingSatisfaction: well-being Satisfaction: happiness Kahneman
Low-level construals Low-level construalsLow-level construals High-leve construals Trope & Liberman
Experiential consumption Functional consumptionFunctional consumption Experiential consumption Sillesen (based on 

Holbrook & 
Hirshman, Addis & 
Hoolbrok, and 
Campbell)

Table 8.1. Theoretical Concepts



mid-price segment, but that more research is needed to provide a justification of the presumed 

trend in the hotel industry. 

I will now turn to the topic of warranted assertability again, as asserting that the claim is 

valid requires that the results on which it rests are thoroughly accounted for (Plowright, 2011: 

184). In my judgement, the approaches and procedures of the research are carefully  explained, 

substantiated, and documented. The latter is shown through the large number of appendices, 

including transcriptions of all interviews. Documenting the data provides the reader the 

opportunity to check to determine whether s/he finds the approaches consistent and reliable 

(Creswell, 2009: 190) and whether s/he agrees to the interpretations of the data (Kvale, 1997: 

203). 

In quantitative research, reliability is connected to the size of the study, as the statistical 

certainty increases with the number of participants (Boolsen, 2008: 128). In the quantitative 

survey, the number of leisure participants was 78 in both citizenM and Fox, and the number of 

business participants was 30 in citizenM and 22 in Fox. This suggests that the reliability of 

the results of the leisure guests is substantially stronger than the reliability of the results of the 

business guests. Merete Watt Boolsen, associate professor in social science methodology,  

stresses that the size of a sample is connected only to uncertainty  and not to representativity, 

which people otherwise tend to believe (Boolsen, 2008: 127–128). Representativity, on the 

other hand, concerns the selection of participants (ibid.). While I see no reason to question the 

representativity  of the participants in the surveys, I find it relevant to question whether the 

reviewers (guests) on the travel sites can be deemed representative for guests in general. 

In 2009, a study based on millions of online reviews across several sites featuring user-

generated content concluded that small numbers of users account for the largest number of 

reviews (Grifantini, 2009). For example, on Amazon, only  5 per cent of active users review 

more than ten products, while a small handful of users review hundreds of products (ibid.). 

This gives reason to presume that many of the reviewers of citizenM and Hotel Fox are 

persons that are likely to make a review whenever they stay at a new hotel, while others never 

do so. This presumption somewhat strips away the potential surmise that hotel reviews are 

mainly made by guests that are especially moved, positively or negatively, by  their hotel 

experience. I therefore assess that  the hotel reviews, in this regard, are just as representative as 

if they were data gathered “off-line” from a given group of guests. However, a shortcoming of 
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the online format in comparison with “off-line” is that it enables users to present a carefully 

cultivated and controlled self-image (Kozinets, 2002: 3, 7).

In regard to the textual reviews applied for the analysis in section 6.2, I will level criticism 

against the fact that the categorisation of the hotel conditions is based on my subjective 

judgement of whether I deem them experiential, functional, or mixed, as well as visceral, 

behavioural, and/or reflective. Furthermore, it is worthy of criticism that  the results are 

considered indicative for guests’ opinions in general when they are not quantitatively founded. 

The counterargument is that the analyses of 2009 and 2011 of both cases came to very similar 

results and that the saturation point showed early in all four analyses. In addition, the focus was 

on the meanings of the hotel conditions and qualities, for which reason generalisability  was a 

subordinate purpose of this analysis. 

I will now look at the deficiencies of the surveys. One deficiency is that it is highly  likely that 

the points of the five-point scale represent interpretative differences in feeling, attitude, and 

experiential value (Plowright, 2011: 123). Another deficiency is that it is uncertain whether the 

participants actually  read the prerequisite for answering the questionnaire, which was stated on 

top of the questionnaire. I became aware of this possibility, as 24 of the business participants 

(11 in citizenM and 13 in Fox) seemingly answered the questionnaires without having the 

required pre-knowledge to do so. It showed as they ticked that their familiarity  with the hotel 

stemmed from personal recommendation (which allegedly  was the person who made the 

booking) and then skipped the rest of the questions. These 24 questionnaires have therefore 

been omitted from the survey. The learning outcome is that important  information should be 

made into questions, as there is a risk that some participants do not read or follow the provided 

instructions. 

Despite the shortcomings of the applied methods, I believe they, in interplay, have provided a 

fruitful analysis of the guest experience in citizenM and Hotel Fox and have addressed the first 

research question satisfactorily. Thus, I assess that the rich method triangulation is a substantial 

strength of the research and that it  somewhat rectifies the deficiencies of the methods. 

Nonetheless, because I apply a pragmatic stance, whereby truth depends on “what works”, the 

validity of the results is taken up again in the subsequent chapter, where the new hotel 

classification model, aimed at initiating behavioural change in the hotel industry, is presented.
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9. A New Hotel Classification Model
This chapter concerns the second research question, which means that I, with point of 

departure in the research results, will suggest a new model for hotel classification. The model 

in question is, however, not a model as such, but a proposal to how hotel quality assessment 

on existing travel sites can be optimised. TripAdvisor is one of the most popular travel sites 

among travellers today, and hotel companies and hotel organisations increasingly refer to, link 

with, and work with the site. I therefore find it advantageous to use TripAdvisor as the point 

of departure for demonstrating how I believe hotel quality assessment can be improved and 

become even more relevant to the travellers. I will present two models, one that deals with the 

search criteria and standard information of hotels and another that deals with the rating 

criteria of the guest experience quality. I begin with the former. 

9.1. Search Criteria and Standard Information
Like most other travel sites, TripAdvisor enables travellers to customise their search by use of 

a number of advanced search criteria. These are price, property type (e.g., hotel, B&B, and 

holiday rentals), neighbourhood, hotel rating (what I call rating review), hotel class (number 

of stars), amenities (e.g., fitness centre, free breakfast, and free high-speed Internet), property 

name, and hotel brand (hotel chain). Furthermore, TripAdvisor has recently  introduced the 

opportunity of customising the search on the basis of hotel style, e.g., best value, family,  

business, luxury, and trendy. 

I think all of these search criteria are very  relevant and that  the addition of hotel style is a very 

positive move. It relates to what I think increasingly will pose a key  challenge in the industry, 

that being to manoeuvre in the jungle of “experiential hotel genres”. Without a clear and 

common terminology, it  is difficult for travellers to customise their search thoroughly. 

Furthermore, there is a chance of hotels being miscategorised and misunderstood because no 

categories are matching. citizenM, for example, is faced by this challenge, as its low price and 

special modular building system cause many travellers to wrongly perceive it as a pod hotel15 

(Vlemming, 2011, app. 21). Angelica Vlemming, operations manager, finds it hard to classify 
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citizenM within the existing categories, but if she had to, it would be as a niche design hotel – 

and not as a pod hotel (ibid.).

Therefore, while the addition of hotel style is a step  in the direction of creating more focus 

and clarification of the numerous hotel genres existing in the market today, the provided 

categories are too broad to really be useful. The category trendy, especially, is too broad, as it, 

similar to the term experiential (hotels) used in the thesis, acts as an umbrella term for all 

hotels that are experiential in some way. I, therefore, think it should be subdivided into more 

genres (e.g., design hotels, lifestyle hotels, and boutique hotels). Additionally, I do not think 

the term hotel style is pertinent, as it refers to genres, not styles. 

However, I think it  would be advantageous also to be able to customise the search on the basis 

of the style of the hotel. I will suggest that the hotel companies themselves decide on the hotel 

genre(s) and hotel style(s) they wish to be classified as. As indicated, I think it should be 

possible to choose more than one genre and one style, as a single genre and a single style may 

not always be sufficient. Naturally, these classifications should be accepted by  TripAdvisor in 

order to guarantee the trustworthiness of the information. 

Another search criterion I will comment on is hotel class. Like many other travel sites, 

TripAdvisor does not use the stars correctly. It  shows as both citizenM and Hotel Fox, which 

do not have stars, are classified as a four-star and three-star hotel, respectively. This implies 

that TripAdvisor does not check out how many stars, if any, the hotels are given by the star 

classification system of the respective countries. It  is therefore questionable what the stars are 

an indication of. However, what is certain is that they do not benefit the travellers in making 

an informed choice as long as it is unclear what they are indicating. 

Nevertheless, I think the search criteria at  TripAdvisor are highly relevant, and I will therefore 

propose that these criteria become part of the standard information that is viewable for all 

hotels reviewed at the site. Out of TripAdvisor’s search criteria, it is only hotel rating and 

hotel class that are shown as part of the standard information of hotels. It is viewable on the 

following page, followed by an overview of the information I think hotels should be presented 

on the basis of. 
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Figure 9.1 shows the information I believe is most important to know about a hotel. The two 

first-listed items, hotel genre and hotel style, may, however, be more applicable for 

experiential than traditional hotels. Hotel style directly relates to the hotel concept, as it 

concerns aspects such as uniqueness, atmosphere, and “personality”. It is therefore connected 

with one of the four main selection criteria (cf. section 5.2). The next three items relate to the 

other three main selection criteria: price, location, and guest experience reputation, 

respectively. I suggest that  these three items together with the last-listed item, which concerns 

the stars, should be shown on a five-point scale with individual symbols16.

To explicate this, there should be five overall price categories made, ranging from budget to 

highly  expensive, and five overall location categories, which should be based on the distance 

to the centre. While the distance to the centre is not necessarily an indication of how good the 
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Figure 9.1. Standard Information 

   Hotel name (and hotel brand)
‣Hotel genre (e.g., design, lifestyle, boutique, business, family)
‣Hotel style (e.g., high-tech, playful, art deco, quirky, trendy)
‣Price level: Number of $
‣Location level (distance to centre): Number of Ⓛ and neighbourhood
‣Guest experience quality: Number of☺
‣Amenity quantity: Number of ✩ (if any)

Standard Information on TripAdvisor



location is, it is, in my conviction, something most travellers find interesting to know. I also 

think the neighbourhood should be part of the standard information, at it likewise is 

something that many  travellers care about. Guest  experience quality (rating reviews) and 

amenity  quantity  (stars) are, as mentioned, already part of the standard information at 

TripAdvisor. Furthermore, they are already presented on a five-point scale. 

I further recommend that all of these items become hyperlinked so that short descriptions 

appear when one clicks on the items. The hotel genres and hotel styles should be defined by  a 

competent board (TripAdvisor), so that these otherwise marketing buzzwords become actual 

concepts. This board should likewise decide on five price categories and five distance 

categories. It may not, however, be possible to standardise these categories, as the differences 

between the different cities may be too big. In regard to the stars, the description should 

indicate what each star category entails according to the star classification applicable in the 

respective country, and if no star classification is applicable in the respective country, or if the 

hotel in question does not have stars, no stars should be displayed. In this way, it would 

become more evident what the stars actually are an indication of. The item guest experience 

quality is touched upon in the following section.

9.2. Guest Experience Quality
Guest experience quality is potentially the most important item on the list, as it is the reviews 

of the guests that are the core of the site. As described in section 3.3.1 (page 25) and as shown 

in appendix 33, TripAdvisor only  displays statistical data for the overall guest experience, 

while ratings of specific hotel conditions, such as service, cleanliness, and comfort, only serve 

as additional information to the textual reviews. By contrast, Booking.com makes use of total 

ratings for the various hotel conditions and so it enables travellers to quickly  gain an overview 

of the quality of the different hotel conditions. For that reason, I find the model at 

Booking.com much more useful than the one at TripAdvisor; and I, therefore, propose a 

similar model. Figure 9.2 shows the criteria (hotel conditions) I think hotel guest experience 

should be rated on the basis of. 
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Criteria that  are marked with a ✦  are currently  used at TripAdvisor (TA) and/or Booking.com 

(B), and criteria that are marked with a ❖  are criteria that I recommend to become rating 

criteria for guest experience. Contrary  to the items on the list of standard information (Figure 

9.1), I suggest that the criteria should be rated from 1 to 10, as they do at Booking.com. Value 

for money is separated from the rest  of the criteria in order to emphasise that it  does not 

directly  form part of the guest experience (the experience at the hotel), but rather entails an 

overall assessment of the hotel. Thus, the rest of the criteria concern the actual guest 

experience. The criteria above the dotted line deal primarily with physical consumption, while 

the criteria below the dotted line deal primarily with conceptual consumption. 

I make these divisions because I believe they can help travellers quickly and easily create an 

overview of the strengths of the respective hotel. I think such an overview is important, as it is 

far from the same qualities and needs different travellers are concerned with. Moreover, the 

weight of conceptual needs tend to be greater when searching for a hotel for the distant future 

than for the proximate future and vice versa in regard to the weight of physical needs (cf. 

section 8.1). For example, two Danish girlfriends who are searching for a hotel half a year in 

advance for their planned trip to Amsterdam may care considerably  more about the style, 

attitude, and culture of the hotel than the businessman who is looking for a hotel for a quick 

sleepover only  a day  in advance. Contrary  to the girls, he may be concerned with a few 

specific functionalities, such as the cleanliness, the sleep quality, and the speed of the Wi-Fi.
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✦Value for money (TA and B)

Guest Experience 
✦Staff (TA and B)
✦Rooms (TA)
✦Sleep Quality (TA)
✦Clean (TA and B)
✦Comfort (B)
❖Fluency
❖Up-to-date
❖Well-equipped

❖Style/atmosphere/personality (e.g., trendy/cool)
❖Style/atmosphere/personality: (e.g., cutting edge/artistic)
❖Style/atmosphere/personality: (e.g., energetic/cosy) 

Figure 9.2. Rating Criteria



In a similar way  that I propose that short descriptions be added to the items on the list of 

standard information, I think all rating criteria should contain a description of what they 

precisely cover. These descriptions should appear both on the site (when the user clicks on the 

criteria) and in the questionnaire form the user (guest) fills out when making a review. The 

analysis in Chapter 6 (section 6.2.1)  serves as a useful starting point for these descriptions, as 

it addresses what it is about the different  hotel conditions (criteria) the guests are concerned 

with. The criteria are reviewed in the following.

The qualities the guests value regarding, and hence associate with, the staff are friendliness 

and helpfulness. The qualities they value the most about  the rooms are size and spaciousness. 

However, dimensions such as interior design and vibe will naturally also form part of their 

evaluation of the room. Sleep quality is first and foremost  connected with the bed (i.e., the 

size, comfort, and softness of the bed) and second with ambient factors such as temperature, 

lighting effect, and noise level. Clean is a rather one-dimensional component, as it  is regarded 

as a quality in itself. The same goes for comfort; and I, therefore, see no reason to elaborate 

on these two criteria. 

The three suggested criteria fluency, up-to-date, and well-equipped are somewhat also 

qualities per se. Fluency is comparable to easiness and is connected to features such as the 

check-in/checkout system, payment procedure, room key/locker system, lighting and 

temperature constellation, and luggage storage system. Up-to-date relates to many of the same 

features dealing with how new and simple the technology is. Furthermore, it is connected to 

the overall impression of the hotel. Well-equipped refers to the relevance and usefulness of the 

facilities and services and thus, while the stars deal with amenity quantity, this criterion deals 

with amenity quality.

The three criteria dealing with conceptual consumption are directly connected to the item 

hotel style on the list of standard information (Figure 9.1). As described in section 9.1, hotel 

style relates to the hotel concept, and therefore, it refers not only  to the style of the hotel but 

also to the atmosphere and the “personality.” This is made clear in Figure 9.2. As also 

described in section 9.1, I suggest that the hotel companies themselves choose the styles 

(terms) they wish to be classified as. Thus, I hereby  suggest that these selected styles (terms) 

also become rating criteria for guest experience. The examples in Figure 9.2 are based on the 
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study at hand and are thus suggestions for the styles (terms) that would be relevant for 

citizenM and Hotel Fox to choose and hence be rated on.

Given that most of the criteria relate to a number of different conditions, their evaluation will 

sometimes involve some difficulty and vagueness. For instance, if check-in and checkout are 

fast and easy, but the key  system is highly laborious, it  is difficult  to decide on the fluency 

rating. Furthermore, not all criteria bring value to all guests and all hotels. For example, not 

all guests want a hotel to be up-to-date, and neither is it the aspiration of all hotels to be so. 

What is more, people perceive and attribute meaning to the same qualities very differently. 

This is especially pertinent to the three criteria that concern the hotel concept, because they, in 

particular, are rooted in the reflective level and therefore are highly  dependent upon cultural 

and social frames of reference. Furthermore, they  are sensitive to trends in fashion and 

continual fluctuation. To exemplify  this: What is cool for one person is not necessarily  cool 

for someone else. And what is cool today may not necessarily be cool in a year.

In my conviction, the suggestion of adding descriptions to the criteria is a way to diminish  

the ambiguity, as the guests will then rely less on subjective perceptions due to the criteria 

being specified. In regard to the issue of relevance, I will suggest that a list of optional criteria 

that the hotel companies could choose from be created. Thus, in a similar way as with hotel 

genres and hotel styles, the hotel companies would have influence on the criteria they find 

relevant to be rated on the basis of. It can be a discussed whether the three criteria fluency, up-

to-date, and well-equipped should be optional criteria, as they are not equally pertinent to all 

hotels. I will further recommend that the guests (reviewers) should be asked to rate how 

suitable (e.g., from 1 to 10) they find the respective optional criteria for the hotel in question, 

as well as whether they  have suggestions for other more suitable criteria. The same should 

apply  to the selected “styles.” In this way, the guests too would be actively  involved in the 

approval and development of the classification. 

Despite the involvement of the guests, this classification model might not be fully  reliable, as 

the hotel companies, of course, only choose criteria they reckon they will be able to benefit 

from. That  said, I shall remind that the guests typically  assign the most importance to the 

strengths of the hotels (cf. section 5.2); therefore, it is my belief that a fruitful classification 

model is obtainable by  such a co-driven approach. Hence, I will argue that  while the star 

classification indisputably is more reliable than this proposed model, this model is more 
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useful, as it addresses what is important and brings value to the guests. It is thus my opinion 

that the guests’ subjective experiences, rather than the authorities’ objective measures, are an 

effective focal point for contemporary hotel classification. Needless to say, this model will in 

particular serve useful to modern guests and experiential hotel companies, as they in 

particular demand and offer (or should offer) both utility and experience value.  

In continuation hereof, I will again look to the issue of validity. With point of departure in the 

pragmatic stance, I assert that the results of the thesis are valid given that  they  by  means of 

this classification model encourage effective action in the hotel industry. However, because 

pragmatic validity  entails an obligation to act on the basis of the results (Kvale, 1997: 243), the 

validity will ultimately depend on the response to, and consequences of, the model. 
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10. Conclusion
In this concluding chapter, I recap the research background and the findings of the preceding 

chapters and in doing so I answer the two research questions. 

Introductory, I described how the experience trend in the Western societies manifests in the 

hotel industry with the growth of the experiential hotel market. Further, I argued that 

experientialising one’s hotel products and services increasingly  will be the norm than the 

exception of hotel companies, for which reason the star classification is a deficient system for 

the assessment of hotels. 

On this basis, I sat out to explore and identify the role and value of the experiential hotel 

aspects, as opposed to the functional hotel aspects, on the guest experience in citizenM and 

Hotel Fox in order to 1: attain a new and better understanding of the two contrasting 

phenomena and the way in which they create value to the guests and 2: come to a conceivable 

solution for a new hotel classification model.

Both purposes have, in my  opinion, been well-addressed in the thesis. The survey analysis in 

Chapter 5 found that the guests’ answers to choice of hotel can be divided into four main 

categories: location, price, hotel concept, and guest experience reputation. Out of these four 

categories, it is price and hotel concept that generally are most important to the guests in 

citizenM, while it is first  of all hotel concept and second most location that are important to 

the guests in Fox. Hotel concept is closely related to the image and overall impression of the 

hotel, for which reason features such as distinctiveness, atmosphere, style, culture, and 

“personality“ likewise are connected to the hotel concept. Because conceptual motives thus 

are governing when the hotel concept underlies the choice of hotel, experiential aspects 

relating to the reflective level are concluded to play a dominant role in the pre guest 

experience phase. 

In the netnographic analysis in Chapter 6, each of the 18 main hotel conditions making up the 

hotel environment and/or influencing on the guest experience were reviewed in regard to 

whether they relate to experiential and/or functional consumption. The application of 

Norman’s theory of the visceral, behavioural, and reflective levels served useful in concretising 

the experiential and functional hotel aspects and thus in identifying the role and value of these 
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contrasting aspects of consumption. In addition, the application of the three levels explicated 

that experiential consumption in fact is a two-sided phenomenon – that it includes the visceral 

and reflective levels or, in other words, has both a physical and a mental component.

In this way, the analysis in Chapter 6 fulfilled the objective of reaching a new and better 

understanding of the two contrasting phenomena. Moreover, it showed that the experiential 

and functional hotel aspects, in general, are more or less equally  important to the actual guest 

experience. Further, it showed that it, generally, are the same qualities the guests highlight 

about the different hotel conditions. However, the degree to which different guests 

concentrate on and gain value from the different hotel conditions and qualities differ 

substantially  from guest to guest. This was made clear in Chapter 7, where I examined the 

subjective experience of eight guests. 

Although the analysis in Chapter 7 does not provide basis for generalisation, it supports the 

finding that experiential and functional hotel aspects are more or less equally influential on 

the actual guest experience. Hence, it is concluded that  modern travellers, leisure as well as 

business, want both functionality  and funkiness, comfort and coolness, convenience and 

experience. That said, leisure travellers tend to be slightly more concerned with the 

experiential hotel aspects, and vice versa the business travellers tend to be slightly more 

concerned with the functional hotel aspects. While this finding is no news, the applied 

theories contribute a deeper understanding of why it is the case.

In sum, there is not a one-sided answer to the first research question, which asks what role 

and value the experiential hotel aspects, as opposed to the functional hotel aspects, have on 

the guest experience in citizenM  and Hotel Fox, respectively. In continuation of the above 

conclusion, it  depends on whom the individual guest is; what his/her background, values, 

preferences, and needs are; and what his/her purpose of the stay is. Further, it depends on 

when the question is asked, since guests, in general, tend to place greater importance to 

conceptual drivers (experiential aspects) than physical ones (functional aspects) in the pre and 

post guest experience phases, while they tend to be more or less equally concerned with 

aspects that relate to conceptual and physical consumption during the stay. 

The second research question was answered in Chapter 9, as I in Chapter 9 presented and 

accounted for how a preliminary  model for a new hotel classification system could be like. 
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The model is based on the hotel qualities that are important to the guests, and therefore, it 

incorporates both experiential and functional aspects of hotel accommodation. The model 

hereby  introduces a classification approach that is not only more useful but also more fair to 

experiential hotels, because they then, to a greater extent, are rewarded for their core values  – 

rather than only for their facilities and services. Thus, the model – and the thesis in general – 

demonstrate the need for change in the rigid structures of the hotel industry and, moreover, 

why the “raison d'être“ of hotels has changed – and, presumably, will continue to change.
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11. Contribution and Future Prospects 
This thesis took point of departure in both an academic and a practical deficiency, and in my 

judgement, the results are greatly  beneficial to both worlds. With regard to the academic 

deficiency, the application and combination of the theories provide a new lens through which 

the concept of hotel guest experience can be viewed, and the results contribute new 

perspectives on what guests seek from and appreciate in a hotel. Because the challenge of 

balancing experiential and functional aspects of a service environment not only  pertains to 

hotel companies but also to service companies in general, the thesis not only contributes to the 

hotel management literature but  also to the customer experience management field more 

generally.

Furthermore, the fact that the hotel concept shows to be a highly influential factor for the 

selection of hotel is a significant new finding, as existing studies, i.e., Barsky and Nash 

(2010), do not include hotel concept among the most critical hotel selection criteria. That said, 

one should bear in mind that the great significance of the hotel concept is especially pertinent 

to experiential hotels, as it in part is what make them experiential.

With regard to the practical deficiency, the proposed new classification model is intended to 

benefit the travellers as well as the hotel companies. In particular, it should become relevant 

and advantageous to modern travellers and experiential hotel companies, as it encourages the 

current trend of competing on experience quality, in contrast to the stars as the primary means 

of achieving a competitive edge. It is, however, important to underline that the proposed 

model only is meant  as a preliminary work and an eye-opener, for which reason more 

research is needed. Future research should, first of all, concentrate on exploring the relevance 

of the suggested rating criteria as they  appertain to other hotels comparable to the cases, and, 

secondly, on how they could be developed in regard to assessment of other types of hotels.
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Overviews

1. Timeline of Data Collection 

2009
citizenM
• 10.03: First visit citizenm.com, signed up for newsletter
• 07.05: Received newsletter (about citizenM city opening)
• 29.04: Initial email to citizenM, explaining thesis idea
• 20.05: First proper reply from citizenM, from Lennert de Jong, Distribution and Business 

Development
• 03.05: First contact with Robin Chadha, CMO and my main contact person
• 22.05: Booked room for September 
• 04.08: Netnography on Booking.com and TripAdvisor, but visits earlier and continuously after
• 27.08-06.09: Field study in citizenM
• 28.08.2009: Interview with Larissa ten Have, Hotel Manager
• 02.09.2009: Interview with Sofie Ruytenberg, Visual Manager in Concrete. 
• 03.09.2009: Interview with Robin Chadha, CMO
Fox
• 04.03: First visit hotelfox.dk
• 15.05: Initial meeting with Tore Harboe Petersen, Hotel Manager and my main contact person
• 23.05: Observation/dining out at the restaurant at Fox (Sushitreat) 
• 06.06: Went through booking process
• 30.06: Interview with Tore Harboe Petersen
• 04.08: Email interview, Marie Thyssen, Marketing Coordinator, Broechner Hotels
• 04.08: Netnography on Booking.com and TripAdvisor, but visits earlier and continuously after
• 17.09-27.09: Field study in Fox. (Overnight stay from 21.09-22.09)

2011 
citizenM
•  05.07: Booked room for re-visit in July 
• 08.07-12.07: Re-visit and quantitative research in citizenM
• 10.07: Interview with Angelica Vlemming, Operations Manager
• 06.08: Netnography on Booking.com and TripAdvisor
Fox
• 16.07-18.07: Re-visit and quantitative research in Fox
• 18.07: Interview with Christian Lond, Hotel Manager
• 06.08: Netnography on Booking.com and TripAdvisor

Other Personal Communication
• 28.08: Email from Aleena Skinner, Booking.com Customer Service Team
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2. Details of Interviews

Affiliation ! ! ! Interviewees! ! ! !          !  No. of interviews

citizenM! ! ! CMO and Shareholder, Robin Chadha! ! ! ! 1
citizenM! ! ! Hotel Manager, Larissa ten Have! ! ! ! 1
citizenM! ! ! Operations Manager Angelica Vlemming! ! ! 1
Concrete (citizenM)! ! Visual Manager, Sofie Ruytenberg! ! ! ! 1

Fox! ! ! ! Hotel Manager, Tore Harboe Petersen! ! ! ! 1
Fox! ! ! ! Hotel Manager, Christian Lond! ! ! ! ! 1
Broechner Hotels (Fox)! ! Marketing Coordinator, Marie LouiseThyssen*! ! ! 1

 citizenM Interviewees:! ! ! ! ! !
First time ! ! ! Leisure, with friends ! ! ! ! ! ! 1
Returning ! ! ! Business! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1
Patron! ! ! ! Business! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1

Fox Interviewees:
First time ! ! ! Leisure, couple! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1
First time ! ! ! Leisure, couple!! ! ! ! ! ! 1
Patron! ! ! ! Business! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1

Total interviews!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 13

Other personal communication:
Booking.com! ! ! Customer Service Team, Aleena Skinner*	 	 	 1

* = Through email  
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Qualitative Survey

3. Qualitative Questionnaire

These are the four questions that constituted the qualitative questionnaire. I have also included the 
introduction/guidance that was on the top of the questionnaire.

I am a student at Copenhagen Business School writing my master’s thesis about the guest experience 
in “experiential hotels”. It will be a great help  to me if you will answer the four questions below about 
your “pre” experience with citizenM/Hotel Fox. It should take no more than a couple of minutes. 

You will only be able to answer the questions if you booked, decided on, or at least have some pre-
knowledge about citizenM/Hotel Fox. On the other hand, you should neither answer the questions if 
you are a returning guest and thus already have stayed at the hotel.

1.Where do your familiarity with citizenM/Hotel Fox stem from? 
2.What is your image of citizenM/Hotel Fox?
3.What made you decide on citizenM/Hotel Fox? Please state more aspects/features if needed. 
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4. Qualitative Survey Results of citizenM

•cool (4)
•design
•chilling 
•chic, hip, cute
•cool atmosphere
•all you need
•trendy (5)
•unique
•different (2)
•professional/well organised (2)
•young/new (2)
•funky (4)
•modern (4)
•new technology/techy (4)
•modern design
•snazzy/slick 
•automated 
•clean (3)
•well-equipped (2)
•functional (3)
•offers an overall experience (2)
•futuristic (3)
•Innovative (2)
•special concept (no real 
restaurant + everything packed in 
one space)
•reduced personal service - but 
equipped above average
•non-traditional
•iMac
•new check-in system

TRENDY, FUNKY, MODERN, 
FUNCTIONAL, NEW, WELL-
EQUIPPED

Familiarity through which 
channel?

•word-of-mouth  (6)
•Booking.com (4)
•TripAdvisor (2)
•WSGN (2)
•Internet (5)
•travel networking site (5)
•magazine 
•guide book (2)
•saw at the airport

TRAVEL SITE, W-O-M, 
INTERNET/GOOGLE 
SEARCH, MAGAZINE, GUIDE 
BOOK

Why citizenM?

Based on 27 participants 
The numbers in the brackets 
indicate the number of 
participants that mentioned 
the respective category. I.e., 
when there is no number 
after the category, it means 
that only one participant 
mentioned that category.

Image of citizenM?

•different/new concept (5)
•innovative/modern design 
(7)
•innovative technology (2) 
•location (3)
•location- close to work
•location - close to public 
transportation
•price (7)
•clean (6)
•comfortable (3)
•comfort of bed (2)
•internet free
•shower with head

PRICE, CONCEPT 
(DIFFERENT/NEW), 
LOCATION, DESIGN 
(INNOVATIVE/MODERN), 
CLEANLINESS, COMFORT

citizenM: Pre Guest Experience 
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5. Qualitative Survey Results of Fox

Familiarity through which 
Channel?

•cool (4)
•unique (5)
•hip (3)
•original
•a place one wants to relate to
•location (3)
•not standard/with a twist (2)
•smart
•fun (2)
•arty (2)
•playful (3)
•relaxing (2)
•cosy (3)
•make you feel different (3) 
•graphic design
•Berlin style

COOL, UNIQUE, PLAYFUL, 
ARTY, COSY

•original and new (3)
•different design of the rooms
•unique (2)
•centrally located (2)
•cool place, always been 
curious
•fun (3)
•uncommon concept
•art in rooms (4)
•different (4)
•cool (4)
•interesting
•price (4)
•it came up as boutique hotel

COOL, UNIQUE, DIFFERENT, 
FUN + LOCATION

•article back in 2005 
•blogs (2)
•booking.com (2)
•tripadvisor (3)
•friends/word-of-mouth (6)           
•article in fashion/lifestyle 
magazine (3)
•Hotel Fox website
•Internet (3)
•Lonely Planet
•Rough Guide to Denmark
•Google (4)
•Internet when it opened
•Wallpaper 

INTERNET/REVIEWS, W-O-M, 
GUIDE BOOK, MAGAZINE

Based on 24 participants
The numbers in the brackets indicate 
the number of participants that 
mentioned the respective category. 
I.e., when there is no number after the 
category, it means that only one 
participant mentioned that category.

Image of Fox? Why Fox?

 Fox: Pre Guest Experience
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Quantitative Survey 

6. Quantitative Questionnaire 

These are the three questions that constituted the quantitative questionnaire. I have also included the 
introduction/guidance that was on the top of the questionnaire.

I am a student at Copenhagen Business School writing my master’s thesis about the guest experience 
in “experiential hotels”. It will be a great help  to me if you will answer the three questions below about 
your “pre” experience with citizenM/Hotel Fox. It should take no more than a couple of minutes. 

You will only be able to answer the questions if you booked, decided on, or at least have some pre-
knowledge about citizenM/Hotel Fox. On the other hand, you should neither answer the questions if 
you are a returning guest and thus already have stayed at the hotel. 

1. I travel for:
-Business!              ☐
-Leisure! ! ☐
-Other:

2. Where do your familiarity with citizenM/Hotel Fox steam from? 
-Magazine! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ☐
-Guidebook! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ☐
-Online review on travel networking site (such as TripAdvisor and Booking.com) !! ☐
-Random search on google or other search machine ! ! ! ! ! ☐
-Personal recommendation ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ☐
-Other:

3. What made you decide on citizenM/Hotel Fox as your choice of hotel in Amsterdam/
Copenhagen? Please rate each of the four categories from 1-5, where:
1 = No influence, 2 = Little influence, 3 = Moderate influence, 4 = Great influence, 5 = Absolute 
influence

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !           1!   2   3  4   5
-The price ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !           ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-The concept ! ! ! ! ! ! !                        ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-The location! ! ! ! ! ! ! !           ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-The reputation about the guest experience (through recommendations/reviews)   ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-Other: 

4. Which aspects of the citizenM concept are most appealing to you? Please rate each of the 
three aspects from 1-5 , where:
1 = No appeal, 2 = Little appeal, 3 = Moderate appeal, 4 = Great appeal, 5 = Absolute appeal 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !            1   2   3   4   5
-New and different concept that offers an untraditional hotel experience!            ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-Trendy and hip place to relax and enjoy a nice atmosphere                !            ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-Well-equipped and high comfort level for an affordable price! !            ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-New technology mixed with modern design! ! ! !            ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-Other aspect of the concept that made you decide on citizenM:
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4. Which aspects of the Fox concept are most appealing to you? Please rate each of the 
three aspects from 1-5 , where:
1 = No appeal, 2 = Little appeal, 3 = Moderate appeal, 4 = Great appeal, 5 = Absolute appeal
 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !            1  2   3   4   5
-Unique concept that offers an untraditional hotel experience! !           ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-Cool and hip place to relax and enjoy a nice atmosphere              !           ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-The artistic style and the fact that each room has a different theme                  ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
-Other aspect of the concept that made you decide on Hotel Fox:
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7. Quantitative Survey Results of citizenM and Fox

citizenM Leisure Business

Familiarity with hotel 
Magazine
Guidebook
Online review
Random online search
Personal recommendation
Total

Fox

Familiarity with hotel 
Magazine
Guidebook
Online review
Random online search
Personal recommendation
Total

Number Per cent Number Per cent

1 1 1 3
4 5 0 0

36 49 18 56
15 20 4 13
18 24 9 28
74 32

Leisure Business
Number Per cent Number Per cent

9 10 6 26
11 12 1 4
38 42 2 9
15 17 1 4
17 19 13 57
90 23
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8. Quantitative Survey Results of citizenM 

citizenM leisure: 78 

Reason for choice of hotel

Price
Concept
Location
Guest experience

Aspect of concept
New/untraditional
Trendy/good vibe
Well-epuipped/affordable
New technology/modern 
design

citizenM business: 30

Reason for choice of hotel

Price
Concept
Location
Guest experience

Aspect of concept
New/untraditional
Trendy/good vibe
Well-epuipped/affordable
New technology/modern 
design

1 2 3 4 5 4+5 4+5 in per 
cent

1 11 6 19 39 58 74
6 2 18 17 35 52 67
2 29 23 14 10 24 31

18 2 4 15 15 30 38

7 8 6 24 33 57 73
3 7 8 24 36 60 77
0 6 8 22 36 58 74
7 10 5 27 25 52 67

1 2 3 4 5 4+5 4+5 in per 
cent

4 7 3 2 14 16 53
8 20 20 67

12 4 4 3 7 10 33
14 0 1 1 10 11 37

0 0 4 6 18 24 80
0 4 10 8 10 18 60
0 4 6 16 4 20 67
0 4 4 8 14 22 73
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9. Quantitative Survey Results of Fox

Fox leisure: 78 

Reason for choice of 
hotel

1 2 3 4 5 4+54+5 in per cent

Price 2 30 20 11 11 22 28
Concept 4 6 6 16 42 58 74
Location 2 13 17 13 22 35 45
Guest experience 
reputation

41 4 6 12 12 24 31

Aspect of concept
Unique 3 5 16 25 27 52 67
Cool/hip 4 8 19 25 16 41 53
Artistic 6 7 10 18 33 51 65

Fox business: 22 

Reason for choice of 
hotel

1 2 3 4 5 4+5 4+5 in per cent

Price 4 5 6 2 4 6 27
Concept 4 3 1 6 8 14 64
Location 5 4 3 2 6 8 36
Guest experience 
reputation

10 2 3 5 5 23

Aspect of concept
Unique 4 4 4 10 14 64
Cool/hip 5 1 2 10 2 12 55
Artistic 4 1 3 10 4 14 64
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Netnographic Data

10. Rating Reviews from Booking.com and TripAdvisor – citizenM 2009

Booking.com TripAdvisor
Guests Percent Guests Percent

Solo travellers 118 25 Solo travel 10 19
Young couples 198 42 Couples 29 55
Mature couples 53 11
Families with older children 9 2 Family 1 2
Families with young children 9 2
With friends 66 13 Friends getaway 2 4
Groups 23 5

Business 15 28
All guests 476 100 All guests 53 100

Total rating / all guests 8,6
Excellent 24 45
Very Good 23 43
Average 2 4
Poor 2 4
Terrible 2 4

Ratings and conditions Conditions
Staff 8,6 Service
Services 8,4 Cleanliness
Clean 8,9 Value
Comfort 8,7 Rooms
Value for money 8,4 Location

Check in/front desk
Business service

Ratings, conditions and 
guest segments

Solo travellers (25%) Solo travel (19%)
Staff 8,6 Excellent 3 30
Services 8,4 Very good 7 70
Clean 9,1 Average 0 0
Comfort 8,9 Poor 0 0
Value for money 8,4 Terrible 0 0
Total rating 8,7

Young couples (42%) Couples (55%)
Staff 8,6 Excellent 13 45
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Services 8,6 Very good 11 38
Clean 9 Average 2 7
Comfort 9,1 Poor 2 7
Value for money 8,6 Terrible 1 3
Total rating 8,8

Mature couples (11%)
Staff 8,4
Services 7,6
Clean 8,5
Comfort 7,8
Value for money 7,7
Total rating 8

Families/older children 
(2%)

Family (2%)

Staff 8,6 Excellent 0 0
Services 8,9 Very good 1 100
Clean 8,3 Average 0 0
Comfort 8,6 Poor 0 0
Value for money 8,1 Terrible 0 0
Total rating 8,4

Families/young children 
(2%)

Business (28%)

Staff 9,5 Excellent 7 47
Services 8,9 Very good 7 47
Clean 8,3 Average 0 0
Comfort 9,2 Poor 0 0
Value for money 9,2 Terrible 1 6
Total rating 9

With friends (13%) Friends getaway (4%)Friends getaway (4%)
Staff 8,5 Excellent 2 100
Services 8,2 Very good 0 0
Clean 8,9 Average 0 0
Comfort 8,3 Poor 0 0
Value for money 8,3 Terrible
Total rating 8,5

Groups (5%)
Staff 8,5
Services 8,4
Clean 8,8
Comfort 7,9
Value for money 8,3
Total rating 8,4
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11. Rating Reviews from Booking.com and TripAdvisor – citizenM 2011

Booking.com TripAdvisor

Solo travellers
Young couples
Mature couples
Families with older children
Families with young children
Groups of friends

All guests

Total rating / all guests

Ratings and conditions
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location

Ratings, conditions and 
guest segments

Solo travellers ( 24%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location
Total rating

Guests Percent Guests Percent
414 24 Solo travel 117 15
785 46 Couples 418 54
213 12
44 3 Family 28 4
23 1

245 14 Friends 65 8

Business 142 18
1724 100 All guests 770 100

8,2 86
Excellent 374 52
Very Good 251 35
Average 56 8
Poor 19 3
Terrible 14 2

Conditions
8,4 Service
8,3 Value
8,8 Sleep quality
8,3 Cleanliness
7,9
7,4

Solo travel (15%)
8,4 Excellent 56 48
8,2 Very good 38 33
8,8 Average 11 9
8,3 Poor 5 4
7,8 Terrible 7 6
7,6
8,2
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Booking.com TripAdvisor
Young couples (46%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location
Total rating

Mature couples ( 12%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location
Total rating

Couples (54%)
8,5 Excellent 229 55
8,6 Very good 145 35
8,9 Average 30 7
8,7 Poor 11 3
8,1 Terrible 3 1
7,2
8,3

8,3
8,1
8,7

8
7,6
7,5

8

Families/older children (3%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort 
Value for money
Location
Total rating

Families/young children 
(1%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location
Total rating

Groups of friends (14%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location
Total rating

Family (4%)
8,6 Excellent 17 61
8,5 Very good 7 25

9 Average 4 14
8,1 Poor 0 0
7,9 Terrible 0 0
7,5
8,3

Business (18%)

8,3 Excellent 59 42
8,3 Very good 58 41
8,4 Average 11 8
8,2 Poor 6 4
8,3 Terrible 8 6
7,5
8,2

Friends (8%)
8,2 Excellent 35 54
8,2 Very good 20 31

9 Average 8 13
8,3 Poor 1 1
7,8 Terrible 1 1
7,3
8,1
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12. Rating Reviews from Booking.com and TripAdvisor – Fox 2009 

Booking.com TripAdvisor
Guests Percent Guests Percent

Solo travellers 13 34 Solo travel 16 26
Young couples 13 34 Couples 21 34
Mature couples 6 15 0 0
Families with older children 1 2 Family 2 3,5
With friends 6 16 Friends getaway 2 3,5
Groups 0 0

Business 20 33
All guests 39 100 All guests 61 100

Total rating / all guests 6,6 66
Excellent 12 15
Very Good 20 25
Average 17 20
Poor 12 15
Terrible 20 25

Ratings and conditions Conditions
Staff 7,9 Service
Services 6,7 Cleanliness
Clean 6,9 Value
Comfort 6,8 Rooms
Value for money 6,1 Location

Check in/front deskCheck in/front desk
Business service

Ratings, conditions and guest segmentsRatings, conditions and guest segmentsRatings, conditions and guest segments Guests In percentage

Solo travellers (34%) Solo travel (26%)
Staff 7,9 Excellent 1 6
Services 6,2 Very Good 3 19
Clean 6,6 Average 3 19
Comfort 6,6 Poor 2 13
Value for money 5,6 Terrible 7 44
Total rating 6,6

Young couples (34%) Couples (34%)
Staff 6,9 Excellent 2 10
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Services 6,4 Very Good 4 20
Clean 6,7 Average 3 14
Comfort 6,7 Poor 6 28
Value for money 6 Terrible 6 28
Total rating 6,5

Mature couples (15%) Business (33%)
Staff 9,2 Excellent 1 5
Services 8,3 Very Good 3 15
Clean 8,3 Average 4 20
Comfort 7,5 Poor 3 15
Value for money 7,1 Terrible 9 45
Total rating 8,1

Families with children (2%) Family (3,5%)
Staff 7,5 Excellent 0 0
Services 7,5 Very Good 1 50
Clean 7,5 Average 0 0
Comfort 5 Poor 0 0
Value for money 5 Terrible 1 50
Total rating 6,5

With friends (16%) Friends (3,5 %)
Staff 8,8 Excellent 1 50
Services 7,1 Very Good 0 0
Clean 6,7 Average 0 0
Comfort 7,1 Poor 0 0
Value for money 6,7 Terrible 1 50
Total rating 7,3
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13. Rating Reviews from Booking.com and TripAdvisor – Fox 2011

Booking.com

Solo travellers
Young couples
Mature couples
Families with older children
Groups of friends

All guests

Total rating / all guests

Ratings and conditions
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location

Ratings, conditions and 
guest segments

Solo travellers (24%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location
Total rating 

Young couples (39%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money

TripAdvisor
Guests Percent Guests Percent

20 24 Solo travel 27 18
32 39 Couples 70 47
10 12
4 5 Family 6 4

16 20 Friends 14 9
Business 33 22

82 100 All guests 150 100

7,2
Excellent 41 17
Very Good 73 30
Average 59 24
Poor 34 14
Terrible 37 15

Conditions
8,2 Service
6,6 Sleep quality
6,9 Value
6,4 Cleanliness
6,3
8,8

Solo travel (18%) Guests
8 Excellent 2 7

6,6 Very Good 4 15
6,5 Average 7 26
6,1 Poor 4 15
6,3 Terrible 10 37
8,5

7

Couples (47%)
8,2 Excellent 9 13
6,6 Very Good 20 29
6,7 Average 18 26
6,3 Poor 9 13

6 Terrible 14 20
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Location
Total rating

Mature couples (12%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location
Total rating

Families with children (5%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location
Total rating

Groups of friends (20%)
Staff
Services
Clean
Comfort
Value for money
Location

8,6
7,1

Business (22%)
7,8 Excellent 4 12
6,3 Very Good 5 15
7,5 Average 5 15

7 Poor 8 24
6,5 Terrible 11 33
9,3
7,4

Family (4%)
8,8 Excellent 0
5,5 Very Good 3
6,3 Average 1
5,6 Poor 0
6,3 Terrible 2
8,8
6,9

Friends (9%)
8,3 Excellent 4
6,9 Very Good 4
7,4 Average 3
6,4 Poor 2
6,6 Terrible 1
9,1
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Information about Appendix 14–17

Appendix 14–17 consist in the 133 reviews extracted from Booking.com in August 2009 and August 
2011. They are broken up  into separate comments and placed under the appertaining hotel conditions, 
which are divided between the different aspects (experiential, functional and) and levels (visceral, 
behavioural and reflective). Furthermore, the respective guest segments are stated and positive 
comments are made in grey, negative comments in red and positive/negative comments in orange. 
Comments followed by a * are applicable for more than one hotel condition (mostly two). 

All reviews of citizenM are in English, while the reviews of Fox are in English, Danish, Swedish, 
Norwegian, French and German. French and German reviews are also translated into Danish and are 
included as footnotes.

14. Textual Reviews from Booking.com – citizenM 2009

This appendix shows the analysis structure of the textual reviews from Booking.com by use of the 
citizenM reviews from 2009.

EXPERIENTIAL ASPECTS/VISCERAL LEVEL
!
Ambient factors! (+) Mature couple - quiet
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - Nice chillout music! !
! ! ! (-) Young couple- Noisy and cold air conditioning
! ! ! (-) Young couple - room temperature is bit cold
 ! ! ! (-) Mature couple - Music being played on the groung floor too much with all 
! ! ! the other noises
! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - Room was cold even though I raised the temperature on    
! ! ! the remote
!
Hygiene
! (+) Young couple - everything was really clean.
! (+) Young couple- the hotel was very clean
! (+) Young couple - very clean
! (+) Mature couple - clean and welcoming
! (+) Solo traveller - very very clean
! (+) Solo traveller - spotless

(-) Young couple - The sealing on the shower probably needed strengthening 
as there was a small leak onto the floor, even though the main door was shut 
while the shower was switched on.
(-) Mature couples - awful maids

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS/BEHAVIOURAL LEVEL 

Bed! ! ! (+) Young couple - The bed was so comfortable
! ! ! (+) Young couple – A big bed

(+) Young couple - The best part is the ginormous wall to wall bed! Super soft 
and lots of fun to roll around in!!
(+) Young couple - large comfy bed

! ! ! (+) Mature couple - the size of the bed !
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - Very nice bed.
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - The bed is amazing, so large and soft
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! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - very big and comfy bed
! ! ! (+) With friends - Bed and duvet excellent
! ! ! (+) With friends - bedding was so soft and bed was 10 out 10 slept like a 
! ! ! baby.

(+) With friends - The bed was very comfy

Payment + delays! (+) Young couple - loved the new check in procedure
(check-in/out)! ! (+) With friends - Very easy and modern check-in

(+) With friends - The self-check-in was so cool and easy!!!
(+) Solo traveller - The automatic check-in is so easy
(+) Solo traveller - very cool checkin system
(-) Solo traveller - DID NOT take cash!!!
(-) Solo traveler - Self checkin via large computers in lobby which is a drag 
when you are very tired*!

MIXED ASPECTS
Hotel quality
(hotel concept/
total experience)! (+) Young couple - Very fashionable and innovative hotel 
! (+) Young couple - modern

(+) Young couple - Cool and well-designed 
(+) Young couple - funky... fun for a getaway weekend with a partner.
(+) Young couple - Modern hotel
(+) Young couple - The quirkiness of the room design was amazing*
(+) Young couple - The atmosphere of the hotel was very good.. Very modern 
and cool.

! ! ! (+) Young couple - the facilities and the ambience of the hotel was amazing, 
! ! ! the fittings, the mood switch made by Phillips, the 24hr bar, everything apart 
! ! ! from the cleanliness was top draw (*) 

(+) Young couple - No complains because everything was well explained 
about the hotel before I came so i knew what to expect
(+) Young couple - The design concept, hotel staff, and services and facilities. 
In particular, the free internet access and computer use, the lounge and dining 
areas, and the library consisting of coffee table style books on fashion, art, 
architecture, films, etc.
(+) Mature couples - attempt to innovate

! ! ! (+) Mature couples - I believe the designers implemented those that are most 
! ! ! important to travelers in a very functional and stylish way. I only wished for 
! ! ! a little more space and a little less technology.
! (+) Solo traveller - The design is interesting; it is true that when I stay in a 

hotel I expect to feel more like home, then like in a modern art museum. The 
high- tech appearance is also nice*

! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - I would totally go there again
(+) Solo traveller - Everything is good. The design of whole hotel is amazing! 
Everybody will love it!!*
(+) Solo traveler - Convenient with emphasis on the right things such as 
extremely comfy bed, movies on demand, fast wifi.

! (+) With friends - I also liked the design of how they incorporated the toilet 
and shower into those cylinder things in the room*
(+/-) Young couple - Because it is very smart and electronic, we had some 
problem with the hi-tech room appliances, however the hotel solved this quite 
immediately*
(+/-) Young couple - Personally I loved it and really had no complaints that 
would keep me from stating there again, but I must add an advisory 
statement... Don't stay here if you are 2 homophobic guys or just can't stand 
having no privacy (the shower is completely transparent ( it's great for couples 
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or a person traveling on there own or two friends who don't mind seeing each 
others butts :)
(-) Solo traveller - I think this is a hotel for young people, definitely not for 
business travelers. The rooms had nowhere to work, to sit comfortably or to 
hang cloths. The arrangement with the shower and toilet was bizarre.

Interior product
(other than bed)!
Moodpad! (+) Young couple - Loved the electronic features of the room
! (+) Young couple - The moodpad is very easy to use and very useful.

(+) Young couple - the digital controls for the room - lights, blinds, tv, music, 
was excellent. The selection of free movies was brilliant

! (+) Young couple - nice entertainment with moodpad
! (+) Solo traveller - Remote control for everything in the room was fun 

particularly the lighting controls and the themes.
! ! ! (+) Mature Couple - The technology was awesome.
Shower! (+) Mature couple - The shower was the best I'd love one in our house.
! (+) Mature couple - the shower is great
! (+) Solo traveller - the shower is fantastic
! (+/-) Young couples - The rain shower was a bit of a challenge at first. A 

puddle or two on the floor and a big Ha Ha. You get the hang of it after a 
while. Also....the toilet may not provide as much privacy as some couples may 
be used to, even with its circular doors closed. There are bathrooms on the 
lobby floor with 'old fashioned' fully enclosed toilet closets with doors for the 
who require more privacy. Problem solved.

! (+/-) Young couple - Because it is very smart and electronic, we had some 
problem with the hi-tech room appliances, however the hotel solved this quite 
immediately*

! ! ! (-) Young couple - Everything controlled by a remote and the remote didn't 
! ! ! always work which was frustrating.
! (-) Young couple - The shower leaked, it was no great problem however
! (-) Solo traveller - Also, the rain shower was quite cold at first (while it was 

warming up) and there was no where to avoid it (the doors had to be closed 
for the shower to work)

! (-) Solo traveller - The shower stall leaked and caused a small flood in the 
whole room due to its unusual configuration. It needs better seals & a solution 
to design flaws. Is probably a frequent problem. Temperature controls in room 
don't work when they turn off the air at night.

!
! ! !
Facilities/amenities! (+) Young couple - the technology
! (+) Young couple -  Free international calls. Free wifi*
! (+) Young couple - there were so many movies to choose from. A lot of them I 

had yet to see, so it allowed me something to do.
! (+) Solo traveller - Nice tv with free movies*
! (+) Solo traveller - The tv was a great size. The channel selection was great. 

The remote control really controls everything in the room starting with 
recessed lighting to wake up alarm.

! (+) With friends - Free wifi. Free TV*
! (+) With friends - I also appreciate the low cost on international phone calls as 

well as the free wifi*
! (-) Solo traveller - The staff wasn’t friendly and with the technology sometimes 

we did need help and we didn’t received help from the staff. The hotel is 
beautiful and very modern, it is a wonderful experience if you have the right 
and kind person to explain it to you, otherwise technology became our 
enemy*

Complementary 
items! ! ! (+) Young couple -  Free international calls. Free wifi*
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! ! ! (+) Young couple - lots of free movies*
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - Free Internet access! There is also a few iMac in the lobby 
! ! ! for you to use for free*
! (+) Solo traveller - Nice tv with free movies*
! (+) Solo traveller - free movies
! (+) With friends - Free wifi. Free TV*
! (+) With friends - I also appreciate the low cost on international phone calls as 

well as the free wifi*

Staff!
(+) Young couple - Because it is very smart and electronic, we had some 
problem with the hi-tech room appliances, however the hotel solved this quite 
immediately*

! ! ! (+) Young couple - Staff were excellent
! ! ! (+) Young couple- good service

(+/-) Young couple - Because it is very smart and electronic, we had some 
problem with the hi-tech room appliances, however the hotel solved this quite 
immediately*

! ! ! (+) Mature couples - People at the reception desk was kind
! (+) Solo traveller - Real warmth, responsiveness, and friendliness from the 

staff
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller – Minimum manpower required

(+) Young couple - the staff was very helpful.
! ! ! (+) With friends - Very sexy employees!
! ! ! (+) With friends - Staff were excellent

(-) Solo traveller - The staff wasn’t friendly and with the technology sometimes 
we did need help and we didn’t received help from the staff. The hotel is 
beautiful and very modern, it is a wonderful experience if you have the right 
and kind person to explain it to you, otherwise technology became our 
enemy*

Food! ! ! (+) Young couples – I really liked the all day long buffet service… good 
! ! ! sushi
! (+) Young couple - 24/7 canteen 
! (+) Solo traveller - the canteenM is amazing, very suiting that it is open 24/7 

and has the best coffee!!!
! (+) Solo traveller - 24-hr cafe for food and snacks
! (+) Solo traveller - You can eat there for breakfast and lunch. You can also 

have a drink there at night
             (-) Young couple - Selection, and price, of food in the shop was not great

! (-) Young couple - food selling in lobby is so so and bit expensive. !
! (-) Mature couples - water and food are very expensive and breakfast was not 

included in the room price

Space!! !
Room! ! ! (+) Young couple - I know a lot of people complain about size of the rooms 
! ! ! and it's true the rooms are pretty small, but they're also awesome

(+) Young couple - the rooms although a bit small are very smart and 
different, which we found very nice
(+) Mature couple - the concept of the room

! (+) Mature couple - we had no problems with the size of the room
! ! ! (+) With friends - Innovitive rooms
Lobby! (+) Young couple - the well designed bottom floor*
! (+) Young couple - the lobby is great!

(+) With friends - The main areas were very colourful and lots of different 
! books to read.
(+) With friends - The lobby was so cool. Love the way you have different 
areas  such as areas where you can relax, work and eat. 
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Room! (+/-) Young couple - If you share a room with someone you need to be very 
comfortable with the person. The shower and the toilet are in the middle of the 
room.

! ! ! (+/-) difficult to store your luggage (as the rooms are small)... But dont  
! ! ! let this put you off!
! ! ! (-) Young couple - The safety box was small.
! ! ! (-) Mature couple - Even if you're with your significant other, the "open toilets" 
! ! ! can be really awkward
! ! ! (-) Mature couple - Rooms a bit small if your'e traveling as a couple.
! ! ! (-) Mature couples - no place for baggage, with the bed the full width of the 
! ! ! room it is difficult for the person sleeping on the inside, next to the window, 
! ! ! to get in and out.
! (-) Solo traveller - no wardrobe in the room
! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - I understand the desire to save space, and I understand 
! ! ! the shower. I even understand the bathroom (if you can call it a room). But I 
! ! ! don't get the tiny sink. You cannot possibly wash up without spilling a gallon 
! ! ! of water on the floor. There's also virtually no room for your stuff. You have to 
! ! ! store it in the slide out compartment under the bed in your suitcases
! ! ! (-) With friends - rooms are small.

Decoration! ! (+) Young couple - the rooms were very well designed
! (+) Young couple - Nice/futuristic design*

(+) Solo traveller - Everything is good. The design of whole hotel is amazing! 
Everybody will love it!!*

! (+) Solo traveller - The design is interesting; it is true that when I stay in a 
hotel I expect to feel more like home, then like in a modern art museum. The 
high- tech appearance is also nice*

! ! ! (+) With friends - I love the design and modalities.....*
! ! ! (+) With friends - Very modern and full of art. I absolutely loved it.*
! ! ! (+) With friends - the design was excellent.

(-) Solo traveller - The style is too young and “funky” for my taste

Maintenance ! (-) Young couple - The sealing on the shower probably needed strengthening 
as there was a small leak onto the floor, even though the main door was shut 
while the shower was switched on.

! ! ! (-) Young couple - we had problems with the shower
!

Lighting! (+) Young couple - the lights where soothing
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The mood lighting above the shower and toilet was really 
! ! ! good
! ! ! (+) Young couple - the ambient light of the room is fantastic
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - The lighting is perfect for working from the bed
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - The different colour themes were great fun!
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - The lighting and large bed was good*
! ! ! (+) With friends - Love the way you can set the room into different moods. 
! ! ! (-) Young couple - I couldn’t turn off the lighting completely
! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - Impossible to make the room completely dark 
! ! !

Other event! (+) With friends - I love the quotations by the citizens
! (-) Solo traveler - Poor directions to the hotel on the internet (not listed yet on 

Google maps)
! (-) Solo traveller - no parking facilities
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15. Textual Reviews from Booking.com – citizenM 2011

Extracted the 6th of August 2011 from Booking.com (the reviews are made between the 11th of June 
and the 2nd of August 2011 (last review made within the 6th of August 2011).

EXPERIENTIAL ASPECTS/VISCERAL LEVEL
!
Ambient factors! (+) Young couple - very good sound isolation!
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The music they placed in lobby area was also very cool, 
! ! ! mostly chill-out!  and jam
! ! ! (-) (-) Young couple- The air conditioning didn’t work, it was the same cold    
! ! ! temerature no matter what you did
! ! ! (-) Mature couple - the room was cold
! ! ! (-) Solo traveler - Slamming hotel room doors
! ! ! (-) Solo traveler - Cold in the room
! ! ! (-) With friends - the temperature in the room is very very low and you cannot 
! ! ! turn air conditioning off which is awful because the cold air keeps on running 
! ! ! above your bed all the time so you can't get a good night sleep
!
Hygiene ! (+) Young couple - Very clean
! (+) Mature couple - Clean
! (+) With friends - Clean
! (+) Solo traveller- clean
! (+) Solo traveller . Cleanliness is a top notch 

(-) Young couple - everything apart from the cleanliness was top draw*
(-) Young couple - … and a hygiene cleaner on the toilet could be useful as 
well! :)

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS/BEHAVIOURAL LEVEL 

Bed! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - The lighting and large bed was good*!
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - The bed is very comfortable
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The bed was so comfortable
! ! ! (+) Young couple - the size of the bed were amazing. 
! ! ! (+) Young couple - very big bed
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The bed was amazing
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The bed was super comfortable ! ! !
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The bed was huge and I mean huge. It can easily fit 3 
! ! ! adults. The mattress was extremely comfortable
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - Big bed
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - the best bed I have ever slept in - besides my own
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - the bed is very large
! ! ! (+) With friends - the xxx-large bed!!!

Payment + delays! (+) Young couple - loved the new check in procedure
(check-in/out)! ! (+) Young couple - The check-in check out system was really easy to be 
! ! ! used
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The checkin is very easy and fast and there is always 
! ! ! somebody to help

(+) Sole traveller - Easy check in/out
(+) With friends - easy checkin
(-) Solo traveller - The computer check-in is not so great when you are tirred
(-) Solo traveller -The self-check in

!
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MIXED ASPECTS
Hotel quality
(hotel concept/
total experience)! (+) Young couple - It is really something that especially a young couple should 

experience. 
! (+) Young couple -  Very trendy hotel
! (+)  Young couple - the well designed bottom floor*
! (+) Young couple - Nice/futuristic design*
! (+) Young couple Very funky hotel
! (+) Young couple - The weirdest hotels I have ever stayed in and I mean it in 

a good way
! (+) Young couple - What do I really want out of a hotel? I've stayed at some 

very sumptuous places - large, opulent, and usually expensive. I'm not 
knocking eye candy, but in the end that's all an expensive hotel is. CitizenM, 
on the other hand, is a brilliant concept; a very small room with *everything* 
you need to be very comfy - an extra large king size bed, flat panel TV with 
free cable and free movies, free WiFi, a 'rain shower' and toilet with circular 
closing doors, a standing sink, plenty of mirrors...ultra modern. You can even 
set the lighting colour to suit your mood. Down in the first floor, there are 
"living rooms" - one has computers ready to use, others have a variety of 
couches, sofas, chairs, tables, flat panel TVs.

! (+) Mature couples - I have never seen a hotel like this before. I could have 
stayed in the room all day playing with the gadgets

! ! ! (+) The concept was great, hip and modern.!
 ! (+) Mature couple - Relaxed atmosphere
! (+) Mature couple - modern
! (+) Mature couple -  hotel deserves attention, especially for a short period of 

time visit. 
! (+) Solo traveller - This hotel is very different to any other hotel I have stayed 

in
! (+) Solo traveller - I did not think you could make a shipping container feel so 

homely!
! (+) Solo traveller - Modern, funky hotel
! (+) Solo traveller- Overall it was a different experience and one which I 

enjoyed.
! (+) Solo Traveller - Very chic, interesting place. Totally unique room designs 

and hotel were a lot of fun.
! (+) With friends - I love the design and modalities.....*
! ! ! (+) With friends - Very modern and full of art. I absolutely loved it.*

(-) Solo traveller - Trying far too hard to be a conceptual, trendy hotel at the 
expense of basic service, boring retro-futuristic decor with cheap Damien 
Hirst style art-work on walls*

Interior product
(other than bed)!
Moodpad! (+) Young couple - The moodpad was so much fun
! (+) Young couple - The moodpad by Philips was a very innovative touch - a 

view of the future
! (+) Young couple - entertaining controller 
! (+) Solo traveller - The Moodpad was very cool--you could control everything 

in the room at a touch of a button
Shower! (+) Young couple - The rainshower was great

(+) Young couple - … and a see-through shower
! (+) Solo traveller - The shower was spacy but cool
! (+) Mature couple - Very nice shower
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! (+/-) With friends - I would not recommend this hotel to anyone over 40. I can 
just imagine my parents fumbling over the remote (which controls the entire 
rooms amenities) trying to switch on the tv, but instead turning off the lights!

! ! ! (-) Young couple - the toilet paper could have been a little bit softer, and a 
! ! ! hygiene cleaner on the toilet could be useful as well! :)*
! ! ! (-) Mature Couples - The universal remote was not as intuitive as it could 
! ! ! when all the functions did not work as expected.
! (-) Solo traveller - The room was perfect for single occupancy, but not for 

double. Toilet almost open in the room is troublesome. Even toilet brush was 
absent (is it asked by the design?). The universal remote had periods of 
noon- responsiveness.

! ! ! (-) With friends - I would have enjoyed tea and coffee making facilities in the 
! ! ! room.

! ! ! !
Facilities/amenities! (+) Young couple – the Internet facilities
! (+) Young couple - lots of free movies*
! (+) Young couple - The control pad which operated the blinds, the lighting 

mood and the TV was very entertaining.
! (+) Solo traveller – iMac computers
! (+) Solo traveller - Free internet & movies were appreciated after hotels where 

they charge you for every little thing*
! (+) Solo traveller – Lots of fun and unusual amenities/decor design*
! (+) Solo traveller - Free internet & movies were appreciated after hotels where 

they charge you for every little thing*
! (+) Solo traveller - … and you get a lot of on-demand movies
! (+) Solo traveller - Free Internet access! There is also a few iMac in the lobby 

for you to use for free*
! (+) With friends - Good facilities - WiFi, Skype, phones, Mac Internet

Complementary 
items! ! ! (+) Young couple -  Free wifi and movies on demand
! ! ! (+) Mature couples - Free Internet and Movies
! ! ! (+) Mature couples - Free Movies a plus.
! (+) Solo traveller - Free internet & movies were appreciated after hotels where 

they charge you for every little thing*
! (+) Solo traveller - … and you get a lot of on-demand movies
! (+) With friends - free movies and wifi 

Staff! ! ! (+) Young couple – nice staff
(+) Young couple - The staff were very friendly and welcoming. 
(+) Young couple - The staff were very friendly and helpful!
(+) Young couple - friendly and helpful staff
(+) Young couple - the staff always smiled and where so friendly
(+) Young couple - good staff
(+) Solo traveller – Friendly and happy staff

! ! ! (+) Mature couples - The Staff were very helpful and polite. I have 
! ! ! recommended this hotel to Family,friends and work colleagues, to visit and 
! ! ! experience the future.
! ! ! (+) Mature couple- very friendly and helpful staff
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - friendly staff
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller – Very friendly staff

Food! ! ! (+) Young couples - To top it all off, there's a 24 hour cafe/cafeteria, where  
! ! ! you can buy coffee, wine, sandwiches and other goodies. Did I like it? I loved 
! ! ! it.
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! ! ! (+) Young couple - Delicious drinks
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - the coffee is very good 
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - 24/7 self-serviced canteen
! (+) Solo traveller - the canteenM is a cool concept and has a very good 

selection of food and beverages 
! (-) With friends - One minus the money full breakfast
! (-) Solo traveller – Limited choice of food 

Space!! !
Room! ! ! (+) Young couple - The room doesn’t seem small when you are there
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - the rooms were interesting and comfortable
! (+) With friends - I also liked the design of how they incorporated the toilet 

and shower into those cylinder things in the room*
! ! ! (+) With Friends - The fact the room was very unusual
Lobby! (+) Young couple - you can hang out in the dinning rooms for many hours 

wihout getting borred
! (+) Young couple - the ground floor is a very social and buzzing environment 

where you can hang out and meet new people!
! (+) Solo traveller - extremely cozy relax area with books from Taschen and 

other famous book publishers
(+) Solo traveller  - The lobby is also great

Room! (+/-) Solo traveller - I was travelling alone, so the bathrooms location was fine 
for me, and would be for a couple, I imagine. For two friends travelling 
together, it may be a little too intimate!

! ! ! (-) Young couple - Rooms not convenient for 2 persons, no closet space
! ! ! (-) Young couple - there is no space for your stuff so we couldn't unpack and
 ! ! ! had to keep everything in our suitcases, which is pretty uncomfortable if you 
! ! ! are staying longer than a day

Decoration! ! (+) Young couple - great style throughout the hotel
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - The design of the hotel in general was excellent, at least 
! ! ! for my taste
! (+) Solo traveller – Stylish rooms

(+) Solo traveller – Lots of fun and unusual amenities/decor design*
(+) Solo traveller - The design 

! ! ! (+) With friends - The most amazing thing about the hotel was the design.
(-) Solo traveller - Trying far too hard to be a conceptual, trendy hotel at the 
expense of basic service, boring retro-futuristic decor with cheap Damien 
Hirst style art-work on walls*

Maintenance ! (-) Young couple - The shower leaks

Lighting! (+) Young couple - the lights where soothing
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The mood lighting above the shower and toilet was really 
! ! ! good 
! ! ! (+) Young couple - the mood lighting is great fun
! ! ! (+) Young couple - The ambient lighting by Philips turns the room into an 
! ! ! experience
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - the lighting was good for reading
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - the lighting is both fun and practical 
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - We had much fun playing with the light.
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - Mood lighting in room
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - the lighting is great for working 
! ! ! (+) With friends - loved the control panel for lights, tv etc. 
! ! ! (-) Young couple - The room can' t get completelly dark which is frustrating 
! ! ! when you want to sleep in complete darkness
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Other event! ! (+) With friends - Possible to park just outside the hotel. Quite expensive 
! ! ! however. 
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16. Textual Reviews from Booking.com – Fox 2009
The reviews are extracted the 4th of August 2009 from Booking.com (reviews are made between the 
29th of July 2008 (first review on the site) and the 23rd of June 2009 (last review made within the 4th 
of August). 

EXPERIENTIAL ASPECTS/VISCERAL LEVEL  

Ambient factors ! (-) Young couple - No air conditioning
   (-) Solo traveller - the room is quite cold

Odour! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - the lift and the corridor smells moldy

Hygiene! ! (-) Young couple – vær opmærksom på værelsernes rengøringsstandard
   (-) Solo traveller – it takes 7 min. to clean the rooms! ! !
! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - clealiness should be improved
! ! !

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS/ BEHAVIOURAL LEVEL

Payment + delays! (-) Young couple - wird so langsam Zeit für Reservierungen17

(check-in/out)! ! (-) Solo traveller - Check-in takes 15 minutes!!!!

Bed! ! ! !! (+) Young couple - good bed
     (+) Young couple - nice bed
! ! ! (-) Young couple - Literie passable18
   (-) Solo traveller - the bed was hard and uncomftable 
   

MIXED ASPECTS
Hotel quality
(hotel concept)! (+) Young couple - spændende hotel
! ! !          (+) Young couple - Le style très particulier de l'hotel
 (+) Young couple  - lounge stemning  

(+) Young couple - the fact that every room is different and you can move 
rooms each day if you want to so you can see as many as possible.
(+) Mature Couple - Idée formidable que ces chambres qui sont de vraies 
oeuvres d'art!!!! Allez y, revenez y!19

! ! !          (+) Mature couple - Originalité
! (+) Mature couple - Comfortable
 (+) Solo traveller - the design of the hotel was great. Interesting rooms were 

what I was looking forward to most at the hotel.
 (+) Solo traveller - International stemning
 (+) With friends - design
 (+) With friends - The sense of adventure not knowing what style of room we 

would get
 (+) With friends - Trendy - not modern,*
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 (-) Young couple - Værelset, som jeg eksempelvis havde , var slet ikke sådan 
som på billedet. Det var rigtig rigtig skuffende. Det vigtigste på billedet 
manglede. Det var sådan et telt, som overhovedet ikke var der.

 (-) Mature couple- Tro mod designet var der en Futonmadras på stråmåtter. 
Det var utrolig dårligt/hårdt at sove på - det er absolut et stort minus!*

! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - the good times of these hotel were in the 90´s
! (-) Solo traveller - the hotel should not be presented as a "Boutique Designer 

Hotel"...but more as a "Chic Youth Hostel". I definitely do not regard it as a art 
hotel!*

!
Interior product!
(other than bed)! (+) Young couple - Great shower
 (+) Young couple - Badeværelset var klassisk pænt 
 (+) Young couple- low seats at breakfast*
 (-) Mature couple - vi kunne godt have brugt et tandglas på badeværelset

Facilities/amenities! (+) Young coples - Great magazines in the lobby
   (+) Solo traveller - Rental of bikes is a nice touch 
   
Complimentary
items ! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - Rental of bikes is a nice touch

!
! ! ! !
Staff! ! ! (+) Young couple – rart personale ! ! !
! ! ! (+) Young couple – meget serviceminded personale

(+) Young couple – det var et venligt og imødekommende personale vi mødte
   (+) Mature couple - Very helpful lady at front desk when we arrived
   (+) Mature couple - Uformel venlig og hjælpsom reception                                     
   (-) Young couple – upon arrival are room was 'overbooked' which resulted 
! ! ! into being put up in a different hotel across town at half past 12 at night 
! ! ! eventhough we had indicated a late arrival. No appologies or anything. 

Food! ! ! (+) Young couple – fin morgen buffet
! ! ! (+) Mature couple - lækker og original morgenmad
 (+) Mature couple - Indretningen og morgenmaden er top*

(+) Solo traveller – original breakfast, and quite nice
(+) With friends - Original, men veldig bra frokost (morgenmad)
(-) Young couple – morgenmaden var kedelig
(-) Young couple - Le coût du petit déjeuner et l'absence de confort pour le 
prendre20

 (-) Solo traveller - den rugbrødssanwich med røget skinke og soltørrede 
tomater der blev serveret til morgenmad ville jeg godt ha undværet. Savnede 
æg til morgenmaden.

Space! ! ! (+) Young couple – værelset var fint – lidt lille men okey til en 
overnatning

 (+) Young couple - Gode væreler
 (+) Mature couple - den utraditionelle indretning.Den funktionlle indretning*
 (+) Mature couple - Indretningen og morgenmaden er top*
 (+) Mature couple - Vi syntes vældig godt om indretning og udsmykning*
 (+) Solo traveller - nice design of the lobby*
   (-) With friends - havde forventet værelset noget større end den 
   størrelseskategori jeg havde valgt som var large.
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Decoration!  (+) Young couple - low seats at breakfast*
! ! ! !! (+) Young couple - The room was very special with boxing equipment*
 (+) Young couple - The room design was very funny and quirky*
 (+) Young couple - den utraditionelle indretning. Den funktionlle indretning* 
 (+) Solo traveller: De plus, les petits fauteuils de la salle de réception invite à 

contempler les nuages par la verrière... très lounge21*
! ! ! !! (+) With friends - Funny and charming room decorations
! (-) Solo traveller - the hotel should not be presented as a "Boutique Designer 

Hotel"... but more as a "Chic Youth Hostel". I definitely do not regard it as an 
art hotel!*

!

Maintenance! (-) Young couple – tegn på slitage
! ! ! (-) Mature couple - Im Garderobenbereich könnte die Wand etwas Farbe 
! ! ! gebrauchen. Sonst in Ordnung22

    (-) Solo traveller - Havde forventet at værelset var holdt bedre vedlige. 
   Enkelte steder var der mærker henover malingen og designet
 

Other event! !
! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - Parking is five mins walk from the hotel 
! ! !
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17. Textual Reviews from Booking.com – Fox 2011
Extracted the 4th of August 2011 from Booking.com (reviews are made between the 22 of April 2010) 
and the 22 of July 2011 (last review made within the 6th of August). 

EXPERIENTIAL ASPECTS/VISCERAL LEVEL  

Ambient factors ! (-) Mature couple - the room a little too cold
   (-) Solo traveller - did not find air conditioning in the room which was not a 
   problem when i  was staying (in november) but could be if u stay in summer  
   and it is hot.
  

Odour! ! ! (-) Young couple - the bathroom had a bit of a smell
! ! ! !! (-) Young couple - the floor felt a bit sticky
     (-) Mature couple - Det luktet "gammelt" og fuktig i korridorene

Hygiene! ! (-) Young couple - there were huge dustbunnies under the bed
   (-) Mature couple- Rengøring og vedligeholdelse på værelserne er 
   mangenfuld*
   (-) With friends - Dirty

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS/ BEHAVIOURAL LEVEL

Payment + delays! (+) Young couple - Check-in tager lang tid, men det er også sjovt at vælge 
(check-in/out)! ! imellem de mange sjove væreleser
! ! ! (-) Young couple - vi brugte meget tid på at vente på personalet, da der ofte 
! ! ! ikke var 
! ! ! nogen til at tage eller udlevere vores værelsesnøgle.
! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - Check-in and out procedures could be improved, it takes 
! ! ! too much time.  
!
Bed! ! ! (+) Young couple - comfortable bed
     (+) Solo traveller - very nice and comfortable bed
     (-) Young couple - Bed was pretty uncomfortable
   (-) Young couple - Matresses were a little thin and uncomfortble 
   (-) With friends - Tro mod designet var der en Futonmadras på stråmåtter. 
   Det var  utrolig hårdt at sove på - det er absolut et stort minus!*

MIXED ASPECTS
Hotel quality
(hotel concept) (+) Young couple - unkompliziert, individuell, anders23
! (+) Young couple - Kul med inredningstema för varje rum - ovanligt hotell i 

gammal byggnad 
 (+) Young couple - originalt koncept!
 (+) Young couple - Artige rom, hvor alle var individuelt utformet. Enkelt 

utformet, men value for money
 (+) Young couple - riktigt coolt hotel
 (+) Young couple - A funky and unique hotel experience 
 (+) Young couple - Comfortable stylish room*
 (+) Young couple - nice design of the lobby*
 (+) Young couple - The room design was very funny and quirky*

(+) Mature couple - imponerende design hotel
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 (+) Mature couple - Den utraditionelle indretning. Den funktionlle indretning*
 (+)  Mature couple - Very different from any other hotel
 (+) Mature couple - Det bragte smil på læben p.g.a. den specielle indretning 

og dekoration.*
 (+) Mature couple - Indretningen og morgenmaden er top*
 (+) Mature couple - Vi syntes vældig godt om indretning og udsmykning*
 (+) Solo traveller - L'originalité des chambres en fait d'emblée un hôtel 

inhabituel qu'il faut vraiment essayer24
(+) Solo traveller - comfort style

 (+) With friends - The consistent and urban concept.
(-) Young couple - bilder im Internet sehen besser aus als das Hotel in 
Wirklichkeit25

 (-) Young couple - The promisse was to be in a design hotel, but they missed 
the details

 (-) Young couple - We had 2 rooms..the one our children shared was 
fantastic. Our room was not as nice but I guess that's the luck of the draw. As 
it was not a really busy time of year I would have liked a choice of a different 
room, or at least to see some of the others 

 (-) Solo traveller - The quality of the rooms did not reflect the price of the hotel
! (-) Solo traveller - just a bit eccentric - but I knew that when booking.
! (-) With friends - Hotellet levede desværre ikke op til beskrivelsen - det var 

slidt og ikke særligt specielt*
 (-) With friends - Tro mod designet var der en Futonmadras på stråmåtter. Det 

var  utrolig hårdt at sove på - det er absolut et stort minus!*
  

Interior product!
(other than bed)! (+) Young couple - Nice shower
 (+) Young couple - the shower was fantastic
 (+) Young couple - Simple furnished*
 (+) Solo traveller - lækkert badeværelse
 (+) Solo traveller: De plus, les petits fauteuils de la salle de réception invite à 

contempler les nuages par la verrière... très lounge26*
 (-) Young couple - For høj betonkant til badeværelset - jeg brækkede en tå.
 (-) Solo traveller – furniture could be improved*
! (-) Solo traveller – only a bed and nothing else, I miss a chair and a
! table!

Facilities/amenities! (+) Solo traveller - Use of the Spa facilities and Hotel Arthur near by are a 
   nice touch.
   (+) With friends - You can also rent bikes
   (+) With friends - Possibility to hire a bike* 
   (+) With friends - Cool that they have yoga mattresses, though i didnt use 
   them*

Complimentary
items ! ! ! (+) With friends - Possibility to hire a bike* 
   (+) With friends - Cool that they have yoga mattresses, though i didnt use 
   them*

Staff! ! ! (+) Young couple - very friendly staff
    (+) Young couple-  super personal
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26 Endvidere små lænestole i receptionen, som inviterer til at kigge på skyerne gennem 
verandavinduet, meget lounge-agtigt.



   (+) Mature couple - personalet i receptionen, som vi var i kontakt med, var 
   meget flinke

(+) Mature couple - Freundlichkeit des Personals27! !
   (+) Mature couple – venligt personale
! ! ! (+) Mature couple – sjov og hyggelig stemning
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller – excellent mood and very polite! ! !
! ! ! (+) Solo traveller - lovely staff
! ! ! (+) With friends - most of the staff was really helpful
   (+) With friends - the kindness of the staff 
! ! ! (+) With friends- The reception staff was extremely helpful
   (-) Mature couple - Jeg var ikke fornøyd med det første rommet vi ble tildelt, 
   så jeg ba om et nytt rom. Personalet var svært behjelpelig 
   med å finne et nytt rom til oss, selv om det betydde at vi måtte bytte rom 
   igjen morgenen etter, da dette rommet var booket igjen da.
   (-) Young couple - One of the staff members had a bit of an attitude

Food! ! ! (+) Young couple – great breakfast
(+) Mature couple - original morgenmad 
(+) Solo traveller - great sushi in the restaurant.
(+)Solo traveller - organic food.
(+) With friends - nice breakfast
(-) Mature couple –  for dyrt
(-) Mature couple - Frühstück nicht genutzt da wie in vielen Hotels der Preis 
nicht akzeptabel28

 ! (-) Solo traveller - the breakfast was expensive for what it was.
 (-) Solo traveller - breakfast could have been a bit more generous and easy to 

manage

Space   (+) Solo traveller - Lobbyen er coolt indrettet med store lounge sofaer og      
   grafisk design på væggene*
   (+) Young couple - The room design was very funny and quirky*
 (+) Young couple - Vores værelse have en god størrelse
 (+) Mature couple - den utraditionelle indretning.Den funktionlle indretning*
 (+) Mature couple - Indretningen og morgenmaden er top*
 (+) Mature couple - Vi syntes vældig godt om indretning og udsmykning*
 (+) Solo traveller - nice design of the lobby*
 (+) Solo traveller: De plus, les petits fauteuils de la salle de réception invite à 

contempler les nuages par la verrière... très lounge29*
 (+) Solo traveller - Godt men småt - og ikke mindst sjovt
   (-) Young couple - meget små rum billederne snyder
! ! ! (-) Young couple - they did'nt have a luggage room, they just kept the 
   luggage by the   reception
   (-) Mature couple - the room was not comfortable
   (-) With friends - Der manglede bøjler og et skab til tøj mv. Og hvor gør man 
   af kufferter mv. hvis man har det med?

Decoration! ! !! (+) Young couple- the artistic expression
     (+) Young couple - I liked the cool design-rooms*
 (+) Young couple - Comfortable stylish room*
 (+) Young couple - nice design of the lobby*
 (+) Young couple - The room design was very funny and quirky*
     (+) Mature couple - Det bragte smil på læben p.g.a. den specielle indretning 
     og dekoration*
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 (+) Mature couple - Indretningen og morgenmaden er top*
 (+) Mature couple -  Vi syntes vældig godt om indretning og udsmykning*
! (+) Mature couple-  lækkert badeværelse*
 (+) Mature couple - Simple furnished
 (+) Solo traveller - Lobbyen er coolt indrettet med store lounge sofaer og 

grafisk design på væggene*
 (+) With friends - Comfortable stylish room*
 (-) Young couple - The design of the hotel was not at all as great as on the 

photos
! (-) With friends - Terrible design style

Maintenance! ! (-) Mature couple - Rengøring og vedligeholdelse på værelserne er 
   mangenfuld*
   (-) Mature couple - Zimmer und Sanitärbereich zeigten doch einige 
! ! ! Abnutzungserscheinungen die überprüft werden sollten. Rollo war doch 
! ! ! schon recht abgenutzt30
! ! ! (-) Solo traveller – furniture could be improved*
! ! ! (-) With friends - Hotellet levede desværre ikke op til beskrivelsen - det var 
   slidt og  ikke særligt specielt*

Other event! !
   (-) Mature couple - Tidig damsugning i intilliggande rum störde sen 
! ! ! söndagsmorgon
! ! ! (-) Solo traveller - Parking could be better and cheaper!
! ! !
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Interview

18. Reading instructions for the transcripts

Below is a list of the fonts, symbols and linguistic features that are used in the transcripts. It is inspired 
by Bill Gillham’s (2005b) recommendations on how to transcribe semi-structured interviews. 

• What I, the interviewer (referred to as MS), say and what the interviewee says are printed in different 
fonts to mark clearly who is speaking: Regular is used when the interviewee is speaking, CAPITAL is 
used for the main questions and italics is used for the prompts and probes.

• Probes that are responsive encouragements, such as “hmm”, “yeah” and “I see”, are not printed in the 
transcripts. 

• An ellipse (three or more dots) is used to show speech patterns, such as a pause or that something is 
said in a blurry or played down voice. For instance, “yes...” is different from “yes!”. 

• Brackets () are used when an action is described, e.g. when the interviewee shows a presentation to 
the interviewer, and when something has been added to make the sentence  more comprehensible for 
an outside party.  

• Square brackets [] indicate mood, e.g. [smiling] or [laugh]. 

• Brackets with a question mark (?) is used for rhetorical questions.

Briefings and de-briefings are excluded in all transcripts. 
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19. Interview with Robin Chadha, CMO and Shareholder, citizenM	

MS: I WOULD LIKE YOU YOU TO TRY TO ELABORATE ON HOW THE ENTIRE PROCESS TOOK 
PLACE AGAIN, HOW IT ALL STARTED - FROM THE VERY BEGINNING WITH THE SURVEYS AND 
ALL THAT.

RC: What we did was that we all got together about 4-5 years ago, in 2004 I think, and all of us were 
coming from different industries, some from fashion, some from hospitality... And all of us were kind of 
frustrated travellers ourselves. All of us were travelling a lot for business, and also for leisure, and we 
all knew what to expect from a good hotel, and what not to expect from a bad one. And because we 
always had a demand for something different, we always asked ourselves, “why do hotels charge for 
this, why would a hotel do it this way”.... We also thought it was frustrating that when you for instance 
go to France, hotels are either very bad or really expensive. Nothing was very hip  and affordable at 
the same time...

We found out that this is a very traditional industry. So, we had the opportunity to start from a 
completely clean state. That’s how we kind of started. So, how we actually started was to ask 
ourselves what do people really want from a hotel. 

And then we sent a lot of questions on the issue to our own network. We all sent them to around 100 
people that we knew were the right target audience. 

MS: And who are the right kind of audience?

RC: That was business men, that was fashion models, that was entrepreneurs, that was artists, that 
was just a bunch of different people, different ages, different cultures, different nationalities. And we 
asked them a lot of questions, I can see if I can find the questionnaire... We asked them a lot of 
things... And the main thing that came back out of it was that customers don’t like being taken 
advantageous of in a hotel, and a lot of times they feel like they are taking advantageous of - because 
of the complex pricing strategies, different room paths. You never know what your getting... Superior, 
double room... Executive suite... You never know. There is no transparency. 

And from the managers point of view, what do you really, really need... You need a bed, and it has to 
be fantastic, because they are there to sleep. You want to have a good shower, because you want to 
be refreshed. And you want to have a clean environment. So, that was criteria number three. You will 
want a natural daylight coming in, good use of materials, and four was technology, so you need to 
have Wi-Fi, you need to have a phone that works, and some kind of movies. That’s important - to be 
up-to-date. 

If I was going to a hotel today and there was no flat screen in the room, I would feel that it was a bit 
outdated. You will need to keep  up  with technology. So, all those small things in the room... From a 
lobby point of view, we asked people what kind of frustrations they have had. So one frustration was 
the queues when people check-in and check-out. Long check-in procedures with paperwork, not being 
recognised when you check-in. No all-night dining. If you come from a flight from Singapore and you 
want to have breakfast, and all you can only have the very limited room service menu or an overpriced 
mini bar. The list goes on and on. 

And then we looked all those considerations, and that was how we came up  with canteenM, the self 
check-in terminals, the living room concept. Another frustration was - when you are a single business 
traveller - and you want to eat, you don’t want to sit in a restaurant by yourself,  on a two-person table, 
you feel like the loneliest person in the world. And that is even worse for women - sitting there all by 
themselves, getting hit on by some guy. So, we said, okay, what makes it comfortable, what can 
makes you feel like you were almost at home. That is why we have the long picnic tables; the different 
living rooms - So, if you want, you can go and sit in the corner by yourself and have your meal in 
peace and quite, or, if you want to interact, you can also sit within the canteenM. The staff is also 
always there too - to interact with you to make you feel comfortable. And you really do see that at 
night. The staff is an element that really works. So, that is how the whole process started. 
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MS: YES. AND HOW DID YOU DECIDE ON THE DIFFERENT PARTNERS?

RC: Concrete was involved from the beginning, so they were part of the creative team from the 
beginning. And Philips was a natural choice, because the are a worldwide market leader in technology 
and lighting, ambient lighting especially, and they are placed here in Holland. And we had some 
contacts there already, so that was a natural way of doing it. And Vitra - when my father was still CEO 
of Mexx he build a new office, which was completely furnished by Vitra, so that was how that 
connection came. So, very functional furniture and at the same time almost like art work. Another thing 
is that Vitra wants to break into the consumer market. Now, they  are only know for their really big big 
office buildings, like big banks. They have sort of been looking at as an icon. But, with their furniture 
here in the hotel, give them a possibility to show case their furniture to consumers.  

MS: AND HOW DID YOU DEVELOP THE BRAND PHILOSOPHY?

RC: We featured three companies for the branding, and the one that won was Kesselskramer - a 
communication agency based here in Amsterdam. We love the way they work. Their way of thinking is 
very different, and they look at things from the consumer’s point of view. And their original pitch was 
actually PAL Hotels - like “your pal”  - meaning Personal, Affordable Luxury. That’s how it started. But 
we didn’t really like it. They came up with different suggestions. They came up  with ‘the citizen’ and we 
liked that thinking - like yeah, ‘the citizen’, it makes sense. 

MS: And they made the different guest types?

RC: Everything. They came up with the entire brand philosophy, also our mission statement, our 
values, the characters - who is citizenM, how do we communicate internally and externally, what 
should the type of beverage look like, what should the uniforms look like, the quotations, the language 
- the attitude - the attitude of the brand. The attitude is that we do not take us selves too serious. 
citizenM should be like your best friend; it talks to you directly, and makes all those little, funny quotes. 
It don’t take things too serious, it should be humorous... So... They really came up  with the whole 
identity, including the photo shoots, how we should communicate all things visually - the citizens; the 
business citizen, the cultural citizen, the fashion citizen, the explorer citizen, and the elephant 
representing the wise traveller - a elephant never forgets, you know... It represents that a real citizen is 
wise and therefore choose affordable luxury. 

And everywhere you are in the hotel, you can find these citizens, on the keycard, in your room, on the 
website; everywhere you see, you’ll find them. It also makes it kind of fun and playful. 

MS: HOW DID YOU DECIDE ON THE DIFFERENT MOVIES, MUSIC, BOOKS ETC?

RC: All of that went through my desk. We buy our books from Memendo, which I consider to be one of 
the best book stores in the world. It has the best selection, and I decide the books, which in a mixture 
of music books, photography, art, travel, passion, which comes down to the entire lifestyle of citizenM 
as well. All of which add to the entire experience, people like sitting in a Charlon future chair reading a 
Marc Christino book. You will not find that in any of our competitors. You might find that in other luxury 
hotels. 

MS: WHO DO YOU CONSIDER YOUR COMPETITORS AS?

RC: Different. I mean if you look at Amsterdam, we take a little bit from everyone, I will say. And if you 
look worldwide it would be low-medium price to high quality experiences. So, there are a lot of 
competitors out there. And here in Amsterdam it is a bit difficult to pinpoint one, there is not one that 
we in particular compare ourselves against. I think it comes down to what are your purpose of travel, 
and you consider staying in citizenM or the Hilton, then yeah, if your are smart you stay in citizenM 
(added: in regard to the airport hotel). But it depends. We are working with a company called STR who 
we use in order to compare ourselves to other in terms of price level, market rates, no. of available 
rooms, etc. And the way it works is that we are allowed to see their figures and they are allowed to see 
ours. And we usually do a competitor set, so we can monitor the market. It is very useful, also when 
you want to get into new markets because you can see how your competitors do. And that is Lennart 
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de Jung, distribution manager, who monitors all that and set our prices. And we have three people 
watching the prices all the time, because if your competitor is at 99 euro, you don’t want to be on 100 
(added: further explanation is excluded). 

MS: DO YOU CONSIDER CITIZENM TO BE A BOUTIQUE HOTEL?

RC: I wouldn’t consider it a boutique hotel. For me a boutique hotel is a property with maybe 25-75 or 
a 100 rooms, its unique, its luxurious, has an amazing location an a unique property, and it is not a 
brand. A boutique hotel in Amsterdam would be the Dylan. 

MS: Yeah, that will probably be the definition. But at my computer on the top of the citizenM webpage 
it says ‘European boutique budget hotel’31 

RC: Yeah, we have boutique in there for search engineers. 

MS: So, it is one of your ad-words?

RC: Yeah. Because a lot of people have that terminology that they think that boutique hotel means 
designer hotel. But I still would not consider it a boutique hotel. That said, our role model and major 
inspiration source is Morgan Hotels.

MS: How does it show? 

RC: As I said, citizenM is not a boutique hotel. citizenM is totally out of the box. We want to move 
away from the traditional in every way. And the fact that we don’t have to work from an existing chain 
is our main strength. We started from scratch and didn’t have to re-modulate and readjust a huge 
chain... But I mean, we have tried to implement our experiences and wishes in citizenM... 

My most memorable hotel experience is Royalton in New York (added: one of Morgan’s boutique 
hotels). From the outside it did not look like anything special. Men in Armani suits. But when you came 
in, people were dancing and partying though it was in the afternoon. We had to find our way to the 
reception through all the dancing people. Dark, no windows, nice smell... So different, a very special 
and extraordinary experience...

The difference between Morgan’s boutique hotels and citizenM is most of all the price. citizenM is 
affordable!
The brand is different and the price is different. The whole experience is different. Business travellers 
who want to have their shirt pressed in the morning, who want continental breakfast, who want 
delivered newspapers to their room, want their luggage unpacked. Then citizenM is not the right hotel 
for you. But if you are maybe a young executive, you are travelling 2-3 days on business, hand 
luggage only, used to way of travelling, you know how to check in online, you know there are 45 
minutes before your flight, you want to be in and out of the city. Then citizenM is perfect. Of course, 
there are always the demand of the chief executive who are used to stay in a five or six star hotel who 
expect more. So it is not for everybody. The same goes for the leisure guests. If they just want a nice 
environment to be in, a nice lifestyle environment, then yeah, and clean rooms and all the things that 
we talked about, but don’t want to pay hundreds of euros for it, citizenM would be perfect. On the other 
hand of that, people who are there to spoil themselves for the weekend would stay in a hotel with a 
spa and nice massages, they would have a five course meal - and then you don’t want to stay in here. 
So there are always different audiences. 

MS: Yes, of course. But what do you think is the common features between citizenM and for instance 
Morgan Hotels?

RC: Basically, it is the same philosophy: just as much as you are what you eat, you are where you 
stay, shortly put. That is why citizenM is a personality, in contrast to Holiday Inn, for example, because 
what does it say about me.... Nothing I want to relate to.... 
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citizenM is a cool concept you want to relate to. If you stay in citizenM, you are smart and wise, in the 
sense that you get good things cheap, and you are into technology and cool design. It is all about your 
values and lifestyle. And by contrast to the Morgan Group, for instance, we do not exclude people 
because of their disposable amount. We welcome all! 

citizenM is not so much about look as it is about personality. It is about being young at heart and 
relating to the concept. My father (added: who is one of the shareholders and entrepreneurs) is over 
60 years old and still is a prototype citizen. He parties harder than I do. The more you understand the 
concept, the more citizen you are. For instance, if you don’t understand the MoodPad or don’t 
appreciate the design, you are not a real citizen. 

MS: No, real citizens can tell the difference... [laugh]

RC: Yeah, like you and me, we are real mobile citizens [laugh]

MS: What’s the difference between the different citizens (added: business citizen, fashion citizen, 
cultural citizen and explorer citizen). I mean, do you use them to segment your customers or 
something like that?

RC: No, we don’t use them for segmentation or anything like that. Today, people have multi-identities, 
they wear sneakers and a tie at the same time, so most people have features of all the citizens. 

MS: WHAT KIND OF MARKETING DO YOU DO?

RC: In the beginning we actually used our hotel (added: citizenM Schipol) as a strategy and as our 
PR, as that was all we had, so we depended a lot on frequency. From a PR point of view, we worked 
with local PR agencies and an international consultancy specialising in hotel trade publications 
situated in Berlin, and we had an online agency as well. So, that was for the first initial push. 
Furthermore, we tried to win as many awards as we could, we tried to get as much free publicity as 
possible by letting journalists stay here for free if they wanted to do an article. That’s one of the most 
effective channels - compared to a wallpaper which costs thousand and thousand of euros. It is free 
publicity. We did a huge opening party, and our website is a huge marketing channel. Next month 
when we are launching our citizenM online magazine which will be distributed to all our citizens. So, 
we keep trying to be ingenious, to think differently from other hotels, out-of-the-box thinking. We do a 
lot of ambient, like gorilla marketing tactics for property. 

MS: WHAT ABOUT SOCIAL COMMUNITIES?

RC: We are starting with it. We tried first to build our own community on citizenm.com. We have a 
twitter and a facebook page, but they are not being monitored yet, we don’t have anyone to monitor 
them, it is a full-time job. It is a position that we cannot fill at the moment. But as we get larger, we will 
hire an internet manager, who will be responsible for that. And for twitter for example, it could be one 
of our books, everyday citizenM has a new book. You need to do that to keep  front of line. It is very 
important. 

So, what we did here (added: citizenM city) was that we did promotion, we handed out 10.000 keys - 
on a key chain - with little citizens on it, and on the backside it said: “is this the key you have been 
looking for?” and it explained that citizenM was going to open up a new hotel. “Come, try your key to 
see if it fits into our magic box” - to see if you have won a price - a price for Philips or Vitra. So we had 
all the people lined up  here and we had the box in the lobby, and out of 10,000 only 10 keys worked, 
and inside there was an envelope with your number and a goody back and a price. We handed out 
10,000, we handed them out in the metro and everywhere, and six prices were handed out; that was 
pretty good. 

So, that is those kinds of things that we are trying to do; trying to things differently than other hotels. 

MS: And you are the one that is responsible for that?
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RC: Yes. And next week we’ll start selling our sales push as well, so what we do is that we gather a 
database of all the secretaries of the corporates of the world trade centre and our own personal 
network. We send them an email offering a 10 percent discount. You have to sign up   to get a special 
booking code to the website, you fill out your personal information, and then you get the 10 percent 
discount whenever you stay in citizenM. This is kind of similar to the small shops that sell perfume, 
they give you this card where you sign up  and then you get a special discount. For me, it means that I 
always shop  my perfumes there because I know that I am getting a 10 percent discount. I always 
come back to that exact store. So, that is what we are trying to now with citizenM.

We try to form out a strategy that we will follow whenever we open up  in a new city. Sort of an opening 
toolkit, so we know exactly what we do six month before opening, three months before opening, one 
month before opening, the day at the opening - so we have a really clear strategy. He we have been 
able to control it locally, but when we open in London and in Glasgow we will need to do it more 
structured, so we know when to put up the signage, when to have the opening party and so on and so 
on. So, that is also something we have been working on. 

MS: JUST TO  RETURN TO  THE SOCIAL COMMUNITY, DOES THE CITIZENM COMMUNITY 
ACTUALLY WORK?

RC: Right now, the way it works is that people make a post to the community

MS: But does that actually work, I mean, I have tried a lot of times, and it has never been working for 
me?

RC: Yeah, you can, it is just not put on before I have approved it. Because we don’t want anyone to do 
an advertisement or the like, so I need to approve every post. 

MS: Yeah okay, I was just wondering why you now only use the reviews from TripAdvisor, I mean, it 
looks like there haven’t been any activity for quite a while?

RC: We put something up from TripAdvisor and some we put up ourselves. But yeah, your are right, it 
is a while ago we had our owns... That’s another thing our internet manager would be doing, because I 
don’t have the time to do it. 

The original idea was that people would be like ‘hey, I am staying at the citizenM Amsterdam, is there 
anyone who wants to go out for a drink?’. So, the idea was to bond citizens together. 
MS: Did it ever work?

RC: No, it has not been working properly so far - not yet. And the reason that it hasn’t really been 
working yet is because we haven’t been giving it enough attention. That’s why. 

MS: I read about a hotel in New York that is doing exactly this.

RC: Yeah, I know that, it is one of the bigger chains. But they have a team of eight people to monitor it. 

MS: OK, ANOTHER THING, CAN YOU TRY TO EXPLAIN WHY YOU DON’T HAVE ANY STARS?

RC: Well, we don’t believe in the star system. When we first started, we called ourselves “One star is 
born”, to illustrate the re-invention of the hotel concept and the hotel experience. The star rating is very 
outdated, it is very old-fashioned. So, I always found that the star system is not always consistent. I 
have stayed in a five star hotel where I was like this can’t be a 5 star, and I have stayed in a 3 star 
hotel that has been amazing. You know, according to the star system there are certain services and 
amenities that a hotel need to have. They never look at the qualities, and that’s what we look at. We 
look at the necessary requirements of a hotel. 

You know, they might just go into your room and say: ‘ok, is there a bed - yes; four pillows - yes; 
telephone, lamp shade, desk in the corner, and so on. 

MS: But what category do you think it would fall within?
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RC: 3 or 4, probably 3 because we don’t have room service. 

MS: LASTLY, HOW WILL YOU CONTINUE INNOVATING THE HOTEL? 

RC: We take our guests very seriously. We listen to them and listen to the ambassadors’ experiences. 
The entire concept philosophy is continuous innovation. Both user-centric and technical innovation. 
That is why the rooms are made as they are. It is very easy to innovate and modify, because the 
rooms can just be taken out and modified at the fabric. E.g. We figured out that some guests don’t like 
the separation of bath and toilet, so now they become integrated and are made more as a separate 
bath room. This redesign is already ready for the Glasgow and London hotels. Also, we had the idea 
that people would do their work in the lobby, that was a part of the concept and philosophy, but it 
turned out that many prefer to work in their room in peace and therefore more table space is required 
in the room. However, it is not only the rooms that we continuously have to develop  and modify, also 
the lobby, assortment of food, etc. Therefore the teamwork with the partners is also continuously. 

MS: WILL YOU KEEP THE PARTNERS THAT YOU HAVE NOW?

RC: We find that you are as strong as your partners, so we like to continue the partner developments, 
so you kind of build your brand from an association. We are busy with that, we are considering 
developing a citizenM shoe, that could be in collaboration with Nike or Puma...  It has to be... In the 
beginning when we started with the concept, before we had the name citizenM, we made mood 
boards about who is citizenM, the individuals, and what brands do they associate themselves with. So, 
if your are staying at citizenM - do you have a Siemens phone or do you have an iPhone, well - you 
have an iPhone or a blackberry. Do you have an iPod or do you have a normal MP3 player - you have 
an iPod. So, we know what kind of brands we want to work with. Like you can see in our selection of 
food and beverage where we for instance have Coca Cola and not Pepsi. The same with the books, 
we don’t just have random books, we have books that citizens think are cool and want to associate 
themselves with. So, positioning yourself is very important, as a hotel and as a brand... 

We do of course get a lot of requests, companies that want to work with us, and in most cases we say 
no. Not in a snobby way, but if we want to be able to do co-marketing and co-branding, we need to 
consider it carefully. You know, we know what we want and who we want to be and who we want to 
work with...

... But also like to seize out retail opportunities, not only here. For instance, we launched our online 
web  shop  where we sell our merchandise and try out different things. So that is those kind of things 
we look at. 

MS: OK. ONE MORE THING  THAT I AM WONDERING, WHY IS CITIZENM WITH A LOW CAPITAL C 
AND A CAPITAL M?

RC: The c is with a low capital to emphasise the M, like the logo is a quadratic M. It also symbolises 
the citizenM building, which is quadratic.
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20. Interview with Larissa ten Have, Hotel Manager, citizenM

 Larrissa’s background:
• BA in Business Administration in Hotel Management, International University of Hospitality 

Management (4 years) + Business studies, master program (2 years)
• Worked part-time in citizenM (in the office) during her studies (when the hotel was still under 

development)
• Internship citizenM. Now she works full-time as hotel manager in citizenM city 

MS: WHAT BACKGROUNDS DO THE EMPLOYEES HAVE?

LTH: They do not have a particular background. It is a good thing if they have a background from the 
hotel industry, but it is not a requirement. It could also be people with a background in retail. Basically 
we select them on personality. They have to be open and friendly and have the right mentality and be 
service-minded. And the assistant managers also need some experience with leadership or 
coordination, and if they have a background in hospitality that’s good, but we don’t want some with too 
much experience actually, such as having worked 25 years in the industry, because we want to ensure 
that they have a fresh mind and is not stuck too much to the traditional hotel structures.

MS: How many assistant mangers are there? 

LTH: Three

MS: Do they have the same tasks and responsibilities that you do?

LTH: No, I have different tasks, but sometimes I also do shifts. I am responsible for running the shifts 
and coaching on the job and the team, and actually more supporting them and working with them. I 
help them as well. The organisation is supposed to be flat, so we don’t have different layers. But I 
have tasks that the assistants managers don’t do, for example I make the schedule, I do the 
evaluations.

MS: What kind of evaluations?

LTH: I evaluate them on performance

MS: So they are getting rated?

LTH: Yes, every six month - when their contracts are renewed. We have a bonus system which the 
ambassadors are rated against - like an incentives for the employees. At each salary they can get up 
to 30 % in bonus, but can also get 0. It is really a bonus - something extra, because the salary is 
already high compared to what hotels typically pay for the same job positions. The bonus is mainly 
ranked in terms of how well the employees perform in terms of guest satisfaction, but also in terms of 
how effective they are, if they make sure to fill up and take care of other practical tasks.

MS: What is ‘guest satisfaction’ evaluated on the basis of?

 LTH: Guest satisfactions is evaluated in terms of the five ambassador values: unique, friendly, honest 
and how much they smile and are caring towards the guest, but also on their effectiveness including 
their technical skills. Michael Reiner and I discuss and decide on the bonuses for each of the 
employees. 

MS: What do you base your decisions on?

LTH: 1) our own impressions, 2) what the guests tell in the hotel and 3) what is apparent from the 
citizenM guest satisfaction surveys. The surveys have a question that concerns the performance of 
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individual employees: “any ambassador that stood out?”. Here the guests sometimes mention names 
or describes a particular employee. 

MS: DO YOU HAVE A HUMAN RESOURCE DEPARTMENT AT THE HEAD OFFICE?

LTH: No, I deal with all that. I have done human resource before, but now that I am the manager, there 
is no reason to have that separated. 

MS: So, you are alone responsible for the recruitment of new employees?

LTH: Yes, together with Michael Reiner, who is responsible for the hotel operations. But I do the 
interviews.

MS: HOW DO  YOU USE THE FIVE TYPE OF GUEST SEGMENTS - THE PARTY, THE ROMANCE, 
THE BUSINESS AND SO ON?

LTH: I don’t really use them, but I think the plan is that Robin will develop  different packages to each of 
the segments. 

MS: Do you think it is easier for you to sort of serve the guests better when having these types and 
their potential needs in mind?

LTH: I don’t think so. You just meet the guest and feel what the needs of this guest are. Sometimes it 
can be a business guest who is actually more of a party guest. It is always situational. 

MS: Yeah, many guests will probably represent all types at different points. 

MS: DO YOU HAVE A PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP TO SOME OF THE RETURNING GUESTS?

LTH: No, I don’t, but I know that the ambassadors know people. Sometimes I am curious to see the 
persons that I have been in contact with through email, especially the returning guests that stay a 
week or even three months sometimes. Some days ago I had a long email correspondence with a 
regular guest about the special code where they get the room to a special rate. It was really funny 
emailing with him, because he really seemed to understand the concept, also in the way he sends 
emails, he was not very formal... But I don’t know who he is, but I know he is staying here, so I will 
have seen him several times - just don’t knowing who he is. It is kind of funny. 

MS: Can you try to elaborate the key performance indicators that you rate employees on? 

LTH: Yeah, they are basically evaluated on how well they perform in terms of the citizenM values

LTH: As I said, one thing is the technical skills, such as the cocktail making, coffee making, working 
with the GMS. In terms of the values... Unique - unique as how well they pursuing guest’s 
expectations, friendly - that is being optimistic and having humour, and honest, up-to-date and caring, 
smile, commitment to fulfilling their objectives - that they really want to delivery a good service.

MS: So, you give them rates based on how well they fulfil these values?

LTH: Yes, from 1-5. 

LTH: Furthermore, teamwork and co-operation, personal planning, work organisation, work discipline. 
The assistants also get rated on their leadership skills. 
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21. Interview with Angelica Vlemming, Operations Manager, citizenM

MS: I’ve seen you’ve got a citizenM newspaper

AV: Yeah, it is basically a graphic presentation about what our brand is and what we stand for, which is 
still affordable luxurious for the people. It shows our philosophy about focusing on our customers, 
because our brand builds on what they are, modern citizens. As you can see, we are still focused on 
the values we started out with, and we are very proud that we are able to follow the plan we sat out 
for. It is not always that there is such a good match between the marketing plan and audience 
description and the reality.

MS: So, you think the guests who stay here are the same kind of people as depicted in your target 
audience description?

AV: Yeah, absolutely. We (citizenM management team) often go to the hotel to observe the people and 
the culture. No matter what the guests’ purpose of coming to Amsterdam is, whether for business or 
leisure, they share certain characteristics. They are international, they are frequent travellers, they are 
quite contemporary and modern. They appreciate art, new technology, and design and are very 
creative and very well-informed. They are value conscious; that’s why they choose us - because they 
are able to get a very good product for a very good rate. They have a strong personality, are text-
happy and are social, free-spirited, and multicultural.

(She shows me a presentation with their five citizenM types: fashion citizen, cultural citizen, etc.)

MS: OKAY. SO, WHAT HAS HAPPENED SINCE I WAS HERE LAST TIME? I KNOW YOU HAVE 
OPENED A HOTEL IN GLASGOW AND ARE ABOUT TO OPEN TWO MORE IN LONDON. 

AV: We are following up  on the lacks of the room as identified by our guests. One, the guests have 
complained the most about is lack of table space, so there will now be an actual working space. Two, 
was that the shower and toilet were not private enough. Third, was lack of space around the sink to 
place your toilet products. By taking all those things into consideration, we created what we call “the 
second generation room”. (She show me a graphic illustration of how the room has been modified and 
explains about the new room: As you can see, the two cabins were incorporated into one, so that the 
toilet and shower are now together. It gives you more sense of privacy. The curtains that divide the 
room are still there. The desk is larger and so is the vanity. 

MS: That is cool, but isn’t it bigger?

AV: No, it looks bigger, but it is exactly the same. 14 m2. 

MS: What about the complain in regard to more space for clothing?

AV: Yeah, that’s the next step. Basically, the average stay in cities like Amsterdam and Glasgow is 1,5 
days, but in London and New York, where we are going next, it is 3 days in average. So yeah, there is 
a need for more clothing space in these cities and that has also been incorporated. 

You know citizenM is urban hotels and we only go after big metropolitan cities. We want to have city or 
airport locations, but also creative districts. Like this here in Amsterdam, it is a creative, business 
district. 

The new hotel in Glasgow is our first international property. It has close to 200 rooms and has been 
very successful so far. It is located in the centre and everything is very close by, like the galleries and 
train station. 

And then we are very curious about our Bankside property in London. It is close to the Tate Modern 
Museum, the Shakespeare Theatre and the World Market. It is a very creative district and an 
upcoming area. And the other one is very close to Tower Bridge. This is going to be a flagship  hotel in 
Europe. 
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And then we have two properties in New York. One of them is again in the creative city centres. It is 
located in an upcoming area called Bowery. It is like the new Soho so to speak. And the other one is 
located close to Time Square and it will open in the end of 2012. Again the combination between 
smacking centre and the creative district. And at the moment, we are also looking for a location in 
Charles de Gauelle airport in Paris. And more deals are also in progress in Milan and a few other 
European cities.

MS: So, hasn’t the expansion strategy been changed a bit?

AV: Yes, it has. It was quite ambitious to begin with. But it was also when the crisis hit Europe. On the 
one hand, it wasn’t perfect timing, but on the other hand, it was a blessing time because the crisis 
allowed us to get the sites that we’ve got. We are now focusing on establishing the brands by focusing 
on key strategic properties, that’s why we went for London and New York. So, now we focus on getting 
our main flagship store hotels. And once we got them, we can continue with the rest of the strategy. 

MS: So, basically, the crisis has been more positive than negative?

AV: Absolutely. The only bad thing is that it has slowed down the process a little bit. But it has been 
more effective. We have now more quality instead of quantity. 

Now, we are at a point where we want to re-position the brand. We want to focus more on the luxury 
part and the affordable part. Because basically we are offering enough luxury products, so we want to 
move ahead. Because the rooms are build in a modular construction, many people are associating us 
with pod hotels and we are not so happy about that because pod hotels are only offering a room and 
nothing else, and we are offering much more and is a luxurious brand. So we are now working on this 
re-position, because we haven’t been categorised properly. 

MS: Yeah, actually last time I was here, I asked both Robin and Michael Reiner about who your 
competitors are, and they couldn’t tell me, because they simple didn’t know.

AV: Yeah, that’s the thing, we are a completely new segment. And therefore it is still difficult to say who 
our competitors are. But now we want to focus more on our design side and therefore design hotels - 
modern design hotels, more than pod hotels, are our competitors. 

MS: Is design the only aspect that you want to focus more on?

AV: No, also the product and the price.  

MS: But you are still keeping the same price?

AV: Yeah, but we don’t want the price to be the focus. It is about managing expectations. Because 
now, when people make the reservation, they think they are going to a cheap hotel and therefore they 
get very surprised when they get here. It is a positive thing from a service point of view, but from a 
brand point of view, we have not been able to convey the right conception. So, that’s our mission from 
now on, to focus more on our key values such as design and our high quality, and to expand luxury 
hotels in key locations. 

MS: Have you made concrete plans about how you will develop the design and the brand?

AV: We are still working with Concrete, the architectural firm, and they have come with wonderful 
design for both the rooms and the lobby areas. We are going to upgrade the level of the living rooms, 
we are going to have bigger art pieces and huge fireplaces and networking areas. So that is the way 
we are going to upgrade the product. 

citizenM has existed for more than two years now and we have learned a lot during those two years in 
terms of operations, and now we want to make it more efficient and to make it more as the people 
want, for instance in terms of the product offerings in canteenM.
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MS: Are you going to make it different from city to city?

AV: Yeah, absolutely, and even from hotel from hotel. For instance, the airport hotel is very different 
from this here in Amsterdam, because in the city, they have more choices to go out and eat, and 
therefore the warm dishes are not so popular in the city hotel, while they are very popular in the airport 
hotel. People are into flight-mode and they don’t want to be going into the city, they are just in between 
flights and therefore simply want to have a good meal and a good night’s sleep. So you always have 
to customise the offerings for the specific location. 

MS: Definitely. I know that you are co-operating with local artists here in Amsterdam. Is that something 
you will do in your new locations as well?

AV: Yeah, that is something we will continue with. For instance, the facade will always be from a local, 
upcoming artist. In New York and London we are looking up  for bigger pieces  by Julian Opie, for 
example. So, that is one new initiative we will do to bring the hotel to a completely new level. 

MS: Cool. How do you choose who to work with? Do you use some sort of criteria, for instance

AV: We use our network and we strive to offer only the best. When we are recommending for instance 
an Indian restaurant, it has to be the best in Amsterdam. And then we use our value criteria in the 
same way as when we are recruiting new staff. 

MS: I HAVE TWO  MORE TOPICS TO GO. THE FIRST IS ABOUT THE STAR CLASSIFICATION. I 
WILL HEAR IF YOU KNOW THAT THE STAR CLASSIFICATION HAS BEEN OPTIMISED? AND 
WHETHER THAT HAS HAD ANY EFFECT ON YOU? AND IF YOU WOULD NOW RECONSIDER TO 
HAVE STARS?

AV: Yeah, I heard that it has been changed a little, but that is not something that have made us 
consider to have stars. That is not a type of rating we are interested in, it doesn’t apply to our type of 
hotel. 

MS: OK. AND THEN I WILL HEAR WHAT SOCIETYM IS ALL ABOUT?

AV: SocietyM is actually citizenM’s little sister. It is part of citizenM. It is based on the principles of 
meeting the needs of the modern business person in the same way as citizenM was created to fulfil 
the needs of the new, modern, mobile traveller - the mobile citizens of the world. So now we call this 
type of modern business people for business nomads because they are not bound to an office space. 
They don’t necessarily have to work from 9 till 5. That can be start-up  designers, but that can also be a 
corporate person that would like to have an inspirational meeting with his team in a remote location 
and an inspiring environment. So, it is a combination and that is how societyM was born. We saw that 
this traditional business clubs, like the Soho House, they are very good at what they do. But they are 
very limited as they don’t allow everybody. And we do the exact opposite: We welcome all and believe 
that people are equal. We believe in equality. It feels very exclusive but it welcomes everybody. We 
like to break those stigmas that you have to be recommended to be part of this club. No, we don’t 
think like that, we think that everybody is the same. And once you join, you are welcomed into a very 
inspirational environment. I will show you our floor plan, so you can see how it looks like. 

(She shows me the graphic illustrations of societyM and explains the arrangement):

AV: Basically, it is the ground floor of the hotel (citizenM in Glasgow). The lobby is on the first floor. 
When you go in you can go to the right or to the left and all these spaces are societyM. On the right 
we have what we call the club room, which is a similar space to our living rooms. The club  room is 
designed so that you can work in the way you want. We have a very relaxed meeting area, and a 
more elaborated meeting corner, you can just sit and read a book or watch the news on the TV. It is a 
very similar set-up  to the living rooms (added: in citizenM). But there was also a need for private 
working space, so that is why we have six meeting rooms, where there can be up  till 12 people, and a 
screening room. So, basically, all services are included. You can either become a member and use the 
space to come and work as often as you like and use it for networking. All the creative and cool people 
will be there, so you have good network opportunities. Or you can rent meeting spaces - that the other 
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option. And we also have event possibilities. For instance, we are hosting the Glasgow Social Media 
Week. So, those are the type of people you will find in the club. They are bloggers and creative 
people. So, when you are in Glasgow for the Media event, that will be the place to be for the week.

MS: I see. But how do you make sure that it will only be the cool and creative people that come, when 
you at the same time want to welcome all? And the same goes for citizenM. Isn’t it a bit contradictory? 

AV: No. It is good to have a mix though. You see, the environment is built in such a way that it attracts 
those kind of people. It has worked so far. I will show you some pictures.

So, basically, it is a clash between the old and the new way of working. So the new way of working 
reflects in how the spaces are build. But the old way of working is reflected in the styling. So it is very, 
very eclectic. You see the very contemporary furniture and modern live pictures mixed with old-
fashioned typewriters and film cameras. One of the walls is completely made of whiteboards, and the 
opposite wall is made of blackboards, so you can choose how you will make your brainstorm and so 
on. This is a very modern aspect. And we will have furniture from many different modern designers. 

MS: It looks absolutely cool. But I am still wondering how you make sure that it is those creative 
people that you are talking about that will actually use it. What do you do to attract these creative 
people?

AV: To begin with our strategy was very targeted, so we had a list of the most influential people within 
the creative industries and some firms as well. 

MS: So, it is based on networking and word of mouth. 

AV: Yeah, absolutely. Remember Glasgow is a small city, so it is quite easy to get an idea of who you 
should get in contact with. It will be more challenging in London and New York, but still possible as we 
have a very good global network. 

MS: DEFINITELY. ONE MORE THING. I SAW THAT YOU HAVE INTRODUCED A NEW CONCIERGE 
OFFERING, WHAT IS THAT ABOUT? 

AV: You know, our ambassadors know a little bit of everything and they are used to give advice about 
the places to go, but with this new service we are also able to offer more specialised things. This is not 
about making a reservation for an Italian restaurant, this more about renting a yacht for two days or a 
100 bikes, or if someone wants to arrange a bachelor party, we can help  them do that. So yeah, more 
specialised requests that require specialised knowledge. So, we are working with another company 
that is specialised in those kinds of services and have access to all the right places to go. In that way, 
we can offer our guests special events, such as getting a table at one of the most fancy restaurants at 
a Friday night, which they would never be able to on their own. And so we can surprise our guests and 
offer them something extraordinary which they will remember. 

MS: It sounds as a very nice complement to you other services. How much do you pay for these kind 
of services?

AV: Nothing. 

MS: Okay, that is a very good service!

AV: Yes it is.
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22. Interview with Sofie Ruytenberg, Graphic Designer, Concrete	 	

About Sofie and her job in Concrete

Sofie has designed the citizenM brand experience and has co-developed the citizenM concept. 

She is educated in Visual Marketing, an education that has had many different names, today it is 
called Fashion and Brand Development. (She is around 25 years old). 

Her job  in Concrete is to develop concepts. She develops the visual presentation and communication 
of a concept. This is primarily done to make a company understand a particular concept, as this is 
best done when made visual. In doing so, she uses many different methods, such as visualisation 
maps, movies (making stories and fairy tales), posters, etc. 

This means that Sofie works with the first phase of a project, i.e. the idea generation phase. She 
thinks it is the most important, most interesting and most fun phase, because it is where the entire 
concept is formed and developed and thus forms the basis for all the other phases. 

MS: SO, YOU ARE THE PERSON BEHIND THE CITIZENM PROJECT, SO TO SPEAK?

SR: Yes, it was my graduation project. 

MS: OK. And what about Rob Wagemans who is a member of the citizenM management board?

SR: He is the CEO of Concrete

MS: So, you have been working with him on the project?

SR: Yeah, I worked with him and Erik, who has the creative responsibility of the project together with 
Rob. I did the marketing part of the whole story and the concept side. And then xxx, who graduated on 
the room as a project, did the product design. He is now the project leader of all the citizenMs that are 
developed. 

MS: Do you know how he figured out that the room should be as it is?

SR: We knew from the start that the rooms should be very small, because we wanted to build our 
modular building system and we had standard sizes from the container, so we knew that the exact 
measurements for the rooms - 14 square meters, that’s it. 

MS: Yeah, so there will never be any possibilities of making the rooms bigger, right?

SR: No, and all the electronic stuff and all the installation are in the walls and in the floors. And there is 
a  small space behind the toilet with a shelf and that’s it, and the rest is room. 

MS: Yeah

MS: SO WHAT EXACTLY DID YOU DO?

SR: Well, when we started the project, we wanted to build something else than a hotel, because 
everything in the hotel world is old-fashioned, we thought, like with the star classification system, 
where you need a pool if you want five stars and all the stupid rules. And we thought, well, if we are 
not going to do that, we need to do something really different. We need to design every step  of the 
way. So we tried to find a way to be involved in every element concerning the brand, because we 
wanted to build a brand... 

I think the room was designed at the same time, and we made some mock-ups and some models at 
that time, and the building was later. The first three years, I think, we focused on the room. That should 
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be perfect, because we already knew how to stack them and build a regular ground floor, make a 
lobby, and the living rooms we created. 

MS: So, you alone created the the living rooms, the CanteenM and so on?

SR: Yeah. At the time when we were developing the room, we found the big partners, such as Rattan 
Chadha, who is now the biggest partner of citizenM, and he was responsible for the big finance part. 

And during the process of the design of the room, we found the partners to develop it more.

MS: Such as Philips, Vitra and Kesselkramer?

SR: Yes, exactly. And as soon as we knew what we wanted, we tried to find third parties that could do 
it better than what we could, so we could tell them how we would like it to work and then they should 
realise it, because we can think of things, but we can’t realise it.

MS: So, you have been working on citizenM for four years now?

RS: Yes, since 2004, I think. 

MS: I KNOW THAT A LARGE STUDY ABOUT HOTEL GUESTS PREFERENCES AND NEEDS HAS 
BEEN CARRIED OUT. HOW MUCH DID THAT DETERMINE HOW THE HOTEL ACTUALLY WAS TO 
BE DESIGNED? IS THE HOTEL SORT OF BASED ON INFORMATION FROM THAT STUDY, OR 
HOW DID THE INNOVATION PROCESS ACTUALLY TAKE PLACE?

SR: We did it all together, because citizenM is a product of frustration in the hotel world, it is actually a 
big conversation about what people really want from a hotel... How would you like to arrive, how long 
time should check-in take, what are the necessary items in your room. You want to sleep  well, you 
want to be in a great shower, and if you want to drink whiskey, it is nicer to be in a nice bar than being 
alone in your room with a full-stocked minibar. And how often do you use the trousers press or the iron 
board (?). I mean, it is always in your room, but how often do you actually use it (?).

MS: Never...

RS: So, actually, it was a big conversation, and what I did was to define the different touch points 
where you can meet a brand and where the guests of the hotel are in contact with the brand.

MS: So, was the brand developed at that time?

RS: It was during the defining of the brand, so I made these chapters [-]

MS: So, did you know that it was going to be named citizenM?

RS: No no, no no... At first, we called it ‘one star is born’, because we were proud that of the fact that 
we couldn’t even get one star. According to the star classification system we could not even get one 
star cause the rooms were too small, we don’t have an extra chair, and there is no desk, so there was 
no star - and we were proud of that. But in the hotel industry it is not really a compliment [laugh softly]. 
So, ‘one star is born’ was our working title. And, I think, a year before the first citizenM opened, we 
contacted Kesslerkramer, who worked out the brand and made a movie as well - a concept movie. Did 
you see it?

MS: Yes, the one on the website?

SR: Yeah. That was really cool, because Kesslerkramer are a great firm and are very creative. Like, 
we told our story about ‘one star is born’ and that we had been working on it for three to four years or 
something. We were talking about for four hours, explaining that this is more of a fashion brand, it has 
an attitude, it has humour... and all that... Until they were getting tired of us [laugh softly]. And they 
then had to translate it into a graphic design, create a name and a product and everything. A few 
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weeks later, they came up with a few proposals, and they came up with the movie, and it tells 
everything

MS: Yeah, it does. That was really fast.

SR: Yeah, it was great! So, we knew that this was exactly how we wanted to proceed.

And when I say ‘we’, it is because we work as a team in Concrete. I was responsible for the room, of 
course, but everyone has their opinion, so everyone should look over everyone’s shoulder and 
participate. 

MS: So, all 20 have been involved?

SR: Yeah, of course. If someone has an idea, everyone wants to be involved, and everyone has their 
own opinion. We try to mix everything up, and it makes the idea stronger, because if someone has 
critique...  And if it is a 5 $ critique, it is a good idea, we think. And we are our own worst critics, I think.

But when we were making this, I wrote some scenarios, so if the guests... [look at the brand 
experience map] ... Yeah, this is the road the guest will take when he meets the brand and visits the 
hotel, until the second time he returns, because all those steps are different from each other. (1) You 
meet the brand for the first time on a billboard or on the website or whatever, how should it behave, 
how should it come across. (2) When you book a room, is it at a travel agency, or is it on the website, 
is it personal or is it business, how should it look. Then, if you make the reservation, what happens 
afterwards [-]

MS: So, you also did the kind of post-booking experience?

SR: Yes, it was really fun to do. If you arrive at the hotel and you have made a reservation, it is so 
easy for the people who work there to recognise you if you have a card. It is so easy. Of course, if you 
come in for the first time, you are new, but they should see that as well, because if you come for the 
second time, you have your card...

MS: But actually, as I understand the ambassadors working in the hotel, they have no idea who their 
returning guests are, because they check-in themselves, so they can’t really recognise them (?)

SR: Yeah, that is true. And I think that the card should be even smarter than it is, because now you 
have to flip  it... You have to touch something at the computer when you check in and you have to 
touch the door when you enter your room. I think it should be as smart as when you walk in, someone 
in the screen says hi - “Hi Sofie, welcome back”. It should be that smart, but how it works now is better 
than what we could imagine, because the check-in is 20 seconds. It is weird why other hotels didn’t 
think of that before. A lot of things in citizenM are so simple [-] 

MS: Yeah, when you first have seen it, you are like, why don’t all do that 

SR: Yeah, why shouldn’t you... I was with my boss, a few months ago, in London, and we had to 
check-in in a hotel and we had some guests there, and we wanted to pay for their hotel rooms as well, 
and we had to fill in forms, and we had to fill in his name on one form, I think five times, and then sign 
it, and then another form, and another form... There were one time where I started laughing because it 
was ridiculous, you know... It took us 40 minutes to get it arranged, that is really a long time - before 
you can go to your own hotel room... So, there are a lot of things to develop  in hotels. So we made 
something that crosses a lot of boundaries, and we know that a lot of hotels are looking at citizenM, 
how did they do it and how did they incorporate new ideas... And of course it is budget and we have a 
crisis, so we were exactly at the right time...

At the time when we wrote scenarios, in every chapter, what should happen, how should it look... 
What kind of experience should it be... 

MS: HAVE YOU BEEN USING EXPERIENCE DESIGN MODELS?  
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SR: Yeah, I have a book, Pine and Gilmore, it is really old already.

MS: Yeah, I know them.

SR: Yeah. They have a few steps where you can write an experience, and I was doing that for my 
education in school, so I have incorporated a lot of these models I learned in school, and they were 
helpful in creating the scenarios... And the scenarios and the metaphor map should be used for all 
upcoming hotels, so when we create a new one, we should follow every step. And that is why we 
incorporated the second visit into the map, because it should be different from the first one. 

MS: Because you can get recognised?

SR: Yeah, that you can be recognised, but also you should enjoy the easiness of every step; when 
you check-in, when you find your room in the same colour you left it in, and all those things, all those 
smart, little things that make you feel a little bit more at home; you should be able to enjoy that. And 
we should focus on these little things, because they are more important than what the frame of the 
window looks from the outside. 

MS: So, the staff is actually able to pre-set the room exactly as the guest left it?

SR: I don’t know how it works technically, but they can pre-set it through an advanced booking 
program at the computer that is near the check-in bailee. There you can see all the rooms, and you 
can see all the things that are maybe wrong with the room, for instance, if there is a leak in the 
shower, you can see it in the computer program, and they can adjust everything from there. So it is a 
very smart system. I saw it one time when we were in Schipol when it opened, and everyone from the 
office were allowed to sleep  there to test the room. And that was really fun, because everyone had 
been part of the design process and this was the first time you really used your own design, and here 
we discovered the small things, like where do I put my toothbrush, which you experience when you 
use it. So, that’s was really fun. And we had a lot of failures with the rooms; like in my room it was 40 
degrees and the moodpad didn’t work, so I had to go downstairs and ask if I could get a new room or 
maybe some fresh air. And they could do it on the computer.

MS: That is really smart!

MS: HOW WILL CONTINUE DEVELOP THE HOTEL?

SR: Well, the room can always be innovated

MS: Based on what? Would you for instance implement the requirements and inputs of the guests, 
which I know Michael Reiner work with?

SR: Yes, I will be based on the guests’ requirements, based on the costs... Based on a lot of factors.

MS: Yeah, it is my impression that your have a somewhat user-centred innovation approach, where 
you systematically analyse the reviews and put that information forward to the design team. Is that 
correct?

SR: Yeah, it is. Of course the living rooms and canteenM can be developed a lot, because the basics 
are there. But canteenM is something you can use without the hotel, you can build a canteenM 
everywhere, and you can build the living rooms everywhere.

MS: Yeah, they can be transferred to other environments and other contexts. 

SR: Yeah, and that is really interesting because citizenM is mostly made for the western market, and I 
think that every citizenM should develop a little bit more and should reflect something from the local 
environment. As easy as the facade, the materials of facade should be different, and has to be 
different in other parts of Europe and other places in the world, because different countries have 
different demands. And I think that the ground floor and the social element of citizenM should translate 
to the local environment as well, and I think you should know when you are in your room that you are 
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not in Amsterdam, but in Copenhagen or New York. citizenM should get to know the local culture and 
make developments according to it. Now we have the art works on the facades made by local artists, 
and that’s the beauty of the art work, because now we have two art works, but if there were more 
citizenM’s they could create more art works and we could have an exhibition around the world. You 
can do a lot of things with it.  

... And you have the Marvin teddy bear in your room, that could also change from culture to culture. 
Again, it is the little things you can change, so it is not completely similar. I think it is fun to think about 
and to dive into new cultures...

MS: Yeah, then people would be surprised and would maybe look forward to see how the art work or 
whatever is in this and this city... 

SR: Yeah, exactly. And I think if you for instance go to China, they would not want a transparent toilet, 
and therefore we shouldn’t do it. So, I think these aspects are very important for the development of 
the brand. But first of all, we need to... We now have two locations in Amsterdam, and they are 
building a location in Glasgow, and two in London are ready for development... First build few, maybe 
five, maybe ten, and then really look at how they are embraced.

MS: DO YOU KNOW IF CITIZENM WILL CONTINUE WORKING WITH THE SAME PARTNERS, 
SUCH AS VITRA AND PHILIPS, OR ARE THEY LOOKING INTO GETTING NEW PARTNERS?

SR: I definitely think we will stay with our partners, but I don’t know. Vitra is a partner that really fits to 
the brand identity of citizenM because they create affordable luxury as well, they make really beautiful 
designs.

MS: I actually thought it was quite expensive?

SR: Not for a design furniture. Of course they have some items that are very expensive. However, 
most of them are still a little bit expensive for me... But their philosophy really transfers to citizenM, 
and the items in the living room are so fun! You can sit in a really different and amusing chair that you 
have never sit in before, and I think it is really fun. 

And I think Philips has made a huge progress with the moodpad. Because they had all the individual 
elements already, like the lighting and the music, the televisions, but this was the first time these 
elements had to work together, because everything in the room should be controlled from the mood 
pad. And it was the biggest thing for Philips to get these things to work together, to combine every 
aspect of their company into one product. And I think they succeeded, it is a great item and it works 
really smart and easy. 

And the basics of the mood were quite simple we thought, you have to have a romantic mood, you 
have to have a business mood, a party mood... And Kesslekramer made all the small movies for it, 
and Philips made the themes on the mood pad and they did the installation and the settings in the 
room for all the moods, and I think they will develop  citizenM forward. We are also thinking about a 
competition for an art school where they can develop movies and moods that we can use in the hotel. 

MS: It sounds as a great idea. 

MS: JUST TO BE SURE; IT IS YOU WHO HAVE MADE ALL THE ARCHITECTURE?  

SR: Yes. We have a small office in the red light district, which is called Concrete Reinforce, because 
they are actually doing reinforcements. They are 10 people and there are responsible for urban 
planning and architecture, and they are responsible for the architecture of citizenM, and they do the 
new locations. They make new plans and the presentations to the new cities about where citizenM 
want expand. So, they are daily working on citizenM where we are not working on it for the moments, 
since the rooms are designed and we only have to do the small modifications and the ground floor lay 
out. 
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23. Interview with Tore Harboe Petersen, Hotel Manager, Fox	

MS: HVORDAN VIL DU BESKRIVE FOX KONCEPTET? 

TH: Det koncept vi har, skal vi følge 100 procent. Det er det, vi har skrevet under på i vores kontrakt 
med Volkswagen, og det må vi ikke ændre på det. Det gælder alt fra navnet - Hotel Fox -, til pris, til 
måden man tjekker ind på og til den måde, som værelserne er dekoreret på; det er et koncept vil 
holder stramt. Det samme gælder den mad vi har i restauranten, det skal være noget andet, end den 
man finder andre steder. Vi prøver at følge den trend, der er her, og den livsstil, man har i dag. Det er 
sådan set det, konceptet består i. 

MS: Hvad mener du med ‘den livsstil man har i dag’?

TH: Tingene skal bare foregå hurtigt. Hurtigere, hurtigere, hurtigere. Alt i dag går bare stærkt, og det 
handler bare om at følge med og være med på beatet hele tiden. I dag sidder man jo og arbejder med 
fx fire medier ad gangen, man arbejder på sin computer og taler i telefon samtidig, mens tv’et og 
radioen kører i baggrunden. Det samme gælder booking proceduren, den går også meget hurtigere i 
dag. Før i tiden når du bookede et hotel værelse vidste du måske tre måneder i forvejen hvornår du 
skulle bo der. Idag booker folk fra den ene dag til den anden, det er det der hedder lead time. Og lead 
time er jo fuldstændig eksploderet. Idag kan man ikke side og regne forud på budgettet. Jeg kan fx gå 
ind i juni måned med 45 procent af mit budget og så lave 50 procent.

MS: Altså, kunderne booker oftest fra dag til dag?

TH: Ja. Man kan fx sagtens sidde med 30 ledige værelser om morgenen, men når man så kører 
natkørelsen, kan man se, at der er lavet 20 reservationer på selve dagen, og det er fordi lead timen 
simpelhen er så kort. Og det tror jeg også har noget med livsstil at gøre, det spontane og det hurtige; 
transporten og kommunikationen er også blevet nemmere. 

MS: Som jeg forstår dig, ser du Fox konceptet som et udtryk for en moderne livsstil, altså du ser det 
bredt. Vil det sige, at konceptet ikke som sådan har noget med den kunstneriske oplevelse at gøre? 

TH: Nhjaa... Grunden til, at hotellet er, som det er, det er fordi, det skal være specielt at bo her. At man 
har det her specielle hotel, som man bor på, så er man jo også noget specielt, når man er her som 
gæst. Fx er der mere prestige i at sige til kollegaerne, at man bor på Fox, end at man hurtigt fik et 
værelse på Scandic. Altså, det afspejler “jeg har bare det her”. 

MS: Ja, ok. Så I mener ikke, at jeres gæster går op i den kunstneriske oplevelse som følger med, når 
man bor på Fox?

TH: Jo, det er der nogen, der gør. Men mange gør det også bare, fordi de er nysgerrige for at se, hvad 
der er for noget, fordi de vil prøve noget, der er anderledes. Det er ikke bare et hotel med en seng, det 
er en oplevelse. 

MS: Ja, præcis. Men det jeg ikke helt forstår, det er, at man ikke kan få lov at booke et bestemt 
værelse.

TH: Det er fordi, det ikke kan lade sig gøre rent logistikmæssigt. Du kan ikke få fuldt hus på den måde 
(uddybende forklaring er udeladt).

MS: Oplever I klager forbundet med det?

TH: Nej, de kan godt forstå det, når jeg giver forklaringen. 

MS: Men der er mange der spørger til det?
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TH: Ja, det er der. Men vi kører også med, at kunderne kan ønske tre-fire præferencer. Men altså det 
der med at lokalisere værelser, det går op  i hat og briller. Det gjorde vi jo i starten. Men det kunne ikke 
lade sig gøre. Det fik vi mange sure kunder ved... du ved... “I lovede, I lovede”...

MS: Men mange har en præference? 

TH: Ja.

MS: Og, hvor ofte kan I så imødekomme den?

TH: 95 procent... Ja, det er ret godt. Men det er også fordi, de har mere end en præference. 

MS: Kan man få lov til at komme op og se udvalgte værelser, inden man beslutter sig?

TH: Ja, det er der mange, der gør. Især par, fordi manden og kvinden som regel aldrig er enige. Der er 
nogen, der bruger virkelig lang tid på at vælge - op  til en halv time, så jeg til sidst må sige: “nu er I 
simpelthen nødt til at beslutte jer”.

MS: Så det betyder meget for gæsterne, hvilket værelse de bor i?

TH: Ja...

MS: OPLEVER I, AT GÆSTERNE SOM REGEL ER TILFREDSE MED VÆRELSET, ALTSÅ ER DET 
HVAD DE HAVDE FORVENTET?

TH: ... Det er jo tit det negative, man får af vide. Der er aldrig nogen, der kommer ned og fortæller det 
positive. Sådan er det også, når man har været på ferie. Det fly, der har været forsinket i seks timer, 
det er det første, man snakker om... Så jo altså, folk kommer ned og siger, at det ikke var helt det, de 
havde forventet efter de har set hjemmesiden.... Der er mange der synes, det virker nedslidt og 
beskidt. Der er da en del, der klager over rengøringen, men altså, det hænger også sammen med, at 
nogle af møblerne ser lidt slidte ud, altså så virker det jo bare mere beskidt. Kontrakten med 
Volkswagen gør jo, at vi ikke så godt kan erstatte møblerne, hvis de er i stykker eller bare er slidte. 

MS: Hvad er det mere præcist kontrakten siger?

TH: Altså vi må ikke erstatte møbler, tæpper, osv. hvis ikke de er magen til det originale udtryk... Og 
hvor er det så lige man finder en guldbelagt trone med lyserødt sæde... Ja, så mange ting er lidt slidte 
efterhånden...

MS: Hvorfor er det så striks?

TH: Sådan er det bare, det er sådan, de vil have det. Vi har selvfølgelig nogle lamper her i 
receptionen, som gæsterne kan få med op, men det er også det.

MS: Ok, så sådanne småting har I ikke engang kunne få lov til at erstatte qua kontrakten?

TH: Nej

MS: Tror du, det er noget, kunsterne ville have noget imod?

TH: Tja.. Måske ikke, men sådan er det bare. Du skal tænke på, der er nogle folk, som har puttet en 
masse penge i det, og så synes de ligesom også, at det skal have noget at bestemme, og det er også 
fair nok. 

MS: Ja, men de burde måske tænke lidt mere over, hvordan det påvirker forretningen. 

TH: Ja, men sådan er det jo. Når folk putter penge i noget, vil de også have lov at bestemme. Ligesom 
Maersk McKinney, han ville også bestemme, hvordan Operahuset skulle se ud, selvom dem, som 
byggede det, måske mente, at de havde mere forstand på det. 
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MS: Ja, det er rigtigt.

MS: Så føler du, at folk generelt har en god oplevelse her eller ej?

TH: Ja, det føler jeg -  at folk generelt er tilfredse.

MS: BRUGER I TILFREDSHEDUNDERSØGELSER ELLER LIGNENDE?

TH: Nej, det er ikke noget vi bruger i Brøchner-kæden. 

MS: MHT. BOOKINGEN SAGDE DU SIDSTE GANG, AT 80 PROCENT FOREGÅR VIA JERES 
HJEMMESIDE, HVAD SÅ MED DE RESTENDE 20 PROCENT?

TH: Det er via andre kanaler, så som booking.com og over telefonen. Bookingen med faste kunder 
foregår ofte bare via telefonen, de ringer bare ind og hører om vi har plads, og om de kan få deres 
favoritværelse. Men via vores hjemmeside får man de bedste tilbud... (noget uddybende forklaring er 
udeladt).

... Men det er et stort puslespil at få det hele til at hænge sammen, det kræver stort overblik... Det 
håndteres af noget, der hedder en Revenue afdeling, og deres job  består i at sælge til den rigtige pris 
på det rigtige tidspunkt. De skal holde øje med hele markedet. Fx kan de se “hov, nu steg Fox sgu 
med 20 værelser fra den ene dag til den anden, hvad sker der...”. De sidder kun og skal kigge tal; 
hvad der sker fra den ene dag til den anden.

... For at holde overblik ligger du den samme pris ud til alle kanaler (tilføjet: expedia.com, 
booking.com), så kan det godt være at prisen svinger, men i sidste ende, er det den samme pris. Og 
så har vi det, der hedder et Rate-Timing system, det er der, du ændrer priserne, og så ændres de i alle 
kanalerne... (noget uddybende forklaring er udeladt).

Det er en ny måde, hotelbranchen fungerer på i dag - det er lige som i flybranchen. Folk har også 
svært ved at forstå, at det skal forudbetale og ikke kan få deres penge tilbage. Det er igen ligesom 
flybilletter, der koster det også 1000 kr, hvis du vil ændre din billet. På samme måde fungerer 
hotellerne i dag. Du kan ikke få refunderet dine penge; ikke ved mindre, du tager det, der hedder en 
flex rate, hvor du kan gøre, hvad du vil, så som at afbestille op  til dagen før. Den er så også dyrere 
end den non-refundable rate... (noget uddybende forklaring er udeladt).

MS: Ja, det må man sige, er nogle væsentlige ændringer. 

MS: HVOR MANGE OVERNÆTNINGER TAGER GÆSTERNE I GENNEMSNIT?

TH: 1,4 overnatning er gennemsnittet for gæsternes ophold. Stamkunder er her ofte kun en 
overnatning, og de kommer, fordi Fox ligger tæt på, hvor de skal til konference... I weekenden er det 
primært unge turister, som bor her, og de er her gerne to eller tre nætter. 

HVOR STOR EN PROCENTDEL AF JERES VÆRELSER ER BOOKET - SÅDAN CIRKA?

TH: Mellem 70-80 procent ca. Men man ønsker jo gerne omkring 85 procent... Men altså, nu er der jo 
også finanskrise...

MS: Ja, og den påvirker selvfølgelig også jer.

TH: Ja, vi kan mærken den - ikke så meget på belægningen, men på prisen. Det er sjældent, vi får 
belægning. Man måler jo ting i belægning, det er jo fint nok at have en 100 procents belægning, men 
hvis værelserne koster 100 kr, så kan det ligesom ikke rigtig løbe rundt. Så kan jeg ikke engang betale 
løn for dem, som skal stå her. 

MS: Nej, det er klart. 
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MS: VIL DU PRØVE AT BESKRIVE, HVAD DIT JOB MERE KONKRET BESTÅR I?

TH: Det består af mange ting. At bestyre hotellet. Sørge for der er en vagtplan, sørge for de får løn. 
Sørge for der bliver bestilt hjem til baren. Afvikler ferie. 

MS: Hvad med sådan noget som motivation?

TH: Ja, det står jeg også for. Jeg sørger for, de holder sig motiveret. Så står jeg også for salg, jeg skal 
jo også booste salget. Jeg skal ud at reklamere for hotellet. 

MS: Har I konkrete målsætninger?

TH: Ja, det har vi.

MS: Og hvordan følger I dem?

TH: Vi har en mission og en vison, som bliver formuleret af HR-afdelingen i Brøchner-kæden, de bliver 
formuleret i samarbejde med os og med topledelsen. Vi finder ud af, hvad vores mission er, og 
hvordan vi vil opnå den. 

MS: Indeholder den forventninger til salg?

TH: Nej, det handler egentlig ikke så meget om salg, men om at få kunderne til at vælge DIG  fremfor 
konkurrenterne.

MS: Og hvordan gør I det?

TH: Det gør vi ved fx at være loyale overfor vores kunder. Og at vores personale udøver den service, 
der skal til. At kunderne, som der er her, ikke bare er en brik i spillet - ikke bare er en kunde, men også 
er noget personligt. De skal føle, at de kan komme over og tale med os - personligt, altså det skal ikke 
være sådan, at når de tjekker ind, at det så føles som om, vi læser op fra en bog. 

MS: HVAD ER FOX’S STYRKER?

TH: Personalet er den største ressource sammen med indtrykket, man får, i lobbyen, når man 
ankommer. Det går fx ikke, at personalet er helt færdige, fordi de har været på druk. De skal være 
imødekommende og oplagte. Hvis en gæst fx har været utilfreds, fordi de ikke har kunne få det 
værelse, de har reserverede, så er det måske i sidste ende lige meget, hvis personalet tager sig 
ordentligt af deres klage, og altså servicen er i top. 

MS: Kan du uddybe denne personalestrategi?

TH: Jeg vil ikke kalde det en strategi, men en mission. Den består i, at personalet holder sig up-to-
date via in-magasiner og kender til de små ting, der sker i sidegaderne, fx at der ligger et lille galleri 
om hjørnet, eller at der en dj i Hyskenstræde, og at de ved besked om specialbutikker... Ting som man 
ikke kan google sig til, og som ikke står i turistbøgerne.... Fx er vores security guard kunstner, og ved 
alt om, hvad der sker inden for det felt for tiden.

Vi gør også brug af aftaler med restauranter rundt omkring i København, hvor vores kunder kan få 
gode rabatter. Og restauranterne er vilde med det; det er jo finanskrise, det er nu man skal udnytte det 
- og samarbejde. 

MS: Hvordan fungerer disse samarbejder praksistaget? 

TH: Alle kender bare hinanden i denne her branche. Det er sådan et undergrunds-hotel-miljø. Man 
skal have arbejdet her i 10 år for rigtigt at forstå, hvordan tingene foregår. Det er et stort, lukket 
netværk. (Tilføjet: Tore har arbejdet i hotellet de sidste seks år - altså også før Fox’s tid, da det var 
Park Hotel, og han har været i branchen siden han var 15 år).  
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MS: Det vil sige, at I alle arbejder sammen?

TH: Ja, det er et stort spil

MS: Jeg havde ellers en opfattelse af, at hotelbranchen var meget lukket og i skarp konkurrence med 
hinanden

TH: Det er den også. Vi konkurrer på priser, og selvfølgelig vil vi gerne være bedre end de andre. Hvis 
du ikke har denne der konkurrencemæssige ånd, så laver du heller ikke god forretning. Du skal 
ligesom arbejde på at blive bedre end de andre for at booste et salg. Men vi snakker sammen. Fx hvis 
der har været en inde og lave overfald eller lignende, så ringer jeg med det samme til de andre 
hoteller. Eller hvis der er en kunde, som de ikke bør tage ind.

MS: HVILKE KRITERIER OG KOMPETENCER FOLK SKAL HAVE FOR AT BLIVE ANSAT HER?

TH: Der er faktisk ikke rigtig nogen kriterier... Man skal være ung, mellem 20-35 år, og så skal man 
kunne identificere sig med den kultur, som er her, og den målgruppe som bor her, således at man kan 
servicerer gæsterne på den rigtige måde. De skal gerne holde sig opdateret og kunne give 
anbefalinger til de mere hemmelige steder i København, de steder og begivenheder, som ikke står i 
guidebøgerne. Jeg siger til personalet, at de hele tiden skal holde øjnene åbne, når de er ude, og 
bemærke sig de ting, de støder på, så de eventuelt kan anbefale dem til gæsterne. Også med 
restauranter.

MS: Men man skal ikke som sådan være en speciel type for at arbejde her?

TH: Altså jeg kan godt lide de typer, som har en eller anden hobby eller baggrund indenfor noget 
kreativt, så som at de selv er kunstnere eller spiller musik folk, syer tøj, eller har en anden form for 
engagement for noget kreativt.  

MS: Ok. Men der er ingen krav til baggrund i form af uddannelse?

TH: Nej, de fleste her har ingen uddannelse. Bettina er serviceøkonom, men hun er også den eneste. 

MS: OG SÅ VIL JEG GERNE TALE LIDT OM STJERNESYSTEMET. KAN DU PRØVE AT 
FORKLARE, HVORFOR DET ER, AT I IKKE HAR NOGEN STJERNER?

TH: Fordi vi kan ikke opfylde de krav fra Horesta, så vi har meldt os ud. Det er jo meget, meget 
bureaukratisk i Danmark. Det er sådan noget, har du en lampe eller to lamper, har du en lænestol. Øh 
nej, men vi har guldbelagte møbler i hele rummet - det er de ligeglade med. Men der er faktisk flere, 
der begynder at tvivle på det der Horesta, for hvad siger det egentlig. 

MS: Ja, det siger i hvert fald ikke så meget for et hotel som Fox.

TH: Nej, og det gør det i det hele taget ikke. For hvad nytter det at have to stole, hvis loftet er ved at 
falde ned. Hvis jeg skal være trestjernet, så skal jeg have to lænestole på værelset, 24-timers 
reception, og så skal der faktisk være en garderobe der (tilføjet: peger), altså her i lobbyen. En 
skanner, det har jeg ikke - når okay, så kan du ikke blive trestjernet.

MS: Er det fordi I ikke kan, eller er det fordi I ikke vil, opfylde stjernerne, at I har meldt jer ud af 
Horesta?

TH: Vi kan ikke, og på anden pladsen vil vi nok heller ikke. Men det bunder jo I, at man har bygget 
hotellet således, at man har sat kunsten højere end selve værelserne. Horesta har jo nogle krav, som 
skal opfyldes, før man kan kalde sig et 3-stjernet hotel. Det er, at der skal være åbent 24 timer i 
døgnet, der skal være morgenmad, der skal være eget toilet og bad på værelserne - og det har vi jo, 
men vi har ikke de der to lænestole, der skal være. Der skal faktisk også være en gardarobe i lobbyen, 
og det opfylder vi heller ikke. 
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MS: Ved du om det var et valg, man tog, inden man startede på projektet, eller var det mere bare 
noget det skete?

TH: Jeg tror ikke, man har tænkt så meget i stjerner, da det var Event Labs, som havde ideen, og de 
har nok ikke tænkt så meget i hotelbranchen som sådan. Men altså, stjernerne er der mange delte 
meninger om. Det gode er jo, at de giver dig noget at forholde dig til. Fx hvis du skal ud og rejse, så 
ved du nogenlunde, hvad du får, når du vælger et 3-stjernet hotel - så får du det, du skal bruge. 

Nu er det her jo et livsstilhotel, og så kan nogen godt være “hvad fanden er det”  eller “det tør vi ikke”. 
Det er dem, som er sådan lidt.. du ved... som har svært ved at komme ud af deres daglige rytme. Fx 
har vi jo også  ofte events i weekenden, hvor vi har høj musik til kl. 02 eller nogen gange senere, og 
det skræmmer nogen væk... Du ved dem, som er lidt konservative... 
MS: Hvad er det for nogle events, I har?

TH: Det er meget forskelligt. Vi har velgørenhedsevents, fashion events og private events, fx i 
forbindelse med fødselsdage eller polterabender. Om sommer bruger vi også tagterressen til events, 
det er den super ideel til.

MS: Det vil jeg gerne tro. Hvad er grunden i øvrigt til, at I ikke har aircondition og minibar på 
værelserne?

TH: Aircondition har vi ikke, fordi vi er et co2-neutralt hotel, og så er der jo heller ikke brug for det i 
Danmark. Hvis vi er heldig 1,5 måned, så det ville være en stor udgift kontra hvad vi får ud af det. Mht. 
minibar er det ikke længere et krav for 4-stjernet hoteller, nu er det kun for 5-stjernet. Det blev vist 
ændret sidste år. Men minibar er også bare et stort problem: så bliver de ikke fyldt op, så siger 
gæsterne de ikke har drukket det... Jamen altså, vi snakker, at folk prøver at snyde sig fra 15 kr. Jeg 
har oplevet, at folk hælder postevand i , når de har drukket en flaske danskvand - og ting der var 
værre. Det er meget, meget nemmere at de kommer herned og sidder, og jeg tror også, du får solgt 
mere, for så køber de lige lidt ekstra, fordi de ikke gider at gå ned igen. 

MS: Er der nogle af de valg eller nærmere fravalg, I har gjort af strategiske eller besparende årsager?

TH: Co2-neutral, det er hele koncernen, og i og med at man er co2-neutrale, så sparer man nogle 
penge, fordi man fx fravælger aircondition, og når man går ud af værelserne, skal man jo tage sit kort, 
som giver strømmen i værelset, og dermed bruger man jo ikke strøm, når man ikke er der. Vi bruger 
ikke energi på unødvendig lys.

MS: JERES CO2-KVOTER, ER DET NOGET, FOLK KØBER?

TH: De købte dem mere sidste år, end de gør i år. 

MS: Hvor mange køber ca.?

TH: Ikke særlig mange. De aner overhovedet ikke, hvad en CO2-kvote er. Det er selvfølgelig noget 
flere og flere sætter sig ind i og går op  i, i takt med det stigende fokus på miljøet. Men mange ved ikke 
engang, hvad CO2 er.

MS: Og hvad koster en kvote?

TH: Lige nu ligger den på 230 kr. på Børsens hjemmeside.

MS: OG SÅ HAR JEG  LIGE ET PAR SPØRGSMÅL OMKRING  JERES GÆSTER. HVOR MANGE 
VIL DU MENE ER FØRSTEGANGSBESØGENDE KONTRA FASTE KUNDER?

TH: Tallet på vores faste kunder er meget lavt, tallet på vores firmakunder er meget lavt. Vores leisure, 
som vi kalder det, er meget højt. Og det er fordi, vi er sådan et weekend-hotel. 

MS: Er der nogen af leisure-gæsterne som kommer igen? 
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TH: Nej

MS: Hvad mener du så med, at I gør det meget i loyalitet?

TH: Det kan godt være, de ikke kommer igen, men derfor kan de jo godt være loyale. Det jeg forbinder 
med loyalitet, det er, at de taler pænt om os - til deres venner for eksempel, som så måske vælger at 
bo her, når de engang selv skal til København. Derudover handler loyalitet jo om, at vi er troværdige. 
Fx havde jeg en kunde den anden dag, som brokkede sig over, at vi havde trukket 7 kr. for meget på 
hans kort. Så sagde jeg: “prøv lige at se efter, der står et minus foran, det er fordi, du betalte 7 kr. for 
meget i restauranten i går”. Det kunne han slet ikke forstå - og faldt så helt ned igen, efter at være helt 
oppe at køre - over 7 kr.... 

MS: Ok. Men er der så mange, som kommer, fordi de har fået det anbefalet? 

TH: De fleste siger jo ikke noget, og jeg spørger ikke, jeg skal jo ikke stå og lave marketingsanalyser, 
når jeg er på arbejde. Hvis folk har noget at sige, skal de nok sige det. Men altså jo, der er da en del, 
som fortæller, at de har fået det anbefalet. 

MS: HAR I NOGEN AMBIT IONER OM AT V ILLE HENVENDE JER MERE T IL 
FORRETNINGSREJSENDE?

TH: Ja, men det kræver, at vi laver værelserne om. De er smarte, men det man jo har gjort er at sætte 
kunsten højere end værelset. De er simpelhen for upraktiske. De er superfede og man sover godt i 
sengene, men det er umuligt at arbejde i dem. Der er dårlig belysning, og der er ikke nogen 
behagelige ryglæn, fordi det hele skal være puf og smart. Det er det, vi vil starte med, altså at ændre 
det - når kontrakten med Volkswagen udløber. 

MS: HVORDAN VIL DU BESKRIVE JERES MÅLGRUPPE?

TH: Vi målretter os ikke de konservative, du ved, dem der er bange for alt, der er anderledes, end 
hvad de er vant til. Men som du vil se, er de er her jo tit alligevel. Man kan se det på dem med det 
samme. De spørger til, hvor man spiser morgenmad, og når man siger her i lobbyen, ser de helt 
uforstående ud. De kan heller ikke forstå, at de får deres kaffe i et glas. De ønsker den på kop, fordi 
det er de vant til. De vil bare ikke ud af deres rutiner; man kan se angsten i deres øjne, når tingene er 
anderledes, end hvad de er vant til. Men altså alle er velkomne... - også backpackerne med 
hættetrøjer... Det er faktisk dem som er sødest og sødest til at betale. Dem, som har penge, de gider 
ikke at betale..... 

Lidt overfladisk sagt, så stræber jeg efter Apple-typer overfor Microsoft-typen. Selvfølgelig er alle 
velkomne, men jeg vil heller tage ud og sælge os ind hos Apple end hos Microsoft. Hos Apple tjener 
direktørerne jeg ved ikke hvor meget om måneden, men render stadig rundt med hættetrøje på. 

Men her er virkelig mange forskellige mennesker.... Vi har alt fra ældre til unge, vi har bare ikke 
familier... Nogen gange tænker man “hvad laver I her”. 

MS: Jeg troede, at det var primært unge

TH: Det er det også primært, men her er også en del, der er ældre. Det kommer an på, hvad tid på 
året det er. Fx når det er kongrestid, er her helt fyldt med de der konservative læger...

MS: Hvorfor vælger de at bo på Fox?

TH: Fordi der ikke er andet at få. Der er jo booket helt til Malmö i de perioder. Du skal tænke på, det er 
ca. 15.000 mennesker, som kommer til kongresserne... 

MS: Nåå... det er simpelhen derfor... Der er altså mange “tvungne gæster”?

TH: Ja, det kan man godt sige. 
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MS: Hvornår er det så “de selvvalgte gæster”?

TH: De “selvvalgte”, det er primært dem, der bor her i weekenden. De kommer, fordi de søger et hotel, 
der ligger centralt, og måske er et sjovt hotel, noget anderledes. Jeg tænker altid på, hvad jeg selv går 
efter, når jeg besøger en storby, fx Berlin. Jeg leder efter noget, der er billigt, noget med morgenmad, 
og så skal det bare være centralt. 

MS: HVEM ER JERES GÆSTER PRIMÆRT, GEOGRAFISK ELLER NATIONALT SET?

TH: Det er de lande, der ligger tæt på Danmark, så som Sverige, Norge, Tyskland, England osv.  
Selvfølgelig har vi gæster fra hele verden, men størstedelen kommer fra de lande der. 

MS: Hvad med danske gæster?

TH: Det er størstedelen. 

MS: Nå ok. Ved du, hvor de kommer fra i Danmark, altså er det fx primært folk fra Jylland?

TH: Det ved jeg ikke lige. Når jeg siger danske gæster, mener jeg også danskere, som nu bor i 
udlandet... Dem taster jeg også ind i systemet som danskere. Jeg ved sgu’ ikke lige, om de kommer 
fra Jylland. Nogen sover her også bare, fordi de ikke gider at tage hjem. Fx kan de bo i Ballerup.

MS: Nåå... efter de fx har været i byen?

TH: Njaa... Eller forretningsmøde... Det er der også mange, der bruger os til.

MS: DU SIGER, DU TASTER DEM IND I ET SYSTEM; VIL DET SIGE, AT I HOLDER STYR PÅ, 
HVEM JERES GÆSTER ER?

TH: Ja ja, vi ved, hvor de kommer fra. Vi kan jo se, så snart de kommer igen, at de har boet her før. 

MS: Hvad bruger I den information til?

TH: Til at sige velkommen tilbage, godt at se dig igen. Der er jo meget rart for en kunde at blive 
genkendt. Det er jo den der personlighed, så er det som om, man kender hinanden lidt på forhånd. Så 
er det bare sådan: “Hej Tore”. 

MS: Ok, så har alligevel en del tilbagevendende gæster?

TH: Ja, det har vi da. Men som jeg siger, de kommer ikke fx hver mandag. 

MS: Du sagde bare, at jeres forretningsrejsende udgjorde en meget lille del, og idet det jo som regel 
er de forretningsrejsende, der kommer igen, formodede jeg bare, at de tilbagevendende kunder 
udgjorde en lille del... Når du siger en lille del, hvor mange mener du så ca.?

TH: Det er svært at sige. Nogen måneder er det måske 20 procent og andre er det måske 0 procent. 
Du skal tænke på, at den firmaprocentdel jeg har hernede i forhold til de andre af Brøchner hotellerne 
er meget lille. Fx ligger Kong Arthurs på 50 procent på en måned, hvor jeg ligger på 20 eller måske 10 
procent. 

MS: Og hvor mange af firmagæsterne er så gengangere?

TH: Altså, det forholder sig sådan, at jeg kan have én stor kunde, altså et firma, som har 200.000 
ansatte rundt omkring i verden, og der kommer bare forskellige og bor hver gang, måske er der en 
enkel eller to gengangere. Så en ting er at have en fast aftale med et firma, og så at have 
gengangere. De faste aftaler kan udgøre de 20 procent, vi nu taler om. Og så er der de individuelle 
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firmakunder, altså individuelle personer, som måske er selvstændige eller har et lille firma. De udgør 
måske ca. 5 procent, og er primært gengangerne. 

Når vi taler firmakunder, er det jo sekræteren, som jeg taler med og har et godt forhold til, men det er 
jo aldrig hende, som kommer og bor på hotellet. Hun booker bare, men jeg ser hende jo aldrig.

MS: Nej, og på den måde, er Fox jo heller ikke “selvvalgt” for disse firmakunder.

TH: Nej. Der gælder det bare om at have et godt forhold til sekretæren. Hvis tingene fungerer imellem 
os, at der aldrig er noget galt med regningen osv, så fungerer det jo bare. Og med hensyn til salg, er 
det jo det fedeste, når man får fat i de helt store firma, så som NovoNordisk. 

MS: SYNES DU, AT FOX OVERORDNET LEVER OP TIL MÅLSÆTNINGERNE, SÅDAN KUNDE-OG 
SALGSMÆSSIGT?

(lang tænkepause)

TH: Jo... Det kan altid gå bedre jo...

MS: Gik det bedre i starten?

TH: Nej, det var faktisk en supersløv opstart. Der var ikke nogen i Danmark, der overhovedet vidste 
hvem Hotel Fox var.

MS: Nå ok. 
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24. Interview with Christian Lond, Hotel Manager, Fox

MS: HVORDAN SER FOX’S FREMTID UD, NU HVOR KONTRAKTEN MED VOLKSWAGEN ER 
UDLØBET?

CL: Vi vil jo gerne gøre tingene anderledes, men ikke så ekstremt som det har været denne gang. 
Søndag til fredag er det forretningsrejsende der kommer og så er vigtigt at man kan tilbyde dem den 
komfort som de efterspørger, det vil sige et ordentligt skrivebord på værelset. Det er en rimelig vigtig 
ting.

MS: Kan man sige at Fox har været for kreativt til at få en forretning til at løbe rundt?

CL: Det har i hvert fald været for kreativt til at tiltrække forretningssegmentet. Men det kreative har 
samtidig tiltrukket og tiltrækker stadig mange, og jeg synes stadigvæk, at København har brug for 
sådan et hotel. Det man, set i bakspejlet, skulle have været bedre til, var, at blive ved med at udvikle 
hotellet, så det ikke står færdigt som et enkelt koncept, men at man i stedet havde kunne forny sig 
hele tiden. Men det var ikke en del af det koncept, der blev lavet. Det skulle stå sådan i fem år - og det 
var det.

Det havde måske været sjovere, at man havde renoveret nogle værelser hvert år, så man havde en 
kontinuerlig renovering, så der hele tiden sker noget nyt, og så tror jeg, det er vigtigt, at man arbejder 
med lobbyområdet og lader det skifte flere gange om året, og følge de sæsoner man har i København 
og de større begivenheder, der er i byen. Det er nok lidt den tanke, vi arbejder henimod; at der skal 
ske noget mere i lobbyen. Ideen er, at man kommer ind på Fox og ved, at hvis man ser noget her, så 
er det noget, der også foregår i byen, så når der er fotofestival i byen, skal man kunne se noget af det 
her. Men stadigvæk skal vi kunne matche de forretningsrejsende, så det er et frisk pust at komme 
herind, og  det skal fortsat ikke være så konceptdrevet som mange af de andre hoteller er.

MS: Vil  I stadig holde fokus på kunst?

CL: Ja, i et vist omfang, men ikke så ekstremt. Men kunst og miljø er stadigvæk noget af det vigtigste 
for os.

MS: Vil I fortsætte med at have kunst på væggene og have forskellig udtryk på værelserne?

CL: Det er ikke endeligt besluttet endnu. Det kan godt være at værelserne stadigvæk vil være 
individuelle, men det vil nok mere være en etage ad gangen, der vil have et præg og en anden etage, 
der vil have et andet præg, så det ikke er hvert enkelt værelse der er forskelligt. Det kan også være at 
vi laver et basiskoncept på alle værelserne, og så bare med nogle småting justerer de enkelte 
værelser

MS: Men der er jo mange andre hoteller, der prøver at lave det lidt specielt og laver et temabaseret 
koncept. Men det er sjældent, at man ser nogen være så specifikke på kunst. Er det noget I vil 
fortsætte med?

CL: Vi vil stadigvæk differentiere os fra de øvrige hoteller i København. Der er ikke andre hoteller i 
København der er “særlige”. Der er nogen hoteller der kalder sig designerhoteller fordi de har en Arne 
Jacobsen stol stående i lobbyen eller på værelset. Det er absolut superlækre møbler og det er dansk 
design, men der er bare efterhånden så mange hoteller der har de stole så det ikke er særlig specielt 
og unikt mere.

Der er mange unge designere, der gerne vil designe hver deres værelse, men de skal jo bruge et par 
måneder på at lave sådan et værelse, og så ville vi jo hele tiden have værelser, der er lukket ned, og 
med 61 værelser vil det være alt for dyrt. Man kunne sige, at selve værelset skal have en rimeligt 
enkel standard uden at have for meget. Bare man har en god komfort og at man så skabte mange af 
oplevelserne i fællesarealerne.

MS: I tror ikke, at nogle af jeres kunder måske ville føle at selve konceptet så gik tabt?
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CL: Nej, sådan er det ikke. Man kan sige, at i vores hverdag er der stadigvæk mange der vælger Fox 
fordi det er Fox, men der er også mange der vælger os fordi vi har en god beliggenhed. Der er mange 
der kommer her som ikke kender vores koncept. Så nyhedsværdien er død.

MS: Så nu vil I faktisk starte mere eller mindre forfra?

CL: Det vil i hvert blive en relancering. 

MS:  Er det så også et nyt publikum I vil henvende jer til?

CL: Ja, det bliver bredere. Selv i dag er det meget svært at pege på hvem vores målgruppe er. Sætter 
man sig hernede i lobbyen vil man se alt fra unge på 20 år til det grå guld, folk på et par og tres år. Vi 
har den hippe; vi har dem der er fyldt med tatoveringer; vi har den klassiske herrer i jakkesæt; vi har 
veninderne... Så man kan ikke pege på en bestemt type. Det der med at sige at det er marketing, 
design og mode folk, den holder ikke helt. Det er selvfølgelig umiddelbart dem, man vil mene, at det 
tiltrækker, men når alt kommer til alt, så er det meget bredt.

Men det vi får rigtig meget ros for, er vores service og personale, som er meget opdateret på, hvad der 
sker i København - langt ud over de almindelige seværdigheder. Og så  for vi også mange point for, at 
der sker så meget forskelligt her. Man har mange muligheder for at lave events, fx er der mange 
muligheder i tagterreasen. Vi arrangerer fx ofte polterabender  og fødselsdage over sommeren. 

MS: ER DET DE SAMME TING DU GÅR EFTER OG  SÆTTER PRIS PÅ HOS PERSONALET, SOM 
TORE GJORDE? HAN LAGDE FX MEGET VÆGT PÅ PERSONLIGHED?

CL: Ja, det er meget det samme. Personalet er ikke blevet skiftet ud, efter jeg kom til. Det handler 
meget om at have den rigtige attitude. De skal have en åbenhed og en respekt over for gæsterne og 
kollegerne. Der nytter det ikke noget at vi står med nogle personer der har nogle værdier der er så 
stærke at de ikke kan gå på kompromis  og som er i strid modsætning med den åbenhed vi har. Hvis 
nogen mener det skal være totalt konceptstyret, så passer de ikke ind hos os og personen vil ikke 
finde sig godt tilpas her.

MS: Hvordan er lønniveauet i forhold til den øvrige hotelbranche?

CL: Vores lønniveau ligger på det gennemsnitlige i forhold til branchen og lønniveauet inden for 
hotelbranchen er generelt lav.

MS: ER DE GÆSTER DER KOMMER HER PÅ GRUND AF KONCEPTET MERE TILFREDSE END 
DE ØVRIGE GÆSTER?

CL: Nej, det kan man ikke sige, men de lægger mere vægt på de skæve ting og særheder vi har. 
Derimod kan de gæster, der bare har booket hotellet som et almindeligt hotel, blive ret overrasket, idet 
de ikke vidste hvad de bookede, og derfor ikke forstår fx de møbler vi sidder i nu,  som er skidedyre, 
men som man i virkeligheden sidder møgelendigt  i. Hvis man ikke forstår konceptet bag disse møbler, 
er det klart, at det er noget, de vil fremhæve som noget negativt ved vores hotel. Det samme gælder 
værelserne. Hvis man ikke forstår den måde de er på, vil mange sige, at dem kan jeg personligt ikke 
lide. Hvis man har det sådan, er man jo gået galt i byen. Det er klart, at nogen gange får vi nogle 
gæster, der har booket det forkerte hotel og ikke vidste hvad de gik ind til. 

Omvendt oplever vi, at når man samler en firmagruppe på Fox, bliver gruppen hurtigere rystet 
sammen. En af grundene er, at værelserne er så forskellige og overraskende for de fleste, at man 
taler om dem og ser hiandens værelser. At komme her er faktisk et lille event for firmagruppen. Vi har 
også brugt værelserne til at holde kreative møder. Det kan give en anden synergi, end hvis man 
holder møderne i almindelige mødelokaler. 
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MS: JEG VIL LIGE HØRE DIG I FORHOLD TIL STJERNESYSTEMET. FOX HAR JO  INGEN 
STJERNER. MEN IDET “DET NYE HOTEL FOX” BLIVER SÅ ANDERLEDES, VIL I DA OVERVEJE 
AT HAVE STJERNER?

CL: Ja, det kunne godt være.

MS: Ok, så I er ikke som sådan imod stjernesystemet?

CL: Nej. Min personlige mening er, at det er meget gammeldags, men det er jo hvad det er.

MS: Har du set, at det er blevet optimeret?

CL: Ja, der er der kommet lidt flere ting på listen. Det fortæller om, hvad du har på hotellet.  Men 
mange af vores gæster aner ikke, at det er det, stjernesystemet fortæller. De har et helt andet billede 
af, hvad stjernesystemet handler om. De ved ikke forskellen på 3, 4 og 5 stjerner. De tror, det handler 
om, hvor flot hotellet er. Og de tror, 5-stjernet hoteller byder på guld og marmor, men sådan er det jo 
slet ikke. Når jeg begynder at fortælle dem, at der skal være flere bøjler inde i skabet på 4-stjernet end 
på 3-stjernet, eller at der skal være armlæn på stolene for at være 4-stjernet, så forstår de det jo ikke. 

Men noget, der vinder mere og mere indpas, er sites så som TripAdvisor. Det er det folk oftest bruger, 
og det er også det, virksomheder bruger til at træffe deres beslutning, når de fx modtager tilbud fra ti 
forskellige hoteller. Vi gør det, at mere eller mindre hver gang vi får en henvendelse på TripAdvisor, så 
besvarer vi den, og det samme gælder dem, vi får på Booking.com. Men det er ikke noget, vi altid har 
været lige gode til. Men det er vi blevet, for det er vigtigt at vise kunderne, at vi tager dem seriøst.

MS: Bruger I andre sites end TripAdvisor og Booking.com?

CL: Nej, det er faktisk dem vi bruger. De er jo de største. Mange af de andre sites henter alligevel 
deres informationer fra Booking.com og Expedia, som ejer TripAdvisor. Og det er også dem, vores 
kunder kender og bruger.

MS: Vil du mene, at disse sites påvirker, at nogle af de fundamentale strukturer i hotelbranchen 
ændres?

CL: Ja, altså, med henblik på brugen af internettet har hotelbranchen udviklet sig meget de seneste 
år. Vi sælger jo primært på nettet nu. Men hotelbranchen er meget konservativ.  Hvis vi kigger 30 år 
tilbage, er der i grove træk ingen forskel sket i det daglige på et hotel. Der ligger nok noget 
gammeldags i det: det er sådan vi gør det, for det er sådan vi altid har gjort, for det er det gæsterne vil 
have. Pointen er bare, at vi ofte tager fejl, måske i tre ud af fire tilfælde, netop  fordi vi ikke ved, hvad 
gæsterne vil have. Dér forsøger jeg at udfordre os selv og bruger mig selv som eksempel, ved at 
spørge mig selv, hvad det egentlig er, jeg selv sætter pris på, når jeg rejser. 

MS: Det lyder fornuftigt.

MS: HVORDAN HAR FINANSKRISEN PÅVIRKET FOX?

CL: Ikke synderligt. Men finanskrisen var dejlig at have, for så kunne vi give den skylden for, at 
tingene gik dårligt. Selvfølgelig har vi kunnet mærke en generel afmatning ligesom alle andre. Den 
værste effekt var nok, at vores konkurrenter eller kollegaer og nok også os selv panikkede, med det 
resultat at priserne er sat alt for langt ned og har fået vænnet kunderne til langt lavere priser, og det er 
selv om efterspørgelsen i store dele af året har været fin, men sådan er gamet i denne her branche: vi 
står os selv nærmest, og vi er bange for at tabe til konkurrenterne.

Vi forsøgte i de tre første måneder af finanskrisen at holde priserne oppe, for vi mærkede ikke 
nedgang de første par måneder, fordi der var så mange kongresser i byen og mange andre ting, og vi 
troede så meget på, at vi skulle holde fast i priserne, men der kunne vi godt se, at det var vi næsten 
ene om at gøre, så derfor led vi selvfølgelig lidt tab i omsætningen.

MS: Er der ikke rimeligt godt booket op?
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CL: Jo, fuldstændig. Siden januar har det kun været positive tal, vi har set. Der har været en stigende 
efterspørgsel, og det gælder for København generelt. Det er jo dejligt, når gæster og kunder har svært 
ved at få booket værelser i København, for så får vi aflivet den her myte om, at hotellerne har det så 
hårdt, og hotellerne er så trængte. Jeg kan sige, at i den weekend vi lige er kommet ud af, var der rent 
faktisk ikke hotelværelser nok i København, selv om der lige er udvidet med rigtig mange 
hotelværelser. Byen stagnerer altså efter et stykke tid. Også sidste gang vi havde en stor 
hoteludvidelse, blev der snakket om, at vi havde alt for mange hoteller i København, men efter et 
stykke tid, så tilpasser byen sig, og så kommer der godt flow i det.
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25. Email interview with Marie Louise Thyssen, Marketing Coordinator, Brøchner 

MS: HVORDAN PRÆSENTERES FOX I MARKETING ØJEMED?
 

MH: Hotel Fox præsenteres altid anderledes/skævt/kreativt. 

MS: GØR I MARKETING ANDERLEDES FOR FOX END FOR DE ANDRE BRØCHNER HOTELLER? 
 

MH: Hotel Fox adskiller sig fra Brøchner Hotels øvrige hoteller på mange måder og markedsføres 
også anderledes. Hotellet adskiller sig både på ”appearance”, i produkt som helhed samt det publikum 
og segment, som Fox appellerer til. Dertil kræves der naturligvis en anderledes approach, når vi 
ønsker at gøre opmærksom på Hotel Fox.

Der hvor vi handler anderledes rent marketingsmæssigt, er egentlig henført på hvilke medier, vi 
vælger eller, som vælger os, når Fox skal markedsføres.

Det er lidt sværere at lave firmaaftaler på Hotel Fox. Dette har meget forskellige årsager, en af dem er, 
at det ikke er videre nemt at arbejde fra Hotel Fox’s værelser – praktisk talt mangler skrivebordet, der 
kan tillokke den danske firmakunde med muligheden for at arbejde under gode forhold mens de 
opholder sig på hotellet. 
 
I stedet for forsøger vi at være en del af alle de spændende ting, der foregår i København i løbet af 
året. Copenhagen Pro, Kunst arrangementer, film festivaler, musik festivaler, gay parade osv. osv. På 
den måde støtter Hotel Fox op  om arrangementerne, som til tider ligger og roder med meget små 
budgetter (altså arrangementerne/projekterne) og samtidig modtager vi omtale og ”good will” fra de 
mennesker, som er involveret i projekterne – det giver os rigtig god omtale hos, hvad vi definere som 
Fox’s målgruppe.
 
MS: HVILKEN KUNDEGRUPPE ER VIGTIGST FOR JER AT FÅ FAT PÅ? OG HVORFOR?

MH: Målgruppen er den kreative klasse: unge, moderne, kreative, urbane, mobile. Men Hotel Fox 
appellerer til en meget bredere gruppe i forhold til alder og livsstil

Vores vigtigste segment på samtlige af vores hoteller er vores firmakunder – de danske. Det har vi 
vurderet ud fra to årtiers fortsat udvist loyalitet. Den jyske firmakunde kommer endnu til København for 
at sælge sit produkt selvom dollaren er lav eller hvis der f.eks. har foregået et terrorangreb  ude i den 
store verden. Vores danske firmakunder har vist sig at være upåvirkelige af ”verdens” kriser – når vi 
kigger bagud i 2 årtier og på baggrund af det, har vi valgt at bruge ”mindre” penge på kampagner, der 
kan række ud efter den ”almindelige   turist”  og satse hårdere på at pleje vores eksisterende faste 
kunder og sørge for, at vi altid udvider med tilkomne.

MS: HVILKE MEDIER BRUGER I? HER TÆNKES BÅDE PÅ FYSISKE OG ON-LINE KANALER? OG 
VED DU HVILKE KANALER, DER ER MEST EFFEKTIVE? 
 
MH: Da Fox er et meget anderledes hotel end, som vi kender dem i klassisk form, henvender vi os 
meget naturligt til det lidt mere kreative miljø og et tolerant miljø, som påskønner alt der er anderledes 
om end inspirerende. Derfor bestræber vi os på at optræde med Fox i medier, som bliver beskuet, 
læst eller hørt af f.eks. reklamebureauer, fotografer, det homoseksuelle miljø, kunstnere, musikere og 
de unge i al almindelighed.  
Mange medier henvender sig helt af sig selv, og ofte ser vi først dette tilfældigt, når vi falder over en 
artikel eller billeder, som diverse journalister og fotografer har valgt at bruge uden at involvere os først.

Dertil er utallige interviews foregået på mange af vores værelser, som virker til at tilføje en anderledes, 
kreativ og ”sjov” scene eller baggrund, som kunstnerne synes at kunne identificere sig med. 
 
MS: TORE HARBOE PETERSEN HAR OPLYST OM, AT PR ER EN STOR DEL AF JERES 
MARKETING; AT I OFTE BLIVER RINGET OP AF JOURNALISTER OG FOTOGRAFER, SOM 
ØNSKER AT LAVE ET INDSLAG OM FOX ELLER LIGNENDE. I HVILKET OMFANG  SKER DETTE, 
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OG  HVORDAN HAR I OPLEVET UDVIKLINGEN I PRESSENS INTERESSE FOR FOX SIDEN 
ETABLERINGEN I 2005? 

 
MH: Ja, vi bliver ofte kontaktet af journalister fra diverse medier (i høj grad internationale 
livstilsmagasiner, arkitekttidsskrifter mm.) Måske overraskende, men den internationale presse har 
haft en næsten vedvarende interesse for Hotel Fox helt til nu.
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26. Guest Interview, citizenM – With Friends

MS: I SKRIVER I VALGTE CITIZENM PGA. PRISEN OG  FORDI, DET SÅ ANDERLEDES OG 
FUNKY UD. HVORFOR ER DET VIGTIGT FOR JER, AT DET ER ANDERLEDES?

IA: Man vil jo gerne bo et sted, der skiller sig ud. Det er lidt sjovere at komme hjem og sige, at man 
har boet i et funky designer hotel end et SAS Radiosson. 

MS: Lever citizenM op til det?

IB: Ja, bestemt.

IA: Ja, her er jo super cool og tjekket. 

MS: HVORDAN VIL I BESKRIVE JERES OPLEVELSE I CITIZENM?

IB: Jeg synes, det er et meget innovativt sted, specielt i forhold til værelserne, hvor man nærmest skal 
have teknisk snilde både for at kunne betjene badet, som vi har haft lidt problemer med, og fjernsyn 
og farver og alle de her ting. Og hvis jeg skal pege på noget mere negativt, så bryder jeg mig ikke om 
at toilettet står midt ude i rummet, altså der er ikke privacy nok. Så hvis du er på forretningsrejse, altså 
alene på tur, så er det fint nok, men hvis der er flere du skal dele værelse med, så er det begrænset 
hvor meget det fungerer.

IA: Jeg synes også det er meget moderne, og det er tjekket og lækkert indrettet, og så synes jeg det 
er fint med det store opholdsområde. Det er lækkert indrettet og det er spændende med alle bøgerne, 
så man kan bruge noget tid der, uden at føle at det er en foyer man sidder i. 

IB: Ja, man føler sig næsten hjemme, det er sådan lidt lejlighedsagtigt. 

IA: Ja, jeg kan rigtig godt lide konceptet, men jeg vil godt give Fie ret i, at toilettet var er intimt. Men 
når man så er der, tænker man faktisk ikke så meget over det. Jeg synes ikke det er noget problem, 
og så synes jeg jo, at det er helt vildt så meget vi morede os over det til at starte med. 

IB: Ja ja ja, det er da også super lækkert. 

IA: Ja, lækkert, lækker seng, men små værelser. 

MS: Men det var ikke et sted, du ville tage til med din kæreste (rettet til IB)?

IB: Det betyder bare noget for mig... Jeg synes ikke, det vil være fedt at blive nødt til at sige til min 
kæreste, at han skal gå udenfor døren, fordi jeg skal ordne noget... Men alligevel synes jeg, det vil 
være sjovt at have min kæreste med - altså ikke på grund af toiletterne, men fordi det er så tjekket.

Her er super super fedt, der er slet ikke noget der. Og sødt sødt hjælpsomt personale. At man kan gå 
og betjene sig selv, det kan jeg godt lide.

IA: Ja, og adgang til computere og printer, det er rigtig fedt, og det fungerer nemt. 

IB: Det er meget det der hjælp-dig-selv-koncept - også ved check-in, det kunne jeg ret godt lide. Det 
kræver måske bare lidt mere synlighed fra medarbejderne, de skal være der lige med det samme, hvis 
man har problemer. 

MS: I dine svar ved check-in kommenterede du også på, at du synes, at check-in systemet er noget af 
det, der virkelig skiller sig ud...

IB: Ja, netop fordi du er overladt til dig selv. Du kan selvfølgelig spørge om hjælp, men det er 
meningen at man klarer det selv.
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IA: Ja, det er ligesom i lufthavnen, men det er jo ligesom også stilen. 

MS: Og det kan I godt lide?

IA & IB: Ja ja ja

IB: Det er bare vigtigt, at der er nogen, lige som hvis du går i stå ligesom i lufthavnen. Men super 
nemt, jeg synes, det fungerede fint. 

MS: ER DER NOGET, I SYNES MANGLER?

IB: Personligt så kan jeg godt lide, at der er en hyggelig bar. Jeg ved godt, der er en bar, men jeg 
savner lidt et lidt mere hyggeligt sted, hvor man kan få en drink. Jeg synes ikke rammerne er der til 
den der intime hygge. 

IA: Nej, måske ikke sådan aftenshygge, men til morgen- og eftermiddagskaffe synes jeg, det er fint. 

IB: Det er ikke et familiehotel, det er et business hotel. Og det er bestemt ikke et sted for pensionister, 
for de ville jo slet ikke kunne finde ud af self-check-in og de ville jo heller ikke kunne forholde sig til de 
der tekniske ting i værelset. Altså jeg ser det som et sted for unge mennesker og forretningsfolk. 

IA: Vi kan jo godt lide at... Når vi er i storbyer, er vi jo ikke særlig meget på hotellet, men vi kan jo godt 
lide at have en lækker base alligevel. 

IB: Lige præcis

IA: Og til det synes jeg det giver nogle rigtig fine rammer

MS: ER DET OGSÅ VIGTIGT FOR JER AT PRØVE FORSKELLIGE HOTELLER?

IA: Ja, altså, når jeg tænker tilbage på en ferie giver hotellet klart noget til mit overordnet billede af 
ferien. Jeg synes fx at et værelse jeg lige har boet på i Berlin var fint og pænt, der var ikke som sådan 
noget at sætte en finger på, men det var overhovedet ikke hyggeligt, det var skrabet, der var intet 
personligt touch, alt var fuldstændig ens, nu så jeg tre forskellige værelser, og det synes jeg var 
virkeligt tamt, og det synes jeg gør noget for mit overordnet oplevelse af ferien. Og der synes jeg, at 
citizenM giver meget mere. Der er noget kulturelt, alle bøgerne, lækker kunst og lækker møbelkunst, 
og den store bog ved elevatoren. Altså selvom værelserne er ens, så er det stadig meget hyggeligere, 
også med det der lys for eksempel. 

IA: Altså du kan få tiden til at gå. Fx hvis du har fire timer, så behøver du ikke at kede dig. Hotellet har 
stillet rammerne for at du kan hygge dig, få en lækker kop kaffe, sætte dig ned og læse en bog. Du 
behøver ikke at sidde at føle dig alene, så det er fedt. Altså, jeg har oplevet både hostels og 1-stjernet 
hoteller og op  til 5 plus, og jeg vil sige, at citizenM ligger i den helt gode ende. Alt er rent og lækkert og 
pænt. 

MS: ER DET ET HOTEL I SYNES SKILLER SIG RADIKALT UD FRA ANDRE HOTELLER?

IB: Ja

IA: Ja, bestemt. Det er et hotel, man kan huske, og et hotel man fortæller om, når man kommer hjem. 

MS: Hvad tror du, du vil fortælle?

IA: Ordene er nok sjovt, innovativt, anderledes, tjekket, nyt og moderne

IB: Ja, altså, det er sjældent, jeg tager billederne, når jeg er på et hotelværelse, ligegyldigt hvor 
lækkert det er, men det her, det har jeg taget massevis af billeder af. Jeg synes, det er svært at 
forklare, hvordan det egentlig var, så der er fedt at kunne komme hjem og vise sin kæreste eller hvem 
det nu kan være sine billeder, for det er nyt!
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MS: ER DER ELLERS NOGET SOM FALDER JER IND?

IA: Ja, nu har vi talt meget om, hvor tjekket og innovativt det er, så synes jeg, at personalets uniformer 
falder fuldstændigt igennem. Jeg synes, de er kedelige og tamme, de er i kedelig bomuld, ikke særligt 
well-fitted, det passer bare ikke i stilen. De kunne fx have et eller andet mere individuelt på, det ville 
også passet bedre med stilen. Mange af dem er jo nogle pæne mennesker, og det kunne de da godt 
fremhæve langt mere ved at give dem nogle mere lækre uniformer på. 

IB: Men måske er der også en grund til, at de gør som de gør, måske skal de bare ikke være så 
synlige. 

IA: Måske, men man kan også sagtens lave noget diskret, men samtidig stilfuldt. De her er slet ikke 
stilfulde. Og jeg synes godt man kan have noget forskelligt på i forhold til om man fx er rengøring eller 
receptionist, receptionisten kunne jo godt have noget lidt pænere på, det behøver jo ikke at være 
slidstærkt, som rengøringens måske skal. Og hvis man skal se hotellet som en helhed, så er 
personalet noget af det første man ser...

MS: Så du synes, at personalet skal afspejle konceptet?

IA: Ja, det synes jeg lidt, at det skal. 

IB: For mig betyder personalets udseende ikke så meget. Jeg er faktisk ligeglad med, hvad de har på, 
bare de er pæne og rene. 

IA: Jeg synes bare virkelig, at det er et hul i konceptet, men man værdsætter jo også forskellige ting. 

IB: Ja. Og så synes jeg, at det location-mæssigt er for langt væk fra centrum. Altså, vi kan jo ikke gå 
ind til byen - ved mindre vi ville gå en time. Selvfølgelig er der tram’en, men det koster jo også penge, 
så jeg synes, det havde været super fedt, hvis det havde ligget tættere på. 

IA: Det er jeg fuldstændig enig i. Jeg tænker, at de nok har tænkt i at tilfredsstille forretningskunderne 
også. Jeg mener, det er super nemt fra lufthavnen og det ligger tæt på mange af de store 
virksomheder. Det der “fast-in fast-out”, det får du her. 

IB: Ja, for business perspektiv er det helt perfekt, men for leisure perspektivet er det knapt så godt. 

MS: De har planer om at ekspandere til flere storbyer rundt om I verden; ville I vælge det igen, hvis I 
stod og skulle et sted hen, hvor det lå?

IA: Ja, det ville jeg godt!

IB: Ja!

MS: Og det er vel så også prisen taget i betragtning?

IA: Ja, altså, nu har vi jo faktisk slet ikke talt om pris, men prisen er jo virkelig god, og det er da 
selvfølgelig også en afgørende faktor. 

IB: Ja, det er good value for money! Dog synes jeg, at deres priser i restauranten er ret høje, men det 
accepterer man ligesom, fordi det er så billig at bo der. 

MS: DER ER IKKE ANDRE TING, I HAR VÆRET UTILFREDSE MED?

IA: Jo, vores telefon virker ikke så godt, og så bruger man i stedet sine egne penge på at kontakte 
hinanden, og det er noget skidt. Vi har også haft problemer med persiennerne, faktisk kunne vi ikke se 
dagens lys i går. Hvis der skal være elektronik, så skal det også virke! Det er enormt utjekket, når det 
ikke virker, for så er det bare et stort frustrationsmoment. Vi har også haft store problemer med at 
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lukke dørene til bruseren, hvilket de skal for at der kommer noget vand. Fire til fem forsøg på at lukke 
dørene er bare ikke fedt, når du står splitter-nøgen i midten af et rum. 

IA: Der burde være mere tjek op  på at alt virker, lige fra bad til TV, for det er bare ufedt, når det ikke 
virker. 

IB: Ja, det burde de bestemt stramme op på.

MS: Ja, det er især ikke rart, når noget så essentielt som bad ikke fungerer.  

IB: Nej, vi blev virkelig sure. Man blev jo hel kold. 

IA: Jeg ville også sætte pris på, hvis ruderne i badet var tonet ligesom på toilet, bare en meter 
omkring “der hvor der sker mest”

IA: Ja, altså, man deltager i hinandens esplanader, både hvad der angår bad og toilet. Mere privacy, 
tak!

MS: Så hvis I havde vist det, og at det lå så langt fra centrum, havde I så valgt et andet hotel?

IA: Nej

IB: Nej nej nej

IA: Jeg ville ikke have været foruden denne her oplevelse. Hotellet har så meget andet at tilbyde, det 
er så cool, og så anderledes fra alle andre hoteller.

IB: Jeg ville slet heller ikke have været foruden det.
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27. Guest Interview, citizenM – Returning Business

Male, around 30, Indian but lives and grew up  in Toronto, Canada. He works in the Netherlands and is 
an IT consultant. 

 
In the lobby 

MS: NOW IT IS THE FOURTH TIME YOU ARE IN CITIZENM, WHAT IN PARTICULAR MAKE YOU 
COME BACK?

P8: I just feel very comfortable here. I think it is the combination, it’s the location, it’s the convenience, 
the simplicity... The price is good. The cost level is pretty decent compared to other hotels around 
here. It is clean, it is nice, it is cosy...

MS: Do you mean here in the lobby or in the room?

PA: Both. I think the room is fantastic

MS: WHAT IN PARTICULAR DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE ROOM?

P8: The bed is very very comfortable, it is the best bed that I have ever slept in - after my own, and I 
have stayed in many many hotels over the years.

MS: WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN DOING IN THE ROOM?

P8: I have been using the control thing, I was on the internet to do a Skype call to back home.

MS: Ok. What about the TV?

P8: Yeah I was watching the news this morning, but not so much. I have mostly been on the internet 
actually. 

MS: Ok. What do you think about the idea that you can control the entire room from a remote control?

P8: That is cool. I like it a lot. It is very practical. I also used it to turn on the alarm this morning. It was 
a quite special experience. I had chosen the alarm with the elephant, and I was like, what is 
happening. The light turned on and there were all these noises... It was like waking up  in a jungle - 
right next to an elephant. It was quite entertaining. I liked it... I liked it a lot. It was amusing. 

MS: HOW DO YOU THINK THE ROOM IS SPACE-WISE?

P8: It is fine for one night, like for me it is just a quick stop  over on my way back home to Toronto. But 
for long time, I would definitely need more space and a desk. 

MS: WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE BEST THING IN THE ROOM?

P8: Size of bed. 

MS: WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT HOW THE BATH AND TOILET ARE IN CUBICLES? 

P8: It is nice. But first time I was here I had some problems with the shower, because someone had 
left it on, which meant that as soon as I closed the doors, the shower just started, and that was very 
cold.... But now I know how it works, so my second shower experience was much better than the first.

MS: DO YOU MISS ANYTHING IN THE ROOM, OR DO  YOU THINK ANYTHING COULD BE 
IMPROVED?
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P8: A table. There is no where to actually sit. There is the chair there, but you can’t really sit there and 
work. The only place you can be with your laptop is in the bed. 

MS: SO, HOW WOULD DESCRIBE THE ROOM IN ONE SENTENCE?

P8: Comfortable. I think it is just overall comfortable. The bed is just very nice. Its not too hard, its soft 
and there are lots of pillows. I wouldn’t say its the biggest room I have been in, but obviously it is not 
the smallest either. It has got enough to make everything feel comfortable. The only thing is that a little 
bit more space would have been nice, as you find yourself looking for space a little bit. The shelf under 
the bed helps a lot, its cool how you can open it up... But yeah, a bit more space would have been 
nice. 

MS: WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM A HOTEL IN TERMS OF THE DEGREE IT SHOULD FEEL LIKE 
HOME VERSUS OFFERING A SPECIAL EXPERIENCE?

P8: I actually look for both. I actually look out for different experiences. Sometimes I go to hotels 
knowing that they aren’t completely different. Or I go  to a hotel knowing that it is nothing like what I 
have tried before, so why not. I guess there is a sense of adventure there. 

And when I travel, there are two moments. There is business and there is my personal life. Monday to 
Friday I might be working, but then Friday, Saturday, Sunday I will have free to go out and have some 
good times, that is leisure time of course. Then I might go wherever. 

MS: Do you think citizenM can satisfy both needs, I mean both business moods and for pleasure?

P8: Yeah, I think so. I mean they can do both. If they added an element of even a desk in the room, or 
just a small place where you could sit and talk, then yeah...

I mean where I was previously working we always stayed at the Eden Hotel. I did that a couples of 
times, but then I just said to the owner, lets just get an apartment, it might be easier. If you are there 
for a month, it is easier. I had my desk, I had more space, I had a kitchen where I could cook my own 
food... So yeah, that time I was not staying in a hotel, which was different. I guess the biggest 
difference between being at home and in a hotel is the fact that you can cook your own food. 

MS: I know your first time in citizenM was quite accidental

P8: Yeah, it was completely just a last minute decision. 

MS: So, now here your second time, have you looked more into the brand philosophy and concept?

P8: Not really

MS: So, you don’t know what citizenM stands for?

P8: No, I don’t

MS: It stands for citizen mobile, so it is actually defined by its audience and their lifestyle as mobile 
citizens. A part of the concept is to create a sort of community or feeling of belonging between the 
guests... Do you feel that there is more sense of community here than in other hotels you have been 
to?

P8: Yes, definitely. I mean they have a great lobby here. This entire lobby design is well suited for 
meeting new people. In older hotels, it is a very fixed concierge. You walk in, check-in, go to your 
room. The only thing they have is a restaurant, which you don’t use because you go into the city to 
eat. And if they have a lobby, it is often an empty, waste space with a couples of sofas - and you don’t 
really meet people. I sometimes find hotels to be claustrophobic and that the staff is kind of isolated. In 
contrast, here people are open, it is very bright, very hip and very functional.
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MS: WOULD YOU LIKE TO MEET NEW PEOPLE IN A HOTEL, WOULD THAT BE A REASON FOR 
YOU TO BE THERE?

P8: Yeah. Now I am only here for less than 24 hours, so that makes it hard to meet new people, but if I 
was staying longer, for instance for a month, I would want to meet new people and would hang out 
down here more. 

MS: WHAT TYPE OF HOTELS DO YOU NORMALLY STAY IN? 

P8: Eden Hotel, as I mentioned. Different hotels. I have stayed in many different hotels over the years, 
many four and five star hotels, most of them have been quite traditional and conventional. 

MS: HOW DO LIKE THE TRADITIONAL HOTELS IN COMPARISON WITH CITIZENM?

P8: I find them to be quite pretentious and the staff is very stiff, not approachable. Now when I have 
tried this, I don’t want to go back to a hotel offering a less pleasuring experience for a much higher 
price. Now I know citizenM, and I really like it here, so I think my next stops in Amsterdam also will be 
here. It makes a difference when I am making the purchasing decision, because I know what to expect 
and I don’t have to rely on usual reviews. The worst thing I know is going into a hotel to find out its not 
so great... But I will advantageously try out new hotels and discover new brands at the same time. 

MS: Yeah, OK. If you for example was going to Paris and there was a citizenM hotel there, would you 
go there?

P8: Yeah, I would definitely consider it. But I would also look at where I was going. If I was going to be 
in the city centre, I would find something close to there. Convenience is a big factor for me. I am a city 
person, so I would like to be in the city. Just to walk straight out of the hotel and walk to where you 
want to go. 

MS: IS SEEMS AS IF THE CRITERIA THAT ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU RELATE TO 
FULFILLING BASIC AND FUNCTIONAL NEEDS. HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE BRAND AND LESS 
FUNCTIONAL FEATURES TO YOU?

P8: I think citizenM goes above. Like you come in and they have this whole technological structure. 
Like with the remote control where you have access to movies. I mean they try to give you at least all 
the critical components you might be used to at home, and also all these services, I guess other hotels 
would perceive as being extra. citizenM has kind of understood what’s important to travellers and they 
move ahead... 

A simple example is when I sometimes have stayed in a hotel for work for three weeks, it would have 
been nice if the hotel had had movies, as you want to watch movies once in a while. If they have had a 
citizenM there, I would have liked to stay there instead. You know, it is the little things that make the 
difference. I mean, whoever thought of this, invented a new paradigm. 

... I remember staying at the one of the best hotels in Paris, when I visited there, and it was a crapy 
room.... It was really disappointing. And I remember I walked all day, met up with some friends’ friends, 
and walked like 10-15 kilometres and my legs felt just like they were about to fall off - and once I got to 
the room, I just wanted to sleep. The bed was a disaster, they had forgot my reservation. Well, 
everything was just bad. Some hotels - their IT systems are just a disaster. I have simply started to 
always call and double check that they have made my reservation - and I don’t have to do that in 
citizenM. 

MS: That is great. What do you think about the check-in procedure?

P8: Easy, it is just straight forward. You know why have a line up  of people. 80 or 90 per cent of it, you 
can do yourself. And here, they do have some one around. 

MS: Yeah, you can always get help if you need it.
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P8: Yeah, it is just very easy, and even their room cards, working as an ID card, like you can attach 
your luggage to your card.

MS: So, safety is also important for you - that your know that your luggage is in good hands. 

P8: Yeah, well, for me, it is more just the simplicity in it. That I don’t have to waste time. I can just skip 
my card, and then I can go to sleep.

MS: AND WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE STAFF?

P8: I think staff is always nice. Well, there have been a few times where they haven’t been that nice. 
Once, my room was leaking - like totally. There was water all over the place. And the staff didn’t really 
know what to do. It ended up  that they put me in a door room. And it was like the smallest single bed I 
have ever slept in. 

MS: And you had to pay for it?

P8: Yeah. And the next day they gave a family suit. It was like three bed rooms with a kitchen... I was 
like, I just wanted a bed - and they gave me three. 

MS: So, what about price. How important is that? You say your main reason to why you came back to 
citizenM was the bed, but... [-]

P8: The comfort level and because I think it is a good balance between the price you pay and the 
comfort you get. I mean, it is probably the best terms of value you can get - compared to all other 
hotels. In other hotels, I might be paying a $140 to $150, and yeah, I might get a bigger room, but it 
will not be as comfortable, as nice, or as modern as this. Like with the TV, they have all these music 
settings - you can put music on if you like. And it makes the difference, because sometimes I want to 
hear music. 

And the lighting. I was amused by it. At first I wasn’t realising that the light was changing colours. I was 
like, did the room just change it’s colours? And then I was like wow, yeah, it actually did. It was really 
cool.

MS: Do you think it was easy to use?

P8: Yeah, the control was really easy. I did not have any problems. I believe, in 10 years or so, 
probably all household will have one. 

MS: Yeah, or in 5 years. 

MS: NOW, THAT YOU HAVE BEEN HERE BEFORE. HAVE YOU RECOMMENDED IT TO ANYONE, 
OR TOLD ABOUT IT TO YOUR FRIENDS OR FAMILY?

P8: Yeah, to my friends. I told that it was a great hotel, a nice atmosphere, good conference space, 
and so on. And as I said, there was this news program on TV about the hotel. So, as I was watching it 
with some friends, I was like, “I have stayed there”. I remember, as recently as a few moths ago, I was 
with one of my friends from Australia, and he was online looking at this article about citizenM, and I 
was again like ‘I’ve stayed there!’, and yeah, I sort of confirmed that it is really cool. The word travels 
fast. If they had more hotels, I am sure they would have no problems filling them up.

MS: LAST THING. IF YOU WERE TO  DESCRIBE CITIZENM IN ONE SENTENCE, HOW WOULD 
THAT BE?

P8: One sentence.... Comfortable!
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28. Guest Interview, citizenM – Patron (Business)

Male. He is a very loyal customer of citizenM. He stays at citizenM from Monday to Friday every week.
He lives in the UK and is about 55 years old and works in a bank. 

In the “living room”

MS: WHY DO YOU KEEP ON RETURNING TO CITIZENM?

I: There are a number of reasons to that. First of all, it is only a few minutes walk from my work... The 
cleanliness is very good and the value for money. 

MS: For how long have you been working here?

I: Since April

MS: Ok, so that is actually since the hotel opened (?)

I: Yes, it was actually at the same time

MS: So, you haven’t tried staying at any other hotels?

I: Oh yes, I have. 

MS: Ok. But you came back... So, except from the criteria you already mentioned, what made you 
come back? Is it for instance mostly because of the room or is it merely because of the atmosphere 
down here (in the lobby)? 

I: The atmosphere is quite good, but probably not the main reason. I think the main reason is the room 
comfortable, that it is clean - that is always the main thing. 

MS: Now I can see that you watch TV down here, is that something that you do often? I mean, do you  
generally use the lobby area?

I: Yes, I use it to relax. It works out very well when here isn’t busy, but when here is busy, it doesn’t 
work. Its too noisy. Like now, it is OK for you and I to sit here and have a chat, or watch TV, but when 
here is busy, you can’t do that. 

MS: I don’t think here is very busy in the night, but I may be wrong?

I: No, normally here is relatively quiet during the week, and then, quite busy in the weekend, during 
Friday and Saturday night. 

MS: How long are you staying here for?

I: Until December

MS: Ok, that’s a long time. So, you feel quite at home here?

I: A hotel is never really home, is it... (?)

MS: Nah, but close to home

I: Nah, there are too many strange peopIe... But this is a nice pIace to be. It got its faults though. 

MS: Yeah ok, we can talk about them now.
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I: First of all - the worst thing, I think, is the citizenM song. You know, the music that goes with the TV 
when you enter your room. It is really repetitive...

MS: Oh yeah, the citizenM jingle? 

I: Yeah. It might be funny for two days, but try that after three months... It will drive you crazy. 

MS: And there is no way you can switch it off? 

I: No, when you walk into the room, it turns on. You can turn it off when you are in the room, and that 
is first when you realise that it really are annoying you. There is no way you can switch it off. It is really 
repetitive, it is not really music - and it is there. If I go to my room now, it is there. That is why I am 
here.... [laughing]

MS: I am quite sure it is not on in my room... 

I: I don’t know whether it is called Urban Block or whatever, something is on.

I: In some of the rooms the hot and cold water is switched around, so you need to know which rooms 
has it the other way around, otherwise it can get quite dangerous. 

MS: Ok, that is not very good. So, you are not staying in the same room?

I: No, different rooms. But I think I know what rooms they are... Five till eight. I don’t know if they have 
been switched, but it has been like that for a while... 

I: The lift works sometimes

MS: Yeah, I have noticed that it opens in the wrong side...

I: And the food. When I first stayed here, I had the food, but it gets monotonous. It is just too much the 
same sort of stuff. It tries to be healthy, which is a good thing, but at the same time, the choice is too 
limited. 

MS: I can see what you mean.

MS: Now, that you are staying in different rooms, does it mean that you don’t have any preferences?

I: I do have preferences, always 5th floor, because there is less noise. 

MS: How does it work with your ID card? I mean - the system recognises you when you arrive and so?

I: Yeah, the check-in system is good. And check-out is also very easy. 

MS: You put everything you eat and so on on your room card, right?

I: Yes, that’s good too. 

MS: DO YOU THINK THAT YOU HAVE ENOUGH AND RELEVANT CHOICES TO  INFLUENCE AND 
MODIFY YOUR ROOM AS YOU WOULD LIKE TO?

I: Yeah, but I think it is more a gimmick

MS: Well, the mood pad is made in order for you to modify your room according to your needs, but 
doesn’t it do that for you?

I: It is another thing when it works. Often it doesn’t work - for whatever reason it doesn’t work. 
However, I don’t use it anyway, I only use it to put the TV on. And here is the other thing: you are in 
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bed, watching TV - how will you switch it off? You can’t. You have to go out of bed and switch off the 
light in order to switch out the TV. 

MS: OK. I can switch my TV off from the bed.

I: Yes, but not if your mood pad doesn’t work

MS: Ahh, OK....

I: You can get the sound down, but the logo thing will stay on. When you switch the TV off on the side 
of the TV, then after two minutes it is back on again 

MS: OK, that is very annoying. Have you tried that in many of the rooms?

I: Two of them 

MS: But besides all the these less satisfying points, you still stay in citizenM. How can that be?

I: Well, these are things you only experience after having stayed here for a very long time. 

MS: Yeah. Would you like the technology to be improved?

I: As I said, I don’t think you need the technology. But when it is there, it has to be dependable. It has 
to work! Furthermore, I am fairly sure that the temperature does nothing. I had it on very, very hot and 
very, very cold, and I didn’t feel any difference. Have you tried?

MS: Yeah, I think there is a difference. I think the point is that is doesn’t get very warm, warm is what I 
would think of as average. 

MS: WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE THE POSSIBILITY TO INFLUENCE YOUR STAY MORE?

I: Only in terms of the food. 

MS: OK, so you are okay with the room?

I: Yes, the room works for what it is

MS: Yeah, but you do not really use the facilities - except for the TV?

I: The gimmicks work more for the first time visitors, or for peopIe not staying for very long. But after 
three months they just do not have the same power anymore. But I guess three months is not the 
norm [laugh quietly]... It is just good value for money.... 

[says something about the adult movies]... A bit too much, not that I have ever seen them, but I think 
there is 24 (channels) of them, and you have to block them if you don’t want to see them 

MS: Yeah, they are quite open for stuff like that, like here is a lot of pornographic books

I: Yes, I think there is a certain theme here that couldn’t bring my mother here

MS: Probably not [laugh]

I: I think it does actually work for the trendy business man, maybe, but like I say, if you have been here 
for a long time you kind of do not notice these kind of things, you more appreciate the... the freshness 
of the pIace, the fact that you can relax - but you don’t worry about the gimmick sort if things anymore.  
When you first have seen through the books a coupIe of time, they don’t amuse you anymore. But the 
other good thing is the selection of books down here. I mean I have looked in most of the housing 
books, the architecture, the travel. They really have some good books. Like I have been here for about 
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three months and I don’t think I have seen all the books. To relax you can just pick up  a book; I have 
seen a lot of peopIe doing that. It is a nice touch. It is not just a hotel lobby with nothing else...

MS: No, they pretty much succeed in creating a type of living room atmosphere down here

MS: DO YOU THINK HERE IS A SENSE OF COMMUNITY?

I: Yes, I think there is. The bar here is quite sociable, so if you sit there, you will talk to somebody

MS: So, you meet peopIe here?

I: Oh yes. 

MS: That most be a nice opportunity to have now that you stay here for quite a while (?)

I: Yes, it is. And if you don’t want to meet new peopIe, you don’t have to. That’s good. 

MS: SO, DO YOU RECOMMEND IT, FOR INSTANCE TO YOUR COLLEAGUES?

I: Yes

MS: So, do some of your colleagues stay here to?

I: Yes

MS: OK. Do you sometimes have meetings here?

I: No. My work is just across the road and there are a lot of meeting rooms and facilities. But 
sometimes I do a bit of work down here in the evening. So yeah, I really take advantage of the space 
and facilities down here. 

MS: SO  WHEN YOU RECOMMEND CITIZENM, WHAT DO YOU SAY; WHAT ARE THE REASONS 
TO GO HERE?

I: Clean, value for money, close to work

MS: Ok, so that’s what you reckon being the most important things?

I: Yes

MS: So, in your point of view the hotel is definitely more about convenient than amusement?

I: Yes. 

MS: So, does it mean that the lifestyle, the design, the atmosphere and so on here does not pIay a 
significant role for you?

I: Yeah, I might take it for granted now, but it does.... I think, what I need is to go back to one of the 
other hotels, so I can really compare and may appreciate it more then...

MS: Yeah... [laugh] 

I: I mean, it is a very nice and homelike atmosphere down here, but sometimes it gets too busy to use 
it. It works to a certain level, but it is not your own space

MS: DO YOU THINK THE HOTEL CONCEPT IS RADICAL DIFFERENT TO OTHER HOTEL 
EXPERIENCES YOU HAVE HAD?
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I: Yeah, there are some outstanding differences. 

MS: Do you appreciate them?

I: I appreciate the newness, the freshness. But again, some of it is gimmick.  

MS: DO YOU THINK IT IS MOSTLY A IACE FOR BUSINESS PEOIE OR FOR TRAVELLERS?

I: I think a lot of business peopIe find it quite convenient

MS: Yeah, there are quite some that compIain about the space in the room, they think they don’t have 
enough room for their clothes and so on. But that seems not to be a problem to you (?)

I: No. I guess if you are more than one, it might be a problem. But I travel week by week, and 
therefore I only bring stuff I will be needing for that week, so I don’t have too much. But, for a coupIe of 
weeks ago I came here with my wife and there it was a bit too small. Good for one person, but might 
get too small if you are two persons. 

MS: So, you wouldn’t stay in a citizenM if you were going on holiday with your wife somewhere?

I: Good question... Depends on the alternatives. I would not necessarily rule it out, but the situation in 
the rooms would make me want to consider it twice... 
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29. Guest interview, Fox – Patron (Business)

Mand, omkring 55 år, bor Viborg, Danmark. Han er kunstner og arbejder med arkitektur og mode. 

Fra samtale efter interviewet, hvor han siger, at han synes, at:

Konceptet er rigtig godt, han er en “fan” af ideen. Men samtidig synes han også, at det kunne udvikles 
meget mere. Fx med dygtigere/mere professionelle kunstnere. En anden ide han har - måske ikke for 
Fox men tilsvarende - er at lave et fashion hotel, hvor man kunne have store poster/art/wallpaper on 
the walls, af fx design - så som hans egne kollektioner (closeupandprivate.com) eller serier af de 
kendte kvindelige modeller fotograferet af store, kendte modefotografer. 

Det han også særligt understreger - og sætter prise på i Fox - er at målrette et hotel til en bestemt 
type. Han synes, at Fox er særligt henvendt det kreative miljø, og han sætter stor pris på, at andre 
som bor i hotellet deler samme livsstil og værdier, som ham selv. 

MS: JEG KAN FORSTÅ, AT DU ALTID BOR PÅ FOX, NÅR DU ER I KØBENHAVN - OG  DERFOR ER 
JEG INTERESSERET I AT HØRE, HVORFOR DU ALTID VÆLGER FOX?

I: Jeg er kunstner og derfor tilhører jeg det univers. Jeg ser Fox hotel som æstetisk, og det passer til 
mig. Det er først og fremmest det. Derefter atmosfæren og hele udsmykningen. Og her udtaler jeg mig 
også som arkitekt og kunstner. Jeg synes, det er en god ide og koncept, det er ikke bare pynt. Altså 
det at alle værelserne er lavet af internationale kunstnere. Det er et dejligt koncept, som jeg gerne vil 
føle mig en del af, da jeg er meget fascineret af det. 

MS: ER DET ALTID DET SAMME VÆRELSE DU BOR I, ELLER BOR DU I FORSKELLIGE 
VÆRELSER?

I: Det er næsten altid det samme værelse jeg bor i, da jeg synes, det passer bedst til mig. Det nr. 311, 
som er simpelt, minimalistisk og sort og hvidt - ikke farvet. Men det er hyggeligt, og der er fjernsyn, der 
er, hvad jeg har brug for. 

MS: Så der er ikke noget, du synes, du mangler?

I: Nej, det tror jeg ikke... Det kunne måske være lidt større og bedre rengøring. Den er ikke på toppen. 
For to dage siden spildte jeg fx noget kaffe i sengen, og lagnet er stadig ikke blevet skiftet. Og de er 
også meget sløve til at tage tomme flasker... Det burde være bedre... Men det er kun i værelset, 
toilettet er altid fint og rent... Men det betyder nu heller ikke så meget for mig, det betyder ikke 
alverden. 

MS: BRUGER DU LOBBY OMRÅDET MEGET?

I: Ja. Jeg kan godt lide ideen, det er også om kommunikation. Selvom du ikke taler med folk, 
kommunikerer du - med øjnene, med dit tøj, hvor farver du har på, - og for mig betyder, 
kommunikation meget. (Udeladt: han fortæller om hans galleri, opkommende bog, etc.). 

.... Derudover er det vigtigt for mig, at personalet kender mig. Jeg føler mig lidt som “part of the 
family”, og det er også vigtigt for mig. Jeg får en god pris, fordi de kender mig. Det gør, at man føler 
sig som noget specielt - selvom det er meget banalt. 

MS: FØLER DU, DER ER EN FORM FOR FÆLLESSKAB HER?

I: Ja, jeg kender Tore, og han har mine postkort og min lille bog liggende her. Og min kone og min søn 
bor også altid her, når de er i København. 

MS: Men du møder ikke som sådan andre gæster her?
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I: Nej, jeg holder mig mest for mig selv. Men omvendt, så er jeg en meget åben person, så hvis der 
kommer nogen og vil snakke, er jeg også meget åben for det. Her er jo også andre her, som deler de 
samme værdier som jeg, så nogen gange falder man i snak...

MS: HVORDAN SYNES DU FOX SKILLER SIG UD FRA ANDRE HOTELLER, OG HVILKE 
VÆRDIER SYNES DU AT FINDE HER?

I: Fox skiller sig ud på kunsten og på servicekvaliteten, maden skiller sig også ud. Jeg er meget 
tilfreds med morgenmaden, for jeg spiser selv rugbrød, og er derfor glad for at kunne få det til 
morgenmad. Den lille rugbrødsmad og en kop  kaffe, det er perfekt for mig. Det er i mine øjne også 
æstetik, det er de små detaljer, der gør forskellen. Også hvordan de serverer maden skiller sig også 
ud, hvilken slags glas, hvilken kaffe - det er også vigtigt for den samlede oplevelse. At man kan få sin 
aftenskaffe med op på værelset på en bakke er også en lille ting, jeg sætter stor pris på. 
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30. Guest Interview, Fox – Couple

Leisure, young couple, around 35 years old, from France.  
Interviewee A: Male
Interviewee B: Female

MS: WHERE DID YOU HEAR ABOUT HOTEL FOX?

IA: In a guide book, a French guide book 

MS: AND WHAT MADE YOU CHOOSE HOTEL FOX? 

IA: Because it said it was crazy and very different from other hotels, that’s why we decided on this 
hotel. 

IB: And we saw the website

MS: Hotel Fox’s website?

IB: Yes, and the rooms were so beautiful, so we wanted to come here.

MS: So, did you get you favourite room?

IB: Yees [said in a very happy tone of voice], we were very lucky. 

MS: DO YOU THINK IT HAS BEEN AS YOU EXPECTED IT TO BE?

IA & B: Yes!

IB: Maybe even better. 

MS: So, you really liked your room?

IB: Yes.

MS: Which room was it?

IA: 121, the one with the tent. 

MS: What was it that you liked that much?

IA: It was very peaceful. 

MS: Do you mean the design or [-]

IA: The design and the tent, it was very peaceful. 

MS: DID YOU MISS ANYTHING IN THE ROOM OR WAS THERE ANYTHING YOU WERE 
UNSATISFIED WITH?

IA & B: No

MS: HAVE YOU BEEN USING THE LOBBY AREA?

IB: Yes, for breakfast. 

MS: How did you like it? 
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IB: I like the lobby and I think the breakfast was very good too. 

MS: HOW WILL YOU DESCRIBE THE ATMOSPHERE?

IA: It is very modern... comfortable and cosy.

MS: HAVE YOU TALKED TO SOME OF THE OTHER GUESTS HERE?

IB: No

MS: BUT DO YOU THINK HERE IS A SENSE OF COMMUNITY?

IA: Yeah maybe, during the night. 

IB: Yes, in the evening. 

MS: Yes, I heard they had a big party Saturday night

IA: Yes [laugh]

MS: Did you join it?

IB: [laugh] No, we didn’t. 

MS: And you were not disturbed by the music?

IA: No, it was not a problem. We just thought it was fun that something was going on. It was fun to 
return to a hotel full of partying people, two were even dancing on the tables. That was a fun 
experience. 

MS: SO, AS I UNDERSTAND YOU, YOU OVERALL HAD A VERY GOOD EXPERIENCE HERE?

IA: Oh yes. If we come back to Copenhagen, we would definitely stay here again. 

MS: And you would recommend it to your friends?

IA: Oh yes. 

IB: To have them test another room. 

MS: HAVE YOU TRIED ANYTHING SIMILAR BEFORE?

IB: No, it is really unique and different.

MS: Is that something that you are looking for in a hotel, that it is unique and different?

IA: Not always, but this time we wanted to see something else, to experience something different. And 
we thought this hotel was very different, so we wanted to go here. 

MS: LASTLY, HOW WILL YOU DESCRIBE HOTEL FOX IN ONE SENTENCE?

IA: Very different, unique and fun - a very enjoyable experience.

IB: Yes, a hotel that gives you so much more than a place to sleep. 
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31. Guest Interview, Fox – Couple

Mand, omkring 30. Dansk, men bor i London. Er i København med sin kæreste for at se venner. 

MS: DU SKRIVER, AT DU HAR VALGT FOX, FORDI DU ALTID HAR TÆNKT, AT DET KUNNE 
VÆRE SJOVT AT PRØVE, FORDI DET ER SÅ ANDERELEDES, OG  PGA. LOKATIONEN. HAR DET 
LEVET OP TIL FORVENTNINGERNE?

I: Nej, det har det faktisk ikke helt. Jeg troede standarden var højere. Det har været en lidt anderledes 
oplevelse end jeg havde regnet med.

MS: HVORDAN HAR DIN OPLEVELSE DA VÆRET?

I: Jeg synes, det har været en god seng at sove i... Jeg har ikke været her så lang tid. Vi tjekkede 
hurtigt ind og så var vi ude hele aftenen, og kom forholdsvis sent i seng og så tidligt op, så jeg har 
måske ikke fået en så fyldstgørende oplevelse ud af det - fordi det var sådan meget in-and-out.

MS: Hvordan synes du hotellet fungerer for det formål?

I: Øh... Mit første indtryk var, at det var meget fedt dekoreret på væggene. Jeg synes møblerne så lidt 
slidte og gamle ud. Jeg tror, jeg havde forventede mere i forhold til den pris, man betaler. Jeg synes, 
det er meget sjovt, at man kan købe nogle lidt anderledes dvd’er og at det er kunstnerisk, det synes 
jeg er et meget sjovt tema. Men noget jeg synes er lidt skævt, det er, at væggene fx er rigtig fine, men 
gulvtæpperne i gangene, de ligner jo noget, man ville kunne finde i et halv-gammelt Scandic hotel. Det 
er sådan en lidt sjov kombi, det er som om, det ikke helt er fuldendt - så det er min vurdering af det. 
Det er som om, der er nogle detaljer, der mangler, før det er fuldendt. Jeg kan jo ikke lade vær med at 
sammenligne det lidt med nogle af de hoteller, som jeg normalt bor på i udlandet. 

MS: Og hvad er det for nogle hoteller du normalt bor på i udlandet?

I: Det er også design-hoteller, men meget mere fuldendt. Der er rigtig designermøbler, og der er ikke 
hul i et eneste møbel. Alt er stilet og top-tunet, modsat her hvor man sagtens kan se, at møblerne er 
slidte og gamle. Så samlet set synes jeg, at prisen her er al for høj kontra hvad man får. Her betaler 
jeg 1500 kr. eksklusiv morgenmad, og for den pris er man altså oppe i den helt gode liga i London. 

MS: Det er så også for det største og dyreste værelse

I: Jeg synes ikke, værelset var overvældende stort. Vi synes i hvert fald stadig væk, at det er for dyrt. 
Også fordi det er en forholdsvis lille lobby. Andre hoteller i den prisklasse har også andre ting, så som 
motionsrum, tilknyttet. Men når det så er sagt, har jeg da sovet godt, og det var da også et meget sjovt 
værelse, og så er det jo centralt. Men hvis jeg igen skal være lidt kritisk, så synes jeg at værelset... 
Altså, noget de prøvede at lave cool blev gjort med nogle billige ting, og det hænger bare ikke 
sammen i min verden. Det er bare ikke gennemført. Det virker som om de ikke har haft penge til det, 
de gerne ville. 

MS: Hvad er det for nogle hoteller, du normalt bor på?

I: Fx synes jeg, at Morgan New York er virkelig cool.

MS: Det er så også et eksklusivt boutique hotel... 

I: Ja, det er da lidt billigere end her, men så meget dyrere er det heller ikke. Men nu står kronen jo 
også lidt stærkere end dollaren. 

Morgenmaden her synes jeg også var lidt skuffende, når vi er oppe i den prisklasse. Jeg synes, det 
var lækker juice, men fx synes jeg ikke sandwichene var særlig imponerende. Jeg ville fx godt have 
haft mulighed for selv at kunne vælge min morgenmad. Igen synes jeg ikke det var prisen værd. Jeg 
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har fået en juice og en bid rugbrød for de 130 kr som morgenmaden står til - jeg kunne have fået en 
rigtig brunch rundt om hjørnet... Jeg ved, at andre hoteller i udlandet får gæster ude fra til at komme 
ind og spise brunch. Det viser igen lidt om hvilken standard man prøver at sætte. 

Men bortset fra det synes jeg, jeg sov utrolig godt; det var en god madras. 

MS: KAN DU PRØVE AT BESKRIVE, HVAD DET ER FOR NOGLE VÆRDIER, DU LÆGGER VÆGT 
PÅ, OG HVAD DET ER, DU SYNES, DU FÅR I DE HOTELLER, DU REFERERER TIL, SOM DU 
IKKE FÅR HER?

I: Lokation er altid en vigtig ting, så det er nemt at komme til steder, som man skal. Det her, det er jo 
også meget centralt, så det er selvfølgelig også et plus her. Indretningen synes jeg også er vigtig, at 
man synes, det er rart. Når jeg rejser for business tænker jeg meget på, hvordan lobbyen tager sig ud, 
den skal have en god atmosfære og design; og her synes jeg ikke, jeg ville kunne tage en kunde. 

MS: Fordi dine kunder er et andet segment end Fox appellerer til?

I: Ikke så meget det, det er mere møblerne, det ser for snasket ud. Fx på Sanderson er alt top-stilet, 
og du kan sidde udenfor eller indenfor.

MS: Så du mener ikke, at Fox er egnet som business lokation?

I: Nej, det synes jeg ikke, det er. Det her er et hotel, man vil vælge, hvis man er ude at rejse med sin 
kæreste eller nogle sjove venner, hvor det ikke er vigtigt for én at benytte hotellets faciliteter. Altså, her 
er jo god mulighed for at sidde og få et par drinks. Jeg synes, det er noget meget fedt musik de spiller 
i lobbyen, det er noget musik man får lyst til at sidde og chile til, så det er bare synd, at det samlet set 
ikke spiller. 

MS: ER DER ELLERS ANDRE TING, SOM FALDER DIG IND - POSITIVT ELLER NEGATIVT?

I: ... Hygiejnen synes jeg heller ikke er for god. Jeg ved ikke, om jeg bare har været uheldig, men mit 
værelse lugtede af kloak, og det er jo ikke særlig rart. Men nu gjorde det ikke så meget, fordi jeg som 
sagt var så lidt i værelset. Men hvis jeg havde haft 3-4 timer til bare at slappe af i værelset, så havde 
jeg nok klaget. 

MS: HVORDAN VIL DU BESKRIVE FOX I EN SÆTNING?

I: Det er et hotel, som prøver at være anderledes, hip  og designeragtigt men det er ikke fuldendt. Det 
har en god beliggenhed og et venligt personale, men hvor man lidt føler, at det er en billig udgave af 
noget, det gerne vil være.

MS: KUNNE DU FINDE PÅ AT ANBEFALE DET TIL NOGEN?

I: Hvis jeg skulle anbefale det til nogen, ville det være til yngre mennesker, som ikke går op i de ting - 
men som går op i, at det er anderledes og sjovt. Men så synes jeg ikke at deres pris hænger sammen.

MS: Nu skal det så siges, at de har værelser ned til 7-800 kr. og op til 13-1500 kr for de største, som 
er det, du har boet i. Det er, hvad man generelt giver for et 3-stjernet hotel i København. 

I: Ok, jeg synes som sagt bare, at det var en høj pris, kontra hvad jeg har fået. Men altså jo, jeg synes 
det er anbefalingsværdigt for unge, som synes det er sjovt, at det er anderledes, og som søger noget 
centralt. 

MS: SÅ ER DET COOL AT BO PÅ HOTEL FOX?

I: Ikke i mine øjne, det er for slidt, der mangler nogle ting, som out-performer det. Jeg vil mene, at 
grunden til, at Fox er noget, er, fordi der ikke er noget lignede i København. Men det er der jo i mange 
andre storbyer, og så står de ikke længere så stærkt... Det skal være professionelt udført for at virke. 
Hvis det ikke er gennemført, så er det bare trendy. For mig skal et hotel kunne mere end at skille sig 
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ud, det har jeg set så meget af andre steder, og det tror jeg er et problem for dem, fordi de folk som 
kommer her, har højest sandsynligt også boet på anderledes hoteller i London eller hvor det kunne 
være... Deres nyhedshistorie er forældet, der skal ske noget nyt, det er bare ikke nok med lidt maling 
på væggene - der skal nye møbler til og bedre hygiejne; alle de her funktionaliteter skal fungere. 
Servicen er egentlig fin nok, og det er konceptet også, men der skal noget mere fokus til, hvis de vil op 
og lege i en seriøs liga - altså hvis det er det de vil, det kommer selvfølgelig an på hvad deres mission 
er.... Det er min vurdering. 
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Other Data

32. Email from Aleena Skinner, Booking.com Customer Service Team	 	 	

Email from Aleena Skinner, Customer Service Team, 28/8-2011

Dear Mette Sillesen,

Thank you for contacting Booking.com.

Once you have made an on-line booking and are allocated a reservation number, the on-line system 
communicates  with the hotel to confirm your booking. A few days after you leave the hotel, an on-line 
questionnaire will be emailed to you which can only be completed once. 

The reviews are posted within a few weeks of your departure.

We hope this has addressed your concerns and look forward to receiving your review.

Thank you again for contacting Booking.com. Please feel free to contact us if you should have any 
further questions.

Kind regards,

Aleena Skinner
Customer Service Team

My question, asked via email to Booking.com’s Customer Service Team: 
Hi, I am interested in knowing when the reviews are made, i.e. how long after the stay do you invite 
people to make a review, and how long after receiving the email do they normally make the review? It 
would be a great help to me if you would answer this question. Thanks  a lot in advance! Best regards 
Mette Sillesen.
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33. Screenshot of Reviews on Booking.com and TripAdvisor

Reviews on Booking.com

 Reviews on TripAdvisor
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34. citizenM Concept Description 

To all travellers long and short haul.

To the weary, the wise and the bleary eyed. 

To the suits, weekenders, fashion baggers and affair-havers.

To the explorers, adventurers and dreamers.

To all locals of the world from Amsterdam, Boston and Cairo to Zagreb. 

To all who travel the world with wide eyes and big hearts.

To all who are independent yet united in a desire for positive travelling.

To those who are smarter than a dolphin with a university degree and
realise you can have luxury for not too much cash.

To those who need a good bed, a cold drink and big fluffy towels.

To all who are mobile citizens of the world.

citizenM welcomes you all.
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 citizenM 
Affordable luxury for the people

Something exciting is happening in the world of hotels. A new type of traveller is walking 
through the door. These modern individuals are explorers, culture-seekers, professionals and 
shoppers. They travel a lot – both long and short haul. They are independent, share a 
respect for the places they visit and are young at heart. 

We call this new traveller: ‘Citizen Mobile’. Coming from cities near and far, they share a 
common desire: affordable luxury for the people. And they are so important to us, we named 
our hotel after them.

citizenM – short for citizen mobile – has reflected on and learnt from the needs of these new 
mobile citizens. They know what they like in a good hotel and what they don’t need from a 
bad one. What they like includes stylish design and great value. They appreciate the best 
entertainment for free. The latest technology. Quality products. A sociable atmosphere. A 
comfortable bed and great pillows (never, ever underestimate the pillow). They need a hotel 
in a good location. What they don’t want is unnecessary or hidden costs. They don’t need 
marble fountains or out-dated services. 

citizenM acted on these needs, wishes and desires. The result is a unique, quality hotel 
experience for an affordable price.

  
 
 

citizenM 
says: take a walk around

citizenM is a personality as well as a hotel. That means citizenM thinks about things from a 
guest’s perspective. Let’s take a walk around. 

lobby and check-in area

You walk into the stylishly designed lobby, furnished with the latest collection of iconic Vitra 
furniture pieces. Next, you head towards the self check-in kiosk, pull up your online booking 
and enter your personal settings: your preferred lighting, music, temperature and mood. If 
necessary, the citizenM ambassadors – always on hand to cater for all guests’ needs – will 
assist you. By the time the machine has programmed your personal RFID (Radio Frequency 
Identification Data) card, your room has been adjusted to your liking and is waiting for you to 
enter. 

the rooms

The 14-square-metre room, created by Dutch design agency Concrete, is highly innovative, 
combining modern design, user-friendly technology and functional space. citizenM likes you 
to feel at home, even if your home is 1000 km away. The bed is super-king size, in case you 
like to dance in your dreams. Its luxury bed linen and pillows offer the ideal lounge area from 
which to watch TV on the flat LCD screen, enjoy free movies on demand, work on your 
laptop using free wireless Internet or listen to specially developed music channels. Behind 
your bed is a wall-to-wall window, filling the room with natural daylight. 

Enjoy relaxing moments in the swivel-mounted juicy red seating shell of Vitra’s C1 chair, 
created by Verner Panton, one of the many legendary designers, with whom Vitra 
collaborated over the last 50 years. The unique C1, designed in 1959 and especially 
reissued for the launch of CitizenM, dates back to the same period, when Panton and Vitra 
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jointly developed the iconic Panton Chair. 

In the bathroom, you will find just what you need: a power rain shower and a hand-held 
shower. You will also see luxury bespoke amenities, specially developed for us by a famous 
‘nose’ (who was also responsible for creations by Commes des Garçons, Viktor & Rolf and 
Helmut Lang). There is no need to bring power adaptors as the bathroom comes equipped 
with a global plug system. A full-length mirror with theatre lighting ensures that you will look 
your best before heading out the door. 

An electronic mood pad developed by Philips allows you to control your entire room. You can 
set your room to the mood of your choice, using LED lighting, ambiance music, digital art (on 
your TV) and specially designed mood-enhanced wake-up calls (like ‘wake me gently’ or 
‘wake me wildly’). You are also able to control the temperature and electronic window blinds 
from the mood pad.  

canteenM and living spaces

If your stomach is singing, head to canteenM with a 24-hour choice of signature sandwiches, 
salads, sushi, warm dishes and more. There are also limited-edition beverages and coffee 
prepared by our in-house baristas. In the evening, the bar offers fine spirits, cocktails, 
champagne and fresh draught beer. Enjoy a drink, dinner or chat, watch TV and movies with 
a friend, or do some last-minute work in the vibrant and versatile collage of Vitra-designed 
living spaces. Choose, sit and relax on masterpieces from the furniture giant’s latest 
collection and on renowned design classics. Exactly as the mobile citizen, each peace of 
Vitra’s furniture bears a distinct character, reflecting its approach and collaboration with 
internationally renowned designers from all over the world, such as Charles and Ray Eames, 
Verner Panton, Jean Prouvé, Hella Jongerius, the Bouroullecs and Isamu Noguchi.   

If you feel like shopping, citizenM has a few essentials for a modern citizen’s needs – an 
assortment of magazines, city guides, design books, luxury travel accessories and other 
citizenM gear. When you leave citizenM, you can keep your room key card (which doubles as 
a luggage tag) as it will remain active for your next stay. 
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citizenM says:
this is our secret

So how are we able to provide such high quality for such low prices? The answer lies in our 
construction. Called ‘Industrial Flexible Demountable’, our rooms are pre-made in our own 
special factory off-site. This factory ensures that citizenM’s rooms are of a comparable quality 
to that of a luxury yacht or private jet. Only the best materials are used and our modular 
system combines functionality with comfort and design. We like to think that citizenM is an 
evolution in the hotel industry. But since citizenM likes to be a little bit modest, we won’t 
shout about it. At least not too much.

citizenM says:
this is our philosophy

citizenM has a unique personality and likes to be approachable, down-to-earth, friendly and 
worldly wise. While we take our aim of providing a stylish and affordable hotel very seriously, 
citizenM also acts with a sense of humour. Above all, citizenM wants to offer a new type of 
hotel experience for a new type of traveller: people who value personal choice, modern 
design, friendly technology and the proximity to a city – for an accessible price.  

citizenM says:
A few values to live and love by

citizenM IS UNIQUE
• We offer affordable luxury for the people
• We choose the highest quality for the best value
• We constantly look for ways to exceed people’s expectations

citizenM IS FRIENDLY
• We believe in giving every guest a perfect night’s sleep, an inspiring place to meet 

and a continuous reason to smile 
• We aim to provide all the comforts you would need
• We keep a light and optimistic attitude, and try not to lose our sense of humour

citizenM IS HONEST
• We believe that small details can have gigantic impact 
• We have a clear relationship with our guests; there are no hidden costs or agendas
• We believe in simplicity and flexibility
• We believe in communicating freely and openly 

citizenM IS UP-TO-DATE
• We believe in knowledge and innovation
• We love speed and efficiency
• We love contemporary design and technology

citizenM IS CARING
• We believe in good manners and treating people with respect
• We have a progressive outlook on the world
• We believe it is our responsibility to continuously look for ways to stay true to the 

planet.

citizenM, above all, believes in you…and nice, comfortable pillows.
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citizenM
Facts & contact

head office citizenM hotels:  leidseweg 219
      2253 AE Voorschoten
      The Netherlands

telephone:      +31(0)20 8117 000
fax:      +31(0)20 8117 049
email:      info@citizenm.com 
website:     www.citizenm.com
 
citizenM amsterdam airport: janplezierweg 2

1118 bb schiphol
amsterdam

      the netherlands 
      www.citizenmamsterdamairport.com

opening date:    24th June 2008
number of rooms:   230 rooms

citizenM amsterdam city:   prinses irenestraat 30
      1077 wx amsterdm
      the netherlands
      www.citizenmamsterdamcity.com

opening date:    may 6th, 2009
number of rooms:   215 rooms

reservations:    reservations via citizenM.com

pricing:     rooms rates from € 69 - 149

design partner:    Concrete Architectural Associates
 
brand communication:   Kesselskramer
 
furniture partner:    Vitra
 
technology partner:   Philips

phase 1 roll-out plans: citizenM hotels are planning to open 20 hotels throughout 
Europe in its first phase of roll-out. Included are major 
cities such as: London, Barcelona, Glasgow, Berlin, 
Stockholm, Brussels, Milan, and Copenhagen.

phase 2 roll-out plans: several additional hotel openings planned in Europe and 
beyond.
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citizenm says: This is our team

Management Board:

Rattan Chadha, Chairman is the former owner and founder of the Mexx International 
fashion company, and partner of Oberoi International Hotels & Resorts. 

Jan Wulf van Alkemade, Member has 25 years of experience in the hotel industry as a 
major supplier of hotel supplies and guest amenities. 

Klaas van Lookeren Campagne, Member  is Investment Director of KRC Capital. He 
formerly headed the real estate corporate finance team at Deloitte, specialized in the 
hospitality and leisure industry.

Rob Wagemans, Creative Member is founder and the driving force behind “Concrete 
Architects” Amsterdam.  The past 10 years of works, have just been published.

Management Team:

Michael Levie, CEO worked for various international hotel chains including Sonesta Hotels 
and NH Hoteles. As Executive and VP of Operations he managed large portfolios of hotels. 

Kai Overeem, CFO 
Kai Overveem worked for various multinationals including NIBC bank, ING and Numico. Kai 
will use his experience in real estate and finance as CFO of citizenM

Robin Chadha, CMO has worked for various fashion and lifestyle companies including 
Mexx. In addition, he was part of the hospitality industry with the opening of his own unique 
drinking and dining concept “Rain” in Amsterdam.

Carel van Houte, CDO is an industrial designer with 20 years of international experience for 
blue chip clients. He brings his knowledge of design and industrial processes to citizenM.

Jasper Muller, Director of Acquisition
Jasper Muller worked in the real estate advisory teams at consulting firms Andersen and 
Deloitte, with a focus on property development. Jasper is a graduate of the Amsterdam 
School of Real Estate. As Acquisition Director Jasper now utilizes his real estate experience 
and knowledge to source suitable development opportunities for citizenM.

Lennert de Jong, Director of Distribution and Business Development 
Lennert de Jong, responsible for Distribution and connectivity started his career at the 
Krasnapolsky Hotel in Amsterdam. He has worked for SynXis, a central reservation system 
and distribution solution for hotels, where he played a key role in growing the European 
portfolio of hotels from 0 to 3500 hotels.

Michael Reiner, Director of Hotel Operations
Michael Reiner, reponsible for the hotel operations, comes from the hotel industry. Michael 
holds a hotel degree from Salzburg, and gained his hotel experience in the US. Back in 
Europe he headed up the operations team of SynXis Europe. Michael is responsible for all 
hotel operational elements within citizenM.
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citizenM
press contacts:

Headquarters: Robin Chadha
      Leidseweg 219
      2253 AE voorschoten
      The netherlands

telephone:      +31(0)20 8117 000
fax:      +31(0)20 8117 049
email: press@citizenm.com

Press & Communications Consultant International:
 
 Birgit Schmoltner
 Birgit Schmoltner Communications

email: press@birgitschmoltner.com

Local Requests / Netherlands: Mijke de Jong
 SPICE PR
 prinsengracht 548A
 1017 kk amsterdam
 the netherlands

telephone: +31(0)20 28 91 031
fax: +31(0)20 48 97 499
email: info@spicepr.nl
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